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ABSTRACT 

A thorough understanding of the properties of the gravity gradient tensor in its application 

to airborne surveying for prospecting has been developed. This has yielded a rich harvest 

of techniques for use in interpreting gravity gradient survey information, the value of 

which have been demonstrated in a series of simulations of gradient surveys over detailed 

three dimensional geological models. The understanding of the tensor properties leads to 

guidelines important in the development of the new gravity gradiometer instrumentation. 

The gravity gradient is a second rank tensor containing the second spatial derivatives of 

the gravity potential. It is consequently closely related to the second order associated 

Legendre functions and is a considerably more subtle and complex physical object than 

the gravity acceleration vector. Before developing an interpretation methodology for 

gradiometry, it is necessary to examine the special properties of the gradient tensor and to 

understand the special implications resulting from its nature and also to understand how 

information is contained within the tensor. If gradiometry is to become a tool for the 

exploration geoscientist then the information in the gradient must be readily extractable 

and interpretable. 

The response of the gradient components to unknown density distributions can be thought 

of in terms of directional spatial filters, and certain sets of components must be acquired to 

avoid directional dependencies. Knowledge of all of the independent components of the 

gradient is to be preferred over that of a subset of these components; at the very least, it 

would be poor practice to measure one of the horizontal gradients without the other or one 

of the curvature gradients without its partner. If only a single component is to be 

measured, the vertical gradient is to be preferred. Special properties of the gradient can be 

exploited via the invariants of the tensor to avoid the effects of the spatial bias and to 

provide additional information about the subsurface geology. 

The research has involved development of expressions for the gravity accelerations and 

gradients due to elementary geometric shapes and their use to construct fast, efficient 

computer algorithms. It has thereby been possible to simulate gravity acceleration and 

gradient surveys over detailed three dimensional models of known geological structures. 

Noise models of spectral form appropriate for measurement and for unknown buried 

geological topography ("geological noise") have been incorporated in the simulations to 

make them more realistic. The simulations have been used to demonstrate the properties of 

the gradient and evaluate the applicability of these properties to the aims of geophysical 

exploration. 



In oil exploration, although the oil itself is usually not directly detectable by geophysical 

techniques, the geological structures controlling the oil distribution m a y be inferred. 

Typically, a sedimentary basin, often up to hundreds of kilometres across, will be 

explored for uplifted features which may be associated with such controlling structures. A 

complex three dimensional computer model of the Canning sedimentary basin in Western 

Australia has been constructed and the results of simulated gravimeter and gravity 

gradiometer surveys over this basin have been calculated. This example has demonstrated 

the power of the gradiometer to resolve, even at considerable depth, subtle basement 

features of the basin which are of interest to oil explorers. 

On a much smaller scale, mining geophysicists attempt to use geophysical techniques to 

map rock units in order to understand the geology and delineate prospective zones within 

the mapped area. Simulated gradient surveys calculated over a model of the Broken Hill 

mine area, N e w South Wales, provide a stunning Verification of the advantages to be 

gained from using gravity gradient data as a mapping tool in this geological environment. 

The various stratigraphic units with density contrasts can be readily traced across the 

model and can be easily recognised across shear zones, even allowing good estimates of 

the distance of the fault throw. 

Finally, of course, geophysicists try to directly detect and delineate orebodies. The 

Broken Hill simulation shows how the discriminatory power of the gravity gradiometer 

could be successful even in complex geological environments; simulations of surveys 

over the Elura deposit in N e w South Wales demonstrate its abilities also at smaller scales. 

These three models have also been used to demonsttate various other features peculiar to 

gravity gradiometry. A novel intelligent image processing operator, developed as part of 

this work and called the "saddle detector", which transforms the complex response of the 

curvature components of the gradient into a simpler response, has been applied to the 

Canning basin model. This is shown to both improve the signal-to-noise of the 

measurement and make the resulting map easier to relate to the geology; the technique also 

allows depth estimation of sources from curvature gradient data. 

The use of invariants of the tensor over the Canning Basin and Broken Hill models 

removes the spatial orientation dependence of the component data and reveals significant 

information about the sources of the variations in the gravity field, making invariant 

mapping an important tool in tlie interpretation of gravity gradient surveys. 

The Elura model is used to demonstrate important new techniques based on Poisson's 

relation and developed for tlie interpretation of joint surveys of the gravity gradient and the 

magnetic field. The gradient may be projected onto the direction of the earth's magnetic 



field and correlations between the projected gradient and the anomalous magnetic field 

then provide information about the subsurface not readily gained from analysis of the two 

data sets separately. This suggests that magnetometers should be used routinely in 

airborne gravity gradiometer surveys. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1. Exploration Geophysics and Gravity 

Geophysics is the study of the physics of the earth. The various rocks within the 

lithosphere, and indeed throughout the earth, vary in their physical properties (density, 

elastic moduli, magnetic susceptibility, electrical conductivity, etc). B y observing the 

spatial variations of the physical properties of the earth it is possible to make deductions 

concerning the nature, both lithological and structural, of the subsurface geology. In 

planetary geophysics, this can provide information concerning the structure and evolution 

of the earth. 

This is also the case in exploration geophysics or geophysical prospecting in which 

geophysics is used in the search for minerals, oil and gas. The principles behind 

exploration geophysics are independent of the aim of their usage; generally, however, 

geophysical prospecting limits its interest to scales from some tens of metres to tens of 

kilometres and to the techniques which are expected to be most cost-effective in 

distinguishing a particular type of target- from its surrounding country rock. 

The distribution of the values of a physical property over the various rock types is often 

highly skewed. For example, the magnetic susceptibility of most minerals is very small 

with only a few, particularly magnetite, having a high value (Parasnis, 1966). Electrical 

conductivities for non-metallic minerals are generally very low in contrast to the values of 

the few metallic ores, and radioactivity is only significant in a small number of elements 

(Parasnis, 1966). Thus the geophysical methods which measure the effect of these 

properties are usually limited to the detection of the particular minerals or elements with 

high values or to mapping their distribution within rock units. In these cases, geophysical 

prospecting relies on the presence of unusual rocks. 

Other properties of rocks exhibit a less extreme range than those mentioned above. The 

densities of rocks and minerals vary between a minimum of about 1-2 tm~3 for 

unconsolidated soils to as high as 8-2 tm~3 for the mineral cinnabar. More typically, 

sedimentary rocks will vary between 2-0 and 2-5 tnr3 and igneous and metamorphic 

rocks between 2-5 and 3-0 tnr3 (Telford et al, 1990). Consequently, a knowledge of the 

density variations within the earth is especially valuable in providing a useful picture of 

the geology. Such knowledge may be gained by the seismic method which measures the 

travel time of accoustic waves through the rocks (dependent on the elastic moduli of the 

rocks as well as their density) or by measurements of the variations in the earth's gravity. 
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A mass distribution contained within some volume V in space can be specified by the 

density distribution p(x') where the position vector x' is in V. A test mass will experience 

a force due to this source mass distribution. (For the cases of interest here, the test mass 

will usually be much smaller than the source mass.) In Newtonian gravity, which is a 

sufficient theory for the purposes of prospecting, the force is conservative and associated 

with a scalar field, the gravitational potential O, which, at any point x, is given by: 

4,w = _cj££)dv [U] 
J v — v 
v » - x 

where G is the gravitational constant: G = 6-67 x 10-u m3kg-]s-2. 

The force experienced by the test mass in this gravitational potential will be equal to its 

mass multiplied by the gravitational acceleration, g, due to the mass distribution p(x')-

This acceleration is the gradient of O and therefore a vector field in three dimensions. 

Similarly, the next order of spatial derivatives defines a second-rank tensor field, the 

gravity gradient T: 

ft=-V,.<J> = -|* [1.2] 

r^-v^v^.o. [i.3] 

By construction, the gradient tensor is symmetric and, since the potential is a solution of 

Poisson's equation, the trace of the gradient is proportional to p. In free space, Laplace's 

equation holds and the trace is zero. (In exploration geophysics, w e can neglect the 

density of air and treat the gradient as having zero trace for the purposes of measurements 

above the earth.) In either case, the gravity gradient has only five independent 

components. 

Nomenclature and Units 

Before continuing, this opportunity will be taken to mention some of the common 

nomenclature of gravity prospecting. Gravimeters measure the relative magnitude of the 

gravitational field, and this is commonly called the 'gravity field' or simply 'gravity'. 

These two terms could, however, be understood to refer to either the scalar potential field, 

the vector acceleration field or the tensor gradient field and usually a more specific term 

will be used in this dissertation. In typical gravity exploration surveys, the direction of the 

vertical may be assumed constant in the x3 direction and the variations in £3 identified with 

those in Igl. This approximation is very good and will be adopted, so that information 

about g3 will be represented as being equivalent to that measured by a gravimeter. 

Additionally, the vector Vg3 is often called the gravity gradient with its horizontal 
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components the 'horizontal gradient(s)' and its vertical component the 'vertical gradient'. 

In this thesis, gravity gradient used as a general term will refer to the whole tensor, 

although the terms horizontal and vertical gradient will retain the above meaning. 

Also, there are several different sign conventions for the definitions of <J>, g and T. The 

ones adopted in equations [1.1], [1.2] and [1.3] ensure that positive work is done in 

lifting a mass, the force is attractive, and that T is the curvature of the potential. 

The commonly used units for gravimetry, prospecting by the measurement of the 

variations in the earth's gravitational acceleration, are the milliGal (mGal) which is 

10 ̂ .ms-2 and the gravity unit (GU) which is 1 (ims-2. The mGal is the more c o m m o n 

and is the unit used here. For gravity gradiometry, the appropriate unit is the Eotvos (Ed) 

which is 1 ns-2. The Gal is named for the Italian natural philosopher, Galilei Galileo and 

the E 6 for the Hungarian scientist, the Baron Roland Eotvos, both of w h o m made 

important contributions to the understanding of the gravitational field. 

The reader may acquire some appreciation of the relative size of these units by noting that 

a variation of 1 mGal/km is 10 Ed. The gravitational constant provides a natural scale for 

the gradient and w e note that for a density p 0 = 1 t.nr
3, Gp = 67 Eo. 

1.2. Gravity Measurements 

In order to discuss the history of gravity prospecting, it is necessary to first examine the 

behaviour of a mass in a gravitational field which provides a background to the underlying 

physics of the operation of a gravity sensor. This section follows Penny (1992). 

In the last section, the gravitational potential, acceleration and gradient experienced by a 

test body were introduced. In this section, the interest centres on the response of the test 

body to these effects. The test body, called the "responder", is naturally the core of any 

gravity measurement device. In a gravitational field a responder will experience a force 

and a torque given respectively by: 

/,•= Jp(r)g,(r)rfV and [1.4] 
body 

r,=%- \rjdfk . [1.5] 
body 

These can be expressed as multipole expansions (see, for example, Shaw and Lancaster-

Jones, 1923) to give: 

fi=gi(0)M-Tij(0)Mj+... [1.6] 
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r^Sijk(gj(0)Mk-Tjm(0)^^-) [1-7] 

where M is the total mass of the responder and M, is its mass dipole moment vector and 

Mi} its mass quadrupole moment tensor, both relative to the origin, 0. 

Neglecting the higher order terms the above expressions become: 

f^gfl-TM [1-8] 

r-^A-V^)- [L9] 

1.2.1. The Gravimeter 

The spatial variations in T are generally small in comparison with the accelerations, so that 

the expressions: 

fi=giM [1-10] 

may be used for gravimetry. In a non-inertial reference frame, these expressions are 

modified by substituting: 

gi-^gi + ai+qi , [1.12] 

where the pseudo-accelerations experienced in the frame are ah due to the linear 

acceleration of the frame, and q-„ due to its rotation. 

In a stationary measurement of the gravitational acceleration on the earth, the constant 

rotation of the earth will be the only contributor to these non-inertial terms. Since 

prospecting gravimetry is concerned with the variations in the gravitational acceleration, it 

is only the spatial variation of the pseudc—accelerations that can affect the measurements. 

This variation of the effect of the earth's rotation across its surface is well known to the 

required accuracy and it is therefore straightforward to correct for this effect in the results. 

However, for airborne measurements, the pseudo-accelerations will usually be much 

larger than the variations of the gravitational ones. A description of the important terms 

contributing to a, and q{ in airborne gravimetry is contained in section 1.5.1. 
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1.2.2. The Gravity Gradiometer 

Equation [1.8] shows that a gravity gradient dipole responder (DR) consisting of two 

identical bodies - each of mass M - a fixed distance, hh apart will experience a differential 

force proportional to the gravity gradient across them: 

A/,. = r\./t;.M . [1.13] 

Constraining the masses of the responder (typically by using linear elastic bearings) to 

movement in one direction and aligning them either parallel or perpendicular to this 

direction suggests a natural set of coordinates. For the parallel case, one axis will be 

aligned with the direction of freedom of motion and the other two mutually orthogonal in 

the plane defined by the first. Here the masses are in line with the direction of motion and 

such a D R is called an in-line responder (ILR). The perpendicular case fully constrains 

the axes, one in the direction of freedom of motion, one in the direction of the mass dipole 

moment and the last orthogonal to both. These natural coordinates, hereinafter called the 

instrument coordinates, ease the analysis of the behaviour of the responder. 

Alternatively, a responder may have a zero mass dipole moment but significant 

quadrupole moment. In this case, the responder experiences a torque proportional to the 

gradient as indicated in equation [1.9]: 

*, =-e^Jlf^ . [1.14] 

The mass quadrupole moment tensor is, by construction, real and symmetric; 

consequently a set of coordinates, defined by the principal axes of the responder's mass 

distribution, can be found in which the quadrupole moment is diagonal. In these 

coordinates - the instrument coordinates for a quadrupole responder (QR) - the above 

expression for the torque is particularly simple: 

Tt ~ [Mjj - l^kkj^jk JJ,k all different, no summation implied. [1.15] 

In a non-inertial frame the expressions [1.14] and [1.15] are modified by substituting: 

r^r^ + Z^ [1.16] 

where R is the pseudo-gradient at a point fixed in a reference frame which is rotating with 

angular velocity co and angular acceleration a: 

Rtj = 8ijo)mcom -<»,£». -eijkak . [1.17] 
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It is obvious that the first two terms in #,v are symmetric with respect to interchanging the 

indices / andj, whereas the last is antisymmetric. The gravity gradient tensor is 

symmetric; consequently, by the use of an orthogonal pair of responders with quadrupole 

moments such that one experiences a torque due to one off-diagonal component of the 

gradient and the other experiences a torque due to the symmetrically equivalent 

component, the anti-symmetric part of R will be nulled. A responder of this type is called 

an orthogonal quadrupole responder (OQR). 

Both the dipole and quadrupole responders are, in principle, unaffected by linear 

accelerations of the frame of the responder (usually described by the instrument 

coordinates) although rotational motion will produce pseudo-gradients. A s with the 

gravimeter, it is straightforward to correct for the non-inertial effects of the earth's 

rotation but the effects due to mobile measurements will generally be larger than those due 

to geological sources of interest. Suitable rotation sensors can, in principle, be used to 

measure the rotational motion of the moving platform and correct for these effects. 

Alternatively, the gradient measurements may be made from an inertially stabilised 

platform. 

1.2.3. Gravity Corrections 

Gravimeter measurements are performed in exploration with the aim of measuring the 

gravitational effects of subsurface density variations but the measured variations in the 

earth's gravitational field may have other causes. 

The largest contribution to the field is from the earth itself and the changes in measurement 

position will see variations in the earth's contribution. The rotation of the earth and its 

oblateness produce an increase in gravity with latitude: 

AgL=O-811sin(20)AjmGal [1.18] 

where 0 is the latitude and Ay is the displacement in the north-south direction measured in 

kilometres. Because the gravity measurement is made relative to the ground surface, 

variations in elevation will cause a change in the field due to the change, Ah, in distance, 

h, measured in metres from the centre of mass of the earth: 

AgFA = 0-3086AA mGal. [1.19] 

This is called the free air correction because it neglects the nearby mass between the 

measurement station's elevation and the datum plane from which Ah is measured. The 

effect of this nearby mass is approximated by an infinite horizontal slab of uniform 

thickness and density, p measured in tnr3, which has a gravity effect 
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A&,=0-04192pA/imGal. [1-20] 

This is called the Bouguer correction. In fact, of course, the terrain will generally vary 

around the station and in some cases, the effect, AgT, of the undulations in the land 

surface will be large enough to effect the measurements. Other variations exist: the tides 

generate an observable effect of up to 0-3 mGal over about 6 hours but sufficiently 

smooth to be removed as a drift correction; density variations between oceanic and 

continental crust can lead to an isostatic gravity effect in large scale gravity surveys. 

For typical gravity surveys these various effects which are not of interest are removed 

from the measurement in the standard gravity correction formula: 

&»=&*-&+(4*1+ A&a-A&, + A&.). [1.21] 

For gradiometry, as has been shown by Penny (1992), the equivalent of the latitude and 

free air terms are negligible and may be safely ignored. The Bouguer term is clearly 

spatially invariant and so has a zero gravity gradient. The only correction required for 

gravity gradient exploration surveys is the terrain correction. 

1.3. Descriptions of the Gradient Tensor 

In section 1.2.2 above, the instrument coordinates were introduced as natural coordinates 

for describing gravity gradient responders. Other natural coordinate systems for gravity 

gradient prospecting are important; in particular, the prospecting survey can be idealised 

as a set of measurements on a series of parallel survey lines in a flat plane. Over the small 

area of the survey, this will be a good approximation and any local deviations from this 

idealisation, if considered significant, usually can be corrected for in the data. The normal 

to the plane, the survey line direction and the remaining perpendicular direction then 

define a set of survey coordinates. Usually this can be assumed to correspond to the 

geographical directions north, east and vertically down (N, E, D). Generally, these will 

be indicated by the use of the subscripts 1, 2 and 3 and the subscript h will be used to 

indicate either of the horizontal directions, *, or x7. 

The instrument coordinates may be fixed relative to the survey coordinates but need not be 

identical with them. In fact, the origins of the two coordinates can be chosen to be the 

same and then they are related by a rotation, ?,s, from the instrument coordinates, I, to the 

survey coordinates, S: 

r^P^p; [i.22] 

This allows certain freedom in what is measured. For example, two OQR instruments 

fixed together might measure r n and r23 in the instrument coordinates but if these 
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coordinates are suitably rotated, they would, after exploiting Laplace's equation, produce 

r n , r22 and r33 in the survey coordinates. 

So far the gradient has been considered as a symmetric tensor. This approach is clearly 

useful in understanding the properties of the gravity gradient tensor but it does not provide 

a framework into which the five independent components may be placed. For the 

geophysicist, the special nature of the vertical direction, x3, leads to a natural way of 

selecting these components. 

Symmetry of the tensor leaves six elements, of these the sum rn + r22 is chosen to be 

redundant (being equal to -T33 by Laplace's equation) so that there are five independent 

elements: 

rn and rA (=rn - r22) 

r13 and T23 [1-23] 

I33 

The first two represent the deviation from spherical of the curvature of the equipotential 

and may be represented as a two element set called the curvature variation (Heiland, 1929) 

or curvature gravity gradient. The curvature gradient does not transform as a vector. The 

next two components do form a two dimensional vector called the horizontal gradient and 

the last component is the vertical gradient 

In the torsion balance surveys of the early part of this century, the gradient information 

was organised (see, for example Barton, 1931) as the amplitudes and directions of the 

horizontal gravity gradient (HGG), 

r„ = VrT+rT [i.24] 

tan(a„) = -^ [1.25] 

and of the curvature gradient, which was also called the horizontal directional tendency 

(HDT) after Eotvos, who used the German word "Richtkraft": 

rc = V4r?2+rl [1-26] 

tan(2ac) = —-^ . [1.27] 
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1.4. Historical Background 

1.4.1. The Torsion Balance 

The study of the earth's gravity is many centuries old but the use of this information in 

geophysical prospecting began only in the early part of this century. The extremely small 

variations in gravity caused by the presence of subterranean density variations meant that 

their reliable detection was not practical until the Hungarian physicist, Baron von Eotvos, 

invented his torsion balance. Eotvos was interested in measuring the magnetic and 

gravitational forces between masses of different materials in experiments similar to those 

performed by Cavendish over a century earlier and he adapted the design of the Coulomb 

balance used by Cavendish to produce a more sensitive and compact device (Eotvos, 

1896). 

The Coulomb balance consists simply of two equal masses fixed to the ends of a 

horizontal rod suspended at its centre of mass by a torsional fibre. It is oriented with the 

fibre along the direction of g and has zero mass dipole moment, and the mass quadrupole 

moment is zero along every direction except for that defined by the orientation of the 

horizontal rod. 

The principle of its operation can be easily understood in the instrument coordinates using 

equation [1.15]. (Notice that the instrument coordinates are not fixed to the survey 

coordinates in this case but rather to a local coordinate system set by the gravitational 

potential.) Calling the direction of the beam x, and the vertical direction x3, it is clear from 

equation [1.15] that there will be a torque about the x3 direction proportional to the 

product of this mass quadrupole moment component and the T12 gravity gradient: 

r3 = Mnri2. [1.28] 

This torque will be opposed by the torsional fibre, resulting in an angular displacement 

proportional to ri2. 

If the balance is now rotated by TtlA about the x3 axis to a new initial position, the 

quadrupole moment will couple into the other horizontal components. Exploiting the 

symmetric nature of both tensors, the torque producing the angular displacement is now 

seen to be: 

*3 = Mii(r„-ra)/2 [i.29] 

and so, by taking two measurements at different angles, it is possible to resolve both parts 

of the curvature variation, T A and T12. 



Figure 1. A schematic representation of an Eotvos balance. 

The Eotvos balance improved on this design by arranging the masses at two different 

levels as shown in the above figure. It responds like the Coulomb balance to curvature 

variations but, because it has mass quadrupole moments in the x3 direction, it can also 

respond to the horizontal gradient components. If, as before, the xx axis is assumed to lie 

along the beam direction, the non-zero quadrupole moments will be Mn and M13, so that 

the torque will be: 

T3 = Mnr12+M13r23. [i.30] 

Rotation about the *3-axis by 90° will give: 

r3 = M22rj2 + M23ri3 . [1.31] 

Thus the Eotvos balance is capable of providing the curvature variation and the horizontal 

gradient at a point by the taking of four readings at four different orientations of the 

instrument. In fact, the origin of the angular displacement is also unknown and so five 

measurements at each station are required in order to solve for the gradients. 

Just before the first world war, Baron von Eotvos was using his torsion balance to make 

measurements of the geoid in the Great Hungarian Plain and had realised that his results 

also provided information concerning the subsurface geology. Although Eotvos felt that it 

was premature, the then Director of the Geological Survey of Hungary, Dr Hugo de 

Boeckh convinced him to do a torsion balance survey at Gbely (Egbell) in Hungary over a 

known anticline and associated oil well. This survey was carried out in 1915 and 1916 

and showed a clear maximum over the anticline. Following this success, regular surveys 
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were carried out in the Great Hungarian Plain which proved useful in mapping the 

basement rocks of the plain and confirmed geological theories that buried under the plain 

is the continuation of the Altaid mountain range (de Boeckh, 1934). 

During the Great War, two Americans, E. de Golyer (de Golyer, 1935) and Eugene Shaw 

(Shaw, 1917), realised independently the potential of the Eotvos balance in geophysical 

prospecting but were forced to wait until the war's end before taking action. B y this time, 

the instrument had been used successfully in Germany by Schweydar to locate salt domes 

and interest was growing among various oil companies, particularly in North America 

where salt domes were known to be the major control over the oil fields of the Gulf 

Coast. 

In 1921, de Boeckh joined the D'Arcy Exploration Company (now called BP Exploration) 

and they began using the torsion balance in Rumania and Persia where anticlinal structures 

like those below the Great Hungarian Plain controlled the oil field distribution. The 

Dutch-Shell group began a torsion balance survey in Egypt in 1922 and in that same year, 

the first balance arrived in the U.S.A. and successfully measured a large gravity gradient 

maximum over the Spindletop salt dome oil field; also that year, a Shell balance arrived in 

the Gulf Coast and other instruments went to California and Mexico (de Golyer, 1935). 

By 1923, Stephen Rybar, one of von Eotvos' ex-students, was able to proudly report that 

the Eotvos torsion balance 'has also been used in ... Italy, Croatia, Austria ...' (Rybar, 

1923). 

This initial burst of enthusiasm faltered briefly in 1923, particularly in the Gulf Coast, 

when the initial successes were followed by what de Golyer called 'vague and indifferent 

results' (de Golyer, 1935) in the search for salt domes. Salt domes have a density contrast 

which decreases with depth as the density of the surrounding sediments increases, 

additionally, there is usually a high density cap rock on the top of the dome; near the 

surface the cap rock and higher density salt dominates the signal commonly producing a 

gravity high, however, deep salt domes will give a gravity low because, at depth, the 

signal due to the larger volume of low density contrast salt will dominate (Heiland, 1946). 

The possible variety of responses due to real geological structures was not fully 

appreciated at first and this lack was often exacerbated by surveying techniques that were 

far from optimum (de Golyer, 1935). 

Once these problems were overcome, torsion balance surveys became an established and 

popular geophysical technique. Less than seven years after their introduction into North 

America, Heiland (1929) reported the existence of 170 balances in Canada, Mexico and 

the U.S.A. being used for geophysical prospecting. H e estimated that they had mapped 

275,000 square miles of the continent. 
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The torsion balance was by this time being used throughout the world; the British Imperial 

Geological Survey reported its use in several surveys in Britain (McLintock and 

Phemister, 1928, 1929) and Australia (Broughton-Edge, 1931). The Russians Nikiforov 

(1925) and Numerov (1929) surveyed a number of Russian areas for salt domes and in 

Manchuria, Matsuyama (1924) used the torsion balance to map the Fushun Colliery. Use 

continued in Germany by several German geophysicists, notably Schweydar, particularly 

in the search for salt and potash as reported by Shaw and Lancaster-Jones (1925). They 

also report its use by Schumann in Austria in mapping faults in coal fields, by Gornick in 

locating iron ore in Germany, and by themselves in England. 

A wide variety of instruments had been developed, such as the Zr-beam balance of 

Schweydar, the double beam balance and others of different sizes and configurations. 

Additionally, Shaw and Lancaster-Jones developed a horizontal gradiometer on principles 

similar to the torsion balance which was used successfully in England by the inventors 

(Shaw and Lancaster-Jones, 1929) and in Australia by the Imperial Geophysical 

Experimental Survey (Broughton-Edge, 1931). 

All of this evidence demonstrates the tremendous usefulness of the torsion balance in 

geophysical prospecting. Yet, by the late 1930s, its use had dwindled to almost nothing 

and it had been replaced in gravity prospecting by the gravimeter (Eckhardt, 1940). What 

could have prompted this change? In 1943, Heiland reported that 

"The trend in gravity exploration in the past years indicates the rather 

remarkable fact that a method of low resolving power (the gravity meter) 

has replaced one of higher resolving power (the torsion balance). This is 

entirely due to the superior speed of the former..." 

Since the balance is a resonant system with a torsional fibre, each reading must be at least 

a few 1/e times apart, assuming critical damping, with five such readings being necessary 

at each station. The readings of angular position of the beam were made optically, usually 

using a mirror and a photographic plate. The angular precision of this method was limited 

to about 10"5 radians, requiring a thousand second period per reading for 1 E 6 precision 

(Heiland, 1943). Consequently, only a few stations could be occupied per day which 

greatly limited the method. 

The gravity gradient is more sensitive to nearby masses than the acceleration so that, for 

the torsion balance, exacting procedures were required for corrections for the presence of 

ditches, fences and even trees (Heiland, 1946). The gravimeter is more sensitive to distant 

masses but their exact shape is not so critical which makes the process of terrain 

corrections somewhat easier. As well as these masses above the surface, the torsion 
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balance was, of course, very sensitive to nearby small-scale density variations such as 

variations in the soil depth or depth of weathering of the rocks. These types of features, 

which are part of what geophysicists call "geological noise", cannot be readily modelled 

so as to correct the data for their effect. This spatially high frequency geological noise 

problem was more severe for torsion balances than for gravimeters. It is still a problem 

for surface magnetic measurements and it is noteworthy that the avoidance of this effect is 

one of the advantages of airborne magnetometry as it is for airborne gravity gradiometry. 

Other problems existed with the torsion balance: mechanical creep in the torsion wire led 

to low frequency noise; it was very sensitive to temperature variations and air movement 

so that measurements were sometimes only possible at night, particularly with the early 

instruments. 

1.4.2. The Gravimeter 

Before Eotvos' torsion balance was invented for gradient measurements, the variations in 

the earth's gravitational acceleration were measured using a pendulum, whose frequency 

is proportional to the square root of the acceleration. These measurements were both slow 

and of insufficient accuracy for exploration and never seriously competed with the balance 

during the 1920s and 1930s. It was the arrival of the gravimeter, a device in which the 

gravitational force on a responder is balanced against an elastic force, which led to the 

demise of the torsion balance. 

A variety of different gravimeters have been developed of different mechanical principle, 

with various position transducers and spring types. Torge (1989) gives a thorough review 

of those most relevant to prospecting. However, they all satisfy the following criteria: 

robustness, speed, portability and sensitivities of about or better than 0-01 mGal. 

Whereas the typical torsion balance was an instrument the size of a man capable of taking 

only a few measurements a day, the first gravimeters were handheld instruments taking 

around ten minutes to acquire a reading. Modern gravimeters are even faster, capable of 

recording a reading in under a minute (Hugill, 1988). With a gravimeter, a survey could 

be performed at greater detail, in less time and at less cost. 

Gravimeter measurements are limited by the accuracy with which the various corrections, 

particularly the free-air correction, can be made. For accuracies of 0-3 mGal the position 

of the measurement must be surveyed to 10 cm in elevation and 30 m horizontally. 

Generally, the costs of surveying in the measurement positions has been greater than that 

of collecting the gravity data although modern surveying using the Navstar satellite 

constellation of the Global Positioning System (GPS) has lowered these costs. 
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1.4.3. M o d e r n Gravity Gradiometers 

In the last two decades, there has been a renewed interest in the development of gravity 

gradiometers for various purposes such as geodetic mapping (Lorenzini et al, 1988; 

Bernard and Touboul, 1991), investigations of the fundamental nature of the gravitational 

force (Mapoles, 1981, Paik, 1993) and exploration geophysics (van Kann et al, 1993, 

van Kann, 1992). Some of this research in one field has application in another: for 

example, the research at the University of Maryland is expected to yield important 

information in mapping the earth's gravity field for geodesy (Paik et al, 1988) as well as 

new data about general relativity (Paik, 1987). 

This activity in instrument development is important in providing an expectation that 

airborne gravity gradient prospecting will become a practical reality. The success of the 

Bell Textron Gravity Gradient Survey System (GGSS) in the first airborne trial of a 

gravity gradiometer in M a y 1987 (Jekeli, 1988) adds'substance to that expectation. The 

work in this dissertation is, however, motivated principally by the research into 

developing an airborne gravity gradiometer designed expressly as a detailed geophysical 

exploration tool (Penny, 1992; Matthews, in preparation; van Kann et al, 1991; van Kann 

et al, 1993). In particular, the parameters used to define the instrument performance in 

simulations of gravity gradient survey data are those expected for this instrument 

1.5. Airborne Exploration 

There are numerous advantages in making airborne geophysical measurements. Such 

surveys allow rapid, and consequently, low-cost coverage of large areas and exploration 

over water or other regions inaccessible on the ground. The effects of erratic near-surface 

features, usually of little interest in exploration, are considerably reduced and the flight 

altitude may be chosen to favour structures of certain size and depth. Airborne surveys are 

also non-invasive, allowing information about the geology of the survey area to be 

deduced without any destructive impact on the surface environment. For these reasons, 

there has been considerable development of airborne geophysical methods: aeromagnetics 

has been successfully used in exploration since the second World War, radiometrics since 

the 1950s and electromagnetic induction methods since the 1960s (Telford et al, 1990). 

The subsurface geological features of most interest in exploration geophysics range in size 

from a few tens of metres to a few tens of kilometres. The decreasing sensitivity of 

instruments with distance means that it is generally preferable to fly at a height determined 

by the minimum size and depth of the features sought. Additionally, the sample spacing 

should be sufficiently small to detect such features. Ideally, an airborne geophysical 

instrument should be able to collect data at altitudes of less than a hundred metres, spaced 

at a few tens of metres. 



These requirements are very challenging for airborne gravity or gravity gradiometry. 

1.5.1. Gravimeters 

For airborne gravimetry, the corrections required for ground static gravimetry: latitude, 

free air, Bouguer and terrain, all still apply as well as additional corrections needed to 

remove the effects of accelerations due to measurement in a non-inertial reference frame. 

The principle of equivalence states that these accelerations are locally indistinguishable 

from the accelerations due to gravity. There are two main non-inertial effects to be 

corrected for: vertical accelerations of the aircraft and coupling between the aircraft 

velocity and the earth's rotation (the so-called Eotvos effect). 

Vertical accelerations of the aircraft have wavelengths that correspond closely to 

geological features, so that filtering is of limited value (Bell et al, 1991). A variety of 

altimetry methods is used to provide vertical position and these data differentiated to 

estimate the vertical accelerations which can then be subtracted from the measured 

accelerations. 

The Eotvos correction for airborne gravimetry (Harlan, 1968) depends on the altitude, 

latitude and velocity of the aircraft. High quality navigational equipment is used to 

measure the aircraft position from which the velocities may be deduced. 

In a light aircraft, airborne gravimetry has produced data with accuracies of about 

3 mGal, resolved to better than 20 k m at altitudes of 600 m (Brozena and Peters, 1988) 

and about 2 mGal and horizontal wavelength resolutions of about 5 k m at altitudes of 

250 m (Bell et al, 1991). Aircraft flying at slower speeds, such as helicopters, can 

produce data with somewhat better spatial resolution (Torge, 1989). 

These performance figures are marginally useful for exploration geophysics, being at a 

resolution and precision more suitable for large-scale regional and crustal studies. For 

good exploration data, resolutions of tens of metres and sensitivities of a few tenths of 

mGals are required. 

1.5.2. Gravity Gradiometers 

The major attraction of the gradiometer as a geophysical exploration instrument is the fact 

that the equivalence principle does not impose restrictions and that, in principle, il is 

insensitive to aircraft accelerations. There seems to be little realisation as yet that gravity 

gradient data provides intrinsically better geophysical information than gravity acceleration 

data. 



It seems that it is possible to construct airborne gravity gradiometers with sensitivities of 

1 E 6 and resolutions of better than 100 m (van Kann et al, 1991) which would be, as 

shall be seen throughout this dissertation, an extremely powerful addition to the 

geophysicist's tools. 

As well as the ability to provide better sensitivity and resolution, gravity gradiometry does 

not require corrections equivalent to the latitude, free air or Bouguer corrections necessary 

for gravimetry. 

The terrain corrections are still important, although the gradiometer is more sensitive to 

nearby topographic features and less sensitive to distant ones than the gravimeter so that, 

in many circumstances, the effects of variations in the terrain outside the actual survey 

area m a y be negligible. For nearby terrain, the corrections must consist of building a 

model of the terrain, calculating the gravity gradient effects at each survey point and 

subtracting them from the measured data. This will require a knowledge of the shape of 

the terrain, gained from separate survey data or possibly from ranging equipment on the 

gravity gradiometer survey aircraft and knowledge of the densities of the rocks. 

It is possible to estimate the densities and then iterate the chosen value to minimise the 

correlation between the terrain m a p and the corrected data. Variations in the density across 

the survey area are in themselves important geological knowledge. 

Knowing the terrain heights relative to a fixed datum is not enough because the aircraft 

altitude will vary and this can only be known to the accuracy provided by the navigation 

equipment There is, therefore, a source of error in the gravity gradient data due to altitude 

error introduced through the terrain corrections. Since the terrain has density contrasts to 

the surrounding air much greater than the subsurface density contrasts to surrounding host 

rock and becaues the terrain is closer to the gradiometer than the subsurface rocks, the 

terrain effects are very large and the errors introduced via uncertainty in the altitude of the 

measurements are significant 

One crude estimate of the navigation requirement for measurements of the vertical gradient 

may be found by looking at the response measured at altitude h above the top of a 

spherical mass of radius ;• representing a terrain feature. The vertical gradient due to a 

sphere follows immediately from equations [1.1] and [1.3] and is given explicitly in 

chapter 2. From this, it is readily seen that the error, AT, in the vertical gradient, produced 

by an error, Ah, in the altitude is 

AT, %Gnp 

m + hlr) 
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The error depends strongly on the value of the nominal altitude, h. For a terrain feature 

consisting of a spherical "hill" of radius 20 m and density 2-7 tor3 it takes an error in 

altitude of 12 m to produce a 1 Eo gradient error at a nominal altitude of 80 m. Reducing 

this nominal altitude to 40 m, however, means that the same gradient error will be 

produced by an altitude error of only 1-6 m. 

For a two-dimensional hill of rectangular cross section, the maximum vertical gravity 

gradient will be the same as that due to the semi-infinite horizontal slab of section 2.3.3 

given in equation [2.84] and from this equation it is easy to see that 

A T = 8Gp 
2h +th \h + t 

Ah [1.33] 

where t is the height of the ridge of density p and h is again the measurement altitude. 

Using the same example as above, with t = 20 m, p = 2-7 tm-3 and h = 80 m, an 

altitude error of 1 m produces a vertical gradient error of 1-8 E6. 

Since the acquisition of positional information with accuracies close to one metre in a 

bandwidth of around one second is difficult it is clear that gravity gradiometer survey 

design will need to be careful in specifying flying altitudes in order to avoid significant 

navigation errors in the terrain corrections. Equations [1.32] and [1.33] provide useful 

rules of thumb and may be solved to provide, for example, the altitude, hQ, at which a 

spherical "hill" of density 2-7 tm-3 produces a 1 E6 vertical gradient error due to a 1 m 

altitude error: 

^=8.2ry4-r. [1.34] 

The buried sources sought in aerial prospecting are more distant than the topography, so 

that increases in survey altitude will result in the topographic noise signal decreasing much 

more quickly than the signal of interest. Thus it may be possible to select an optimum 

survey altitude given a desired target size and depth. 

1.6. Gradiometry Suited to Prospecting Scales 

Most modern comparisons made between gravimeters and gradiometers have focussed on 

the gradiometer's evasion of the equivalence principle and the smaller number of 

corrections required for the gravity gradient. In this section, the amount of exploration 

information contained in each data type is compared. 

The gravitational force being conservative places strong constraints on the behaviour of O 

and its spatial derivatives. In particular, given sufficient accurate measurements al 

appropriate locations of any of the components of the acceleration or gradient, the values 
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of any other such component may be deduced. This has been heavily exploited in potential 

field geophysics, more so in aeromagnetics than gravity since aeromagnetic surveys tend 

to collect a much larger volume of data and hence are more likely to have "sufficient data". 

Nevertheless, it is relatively c o m m o n for gravity survey data to be processed into gradient 

data (or even into the next higher derivative) in order to help the interpreter to identify 

small scale or narrow linear features. Indeed, it has been suggested that the results of 

gravimeter surveys should be presented as vertical gravity gradient information as a 

standard (Evjen, 1936). Price (1993) has indicated that, under the very best of conditions, 

detailed ground gravimetry can provide gravity gradient information with a noise level of 

about 10 Eo. 

This implies that as far as information content is concerned it does not matter what is 

measured; one simply converts the data into the appropriate derivative for best showing 

the information desired. While this is true for measurements by instruments of sufficient 

accuracy, the preferred instrument depends on the accuracy and sampling rate of the 

particular gravimeter and gradiometer under comparison. 

As has been discussed by Dransfield et al (1991), when comparing instruments of given 

sensitivities, there is a characteristic distance, d = d0 gJTs, where d0 = 20 k m , gs is the 

gravimeter sensitivity in milliGals and Ts is the gradiometer sensitivity in Eotvos. Mass 

anomalies at distances closer than d will be have a higher signal to noise ratio for the 

gradiometer than for the gravimeter and those more distant than d will be more readily 

detected by the gravimeter. The best ground exploration gravimeter surveys rarely have a 

sensitivity of better than 0-2 mGal, for the best airborne gravimeter measurements this 

figure is 2 mGal. Consequently, an airborne gravity gradiometer with a sensitivity of 

1 E6 would be more sensitive than ground gravimeters to features closer than 4 k m away 

and more sensitive than airborne gravimetry to features within 40 km. The latter distance 

is approximately the thickness of the earth's crust while the former is still greater than that 

of the world's deepest mine. Figure 1.2 demonstrates this comparison, together with 

examples of known resource anomalies over the full range of objects of interest in 

resource exploration, showing conclusively the enormous advantage 1 Eo gravity 

gradiometers would have over contemporary gravimeters. 

The demise of the torsion balance, which had a sensitivity of around 1 Eo, may be 

understood in terms of this comparison. Because of its long measurement time of several 

hours, sample spacings were necessarily large (sometimes several kilometres) so that the 

resolution advantage was lost. The Bell G G S S , in its airborne tests (Jekeli, 1988) flew at 

600 m altitude, producing data spaced at about two kilometres, so that it too was unable 
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to fully utilise its natural resolution advantage over airborne gravimetry (cf. Brozena, 

1988). 

This dissertation is motivated by the research work on various gravity gradiometers which 

indicate that airborne gradiometry with a noise level of about 1 Eo sampled at about 50 m 

is a strong likelihood in the near future (van Kann et al, 1993). It is clear that such 

instruments will provide much better gravity gradient information than that arrived at by 

the processing of gravimeter data; indeed they may even produce better acceleration data 

than present gravimeters! 

Comparison of a Gravimeter and a Gradiometer 
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Figure 1.2. Comparison of a 1 Eo gravity gradiometer and a 1 mGal gravimeter. Only 

anomalies above the sloping sensitivity lines would be detectable by the 

corresponding instruments; the sensitivity of the gravimeter is shown by the dashed 

diagonal line, that of the gradiometer by the solid line. A variety of geological 

resources ranging from a small and shallow Cuban chromium deposit to the large and 

deep Humble salt dome are plotted (see table 1.1). While only a few would be 

detected by the 1 mGal gravimeter, all would be by the 1 Eo gradiometer. The 

superior effectiveness of the gradiometer to anomalous masses at distances less 

than d0 is clearly demonstrated. 

Table 1.1 below lists the salient published properties of each resource in figure 1.2. The 

depth estimates for the figure assume point masses whereas real bodies have complex 
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geometries; generally the mass and gravity acceleration or gradient is known so that the 

depths in the figure are only approximate. For the resources with a strike length large 

compared with depth, the inferred depth will be smaller than the actual one. At Broken 

Hill the mass and depth are inferred from the values of g and T calculated in chapter 6 of 

this dissertation. In this case, the mass is underestimated. These are limitations, but on a 

log-log plot, and with the positions of the economic structures indicated by large circles, 

this error margin is well covered. 

Table 1.1. The geological resources plotted In figure 1.2. 
symbol 

Ab 
BH 
Cr 
El 
Fa 
GF 
Hu 
IM 
lo 
KC 
Ma 
MI 
Mo 
ND 
OD 
Py 
Ro 
SL 
TB 
Ud 
Va 
Wa 
Wl 

name 

Abra, Aust 
Broken Hill, Aust. 

chromium, Cuba 

Elura, Aust 
Faro 1, Canada 

Garber Field, USA 

Humble Dome, USA 
Iron Mountain, USA 

Iowa Dome, USA 

Kidd Creek, Canada 

Maharashta, India 
Mount Isa (Cu), Aust. 

Mobrun, Canada 

Nash Dome, USA 
Olympic Dam, Aust 

Pyramid 1, Canada 
Rosebery, Aust. 

Swim Lake, Canada 

Teutonic Bore, Aust 
Udden, Sweden 
Vangorda, Canada 

Warrego, Aust 

Woodlawn. Aust. 

resource 

200 Mt: Pb, Ba, Au 
180 Mt: Pb, Zn, Cu 

40 kt: Cr 

27 Mt: Zn, Pb 

44 Mt: Pb, Zn 

>37 Mbbl oil 

139Mbbl ' 
60 kt: Fe 

. 84 Mbbl 
95 Mt: Zn, Cu, Pb, Ag 

0-2 Mt: Mn 
180 Mt: Cu 

6-3 Mt: Cu, Zn, Ag, Au 
3-4 Mbbl 

2000 Mt: Cu, U, Au 
11 Mt: Zn, Pb 

16Mt: Zn, Cu, Pb, Ag, Au 
5 Mt: Pb, Zn 
1-4 Mt: Zn, Cu 
not available 

9-4 Mt: Pb, Zn, Ag 

5 Mt: Cu, Au, Bi 

10 Mt: Zn, Pb, Cu 

reference 
Mutton and Mclnerney, 1987 

chapter 6 

Hammer etal, 1945 

Blackburn, 1980 

Brock, 1973 

Ferris, 1988 

NetUeton, 1976 

Barnes and Romberg, 1949 

Eby, 1949 
Walker and Mannard, 1974 

Dash et al, 1977 

Fallon et al, 1992 

Grant and WesL 1965 
Barton. 1949 

Esdaleetal, 19871 

Seigel et al. 1968 

Dunbar. 1982 

Brock, 1973 
Fritz and Sheehan. 1984 

Parasnis. 1966 
Brock, 1973 

Farrar, 19792 

Templeton. 1981 

1.7. Review of Other W o r k 

The developments in instrumentation will soon lead to the existence of airborne gravity 

gradiometers capable of making measurements at a sensitivity and resolution useful for 

exploration geophysics. There is therefore a requirement for an interpretation 

methodology for what will be a new type of geophysical data. 

Some of the interpretation techniques developed for torsion balance surveys (most of 

which are covered in Heiland, 1946) will be useful in this regard. Heiland provides the 

analytical formulae for r!2, r,3> T23 and TA due to the rectangular prism, the sphere and a 

variety of simple two-dimensional geometric shapes as well as equations to be used in 

estimating the geometrical parameters of these two dimensional shapes given the gravity 

see also Sheard and Binks, 1987 
see also Gouleviich, 1975 
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gradient component data. H e also describes the terrain correction methods for torsion 

balance surveys. 

Heiland provides descriptions of many examples of the use of the torsion balance which 

demonstrate the value of gravity gradiometry in exploration geophysics. This value is 

sufficiently great that some authors have argued for the use of gravity gradients estimated 

from measured gravitational accelerations for improved interpretations in certain cases. 

H a m m e r and Anzoleaga (1975), recommend the horizontal gravity gradient as a useful 

detector of "pinchouts", structures which are prospective oil accumulation sites, and 

Stanley (1977) suggests the use of horizontal and vertical gradients in the detection and 

interpretation of geological contacts. Buder (1983) examines general properties of vertical 

and horizontal gravity gradients derived from surface gravimetry. 

The importance of terrain corrections in airborne gravity gradiometry has been noted by 

several authors. Chinnery (1961) suggests' a method for terrain corrections for vertical 

gradients using tabulated correction factors. H e provides examples at a height of 600 feet 

above the top of a two-dimensional ridge, achieving residual errors after terrain correction 

less than about 3 Eo. Dorman and Lewis (1974) describe a method using a Volterra-

Wiener functional expansion which is suitable for a general analysis of the problem and 

for use on digital computers. Once again, they use this method at altitudes greater than 

200 m above the terrain, at which altitudes the method works well, with residual errors of 

less than a few Eo. 

Hammer (1976) analyses the terrain correction problem for the vertical and horizontal 

gradient in terms of a two-dimensional vertical line element model. H e provides an error 

analysis for the allowable altitude error, as a function of both terrain height and horizontal 

displacement, which produces a given gradient error for a single line element. Tziavos et 

al (1988) compare various terrain correction methods for accuracy and computation speed 

over a digital terrain model of a portion of the Rocky Mountains at measurement altitudes 

of 600 m and 1 km. They find that the digital terrain model must be calculated on a 

250 m by 250 m grid to provide 1 Eo accuracy in the terrain corrections at this locality. 

Russell and Carmichael (1988) report the calculation of two dimensional terrain 

corrections for a vertical gravity gradient survey in British Columbia performed by 

differencing vertically displaced gravimeter measurements (Agard and Liard, 1982). This 

survey is also in rugged terrain and measured just above ground level and in this case, a 

horizontal spacing of 50 feet between terrain values provided an estimated 1-2 Eo 

accuracy in the terrain corrections. 
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The terrain correction methods discussed in these papers will be important in airborne 

gravity gradiometry although, because of the strong altitude dependence, great care will be 

needed in applying the results at the lower altitudes (less than 100 m ) desired for 

exploration geophysics. 

Pedersen and Rasmussen (1990) discuss some of the advantages of measuring the 

complete gravity gradient tensor rather than just some of the components. This theme is 

followed further in chapter 4 of this dissertation. 

Klingele et al (1991) point out the close relationship between the magnetostatic field and 

the gravity gradient via the Poisson relation and suggest that many of the two dimensional 

automatic interpretation techniques currently used in analysing aeromagnetic data could be 

easily applied to gravity gradient data. They deal specifically with the Werner 

deconvolution, analytic signal and Euler deconvolution methods and in a subsequent 

paper (Marson and Klingele, 1993) they demonstrate the resolution advantages of the 

vertical gravity gradient over gravity for interpretations using the analytic signal and Euler 

deconvolution methods. Chapter 5 of this dissertation explores other consequences of the 

Poisson relation which m a y be exploited in joint aeromagnetic and airborne gravity 

gradient surveys. 

Work on developing borehole gravity gradiometers (Coquat, 1987; Nekut, 1989) has 

motivated the analysis of the gravity gradient inside, on and outside polyhedra (Kwok, 

1991). 

This previous work provides a background against which a true interpretation 

methodology can be developed for exploration gravity gradiometry. It seems apparent 

already that the gravity gradient data will provide more useful information for the 

geophysicist in the form of gradients than it could if integrated into gravity acceleration 

data. (An alternative approach, suggested by Jordan, 1976, is that a gravity gradiometer 

survey can provide the same amount of information as a gravimeter survey but at 

significantly lower cost by wider spaced flight lines.) The value of the type of information 

directly in the gradient is demonstrated by the results of simulations in the rest of this 

dissertation. In the following chapters, the nature of the geophysically most relevant 

information in the various components, some ways of exploiting the tensor nature of the 

gravity gradient and a method of joint interpretation of gravity gradient and aeromagnetic 

data, will be presented in the following chapters using the simulations to exemplify the 

techniques. 
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Chapter 2 Gravity Gradient Modelling 

2.1 Introduction 

Forward modelling is an important and powerful tool in exploration geophysics. By 

simulating a set of geophysical measurements over a model, the geophysicist can study 

and characterise the response due to geological structures of interest. This can provide 

information to guide exploration strategy and also provide a basis against which 

interpretations of measurements can be tested. 

The models used are often simple geometric bodies or conglomerations of such bodies. 

The analytic expressions for these simple bodies may also be used as the input functions 

for automatic inversion algorithms and to provide techniques or algorithms for estimating 

the properties (size, position and orientation) of a geological body detected by a gravity or 

gravity gradient survey. Depth estimators are an example of this latter use and some will 

be presented in this chapter. 

It is, therefore, important to have available, for use in modelling studies, a suite of 

geometric bodies whose gravitational acceleration and gravity gradient components are 

known. The geophysical literature provides calculations of the vertical gravitational 

acceleration due to a wide variety of bodies: simple points, cylinders and two-dimensional 

shapes (for example Nettleton, 1976 and Telford et al, 1990); models using multipole 

moment expansions (Grant and West, 1965) and other more complex bodies such as the 

rectangular prism (Nagy, 1966), the layered polygonal laminar model (Talwani, 1960) 

and the polyhedron (Kwok, 1991b). The gravity gradients have also been calculated for 

some of these, such as the two-dimensional bodies used in torsion balance interpretations 

(Heiland, 1946), Kwok's polyhedron and the rectangular prism (Montana et al, 1992). 

A geological model, possibly only conceptual, consisting of a spatial distribution of rock 

types is the starting point for the simulation process. By assigning a physical property (the 

mass density for gravity simulations) to each of the rock types, a geophysical property 

model is derived, and this is simplified by replacing the rock-type domains by simple 

geometric shapes to produce a geometric model. Geometric models range in complexity: 

they may consist only of a single point mass or a single body, or may be detailed three 

dimensional finite element models. 

A survey is designed consisting of a set of one or more points at which the relevant field 

is measured; typically the survey will be either a single line of evenly spaced points or a 

regular rectangular grid of points, in a horizontal plane or occasionally at heights dictated 

by a known topography. The desired gravitational acceleration or gradient at each survey 



point is calculated by summing those due to each geometric body. This provides a 

simulation of the survey over the geological model. A more realistic simulation m a y be 

attained by including a noise model in the simulation. 

In this chapter are a general discussion of the three dimensional finite element model and 

expressions for the gravity acceleration and gradient components due to various 

geometrical shapes. Both two dimensional and three dimensional bodies are discussed; 

however the emphasis is on the three dimensional bodies used in the finite element 

models. The two dimensional bodies are, in any case, quite straightforward. Additionally, 

the characteristics of the geometrical models provide useful information for estimating the 

depths of sources and for comparing the magnitudes of the gravitational acceleration and 

gradient components. 

Each of the geometric bodies used is of uniform density, although, in many geological 

situations, the density of a particular structure may vary. This is particularly true in 

sedimentary rocks where the density increases with depth as a result of compression. 

Often this can be allowed for without much difficulty by using simple functional forms to 

approximate the density variations with depth. However, for the purpose of this thesis the 

models used all assume constant density for each element of a model and variations in 

density are simulated by the use of separate elements. 

2.2 Three Dimensional Models 

One of the first steps in the interpretation of any geophysical data set is to remove the 

effects of the whole earth and any other uninteresting sources from the data, leaving, as 

far as is possible, only the influence of the variations in the subsurface geology at the 

scales of interest. The gravimeter and the gravity gradiometer both measure variations 

rather than the total fields so that the constant background level is already removed in the 

data collection. It is then only the variations over the survey area of the fields due to 

uninteresting sources which must be removed from the data, and in gravimetry there are 

well established techniques for making these adjustments (latitude, free-air, Bouguer and 

trend removal) to arrive at residual gravity measurements. In gravity gradiometry, as 

mentioned in chapter 1, these effects are generally smaller and most are below the 

measurement noise. 

The simulated data also provides the residual gravity or gravity gradient since the 

geometric model is an idealisation of the local subsurface geology. For this reason, three 

dimensional finite element models, called "residual models", will be defined as follows 

A volume in the shape of a right rectangular prism oriented vertically is divided into a 

stack of horizontal slabs, usually of a thickness which increases with depth. Each slab is 

then divided by a square horizontal grid into elements, each element having a fixed density 
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(which is the density contrast to some constant background value). Generally the grid cell 

size will be larger for the lower slabs. The densities are chosen to represent the desired 

geological structures and the grid sizes made at least sufficiently small so that the gravity 

gradient due to the sudden change in density across a grid cell boundary will be 

significandy less than 1 Eo at the expected altitude of calculation. 

It is also possible to define the bottom of one slab and the top of the next slab underneath 

by an array of heights so that the slabs may have a complex morphology which 

nevertheless fit together leaving no voids. Similarly, the topmost slab m a y have its top 

defined by an array of heights which define a digital terrain model so as to include the 

effects of terrain in the model. In digital form, the model will then consist of a series of 

arrays of heights to the top and bottom of each slab (the bottom of one being the top of the 

next) as well as an array of density contrasts for each slab. 

It is then possible to simulate a gravimeter survey or gravity gradiometer survey over this 

model with the data being collected on a rectangular grid at a series of altitudes given by 

another data array. For ground based surveys the altitudes are usually fixed to be 1 metre 

above the top of the topmost slab in the model and for airborne surveys the altitudes are 

those typical of geophysical practice, say 50 to 100 m. 

At each calculation point in the simulated survey, the desired gravity acceleration or 

gradient components contributed by each grid cell in the model must be calculated and 

summed. Each cell is a right rectangular prism and the complexity of the expressions for 

the gravitational acceleration and gradient components for prisms limit the speed at which 

these calculations may be carried out. A typical model 10 slabs deep and 100 cells on a 

side requires that the effects of 105 cells must be calculated for each survey point. If there 

are 104 survey points then the calculation of the simulation on a 2 M F L O P S (Mega 

FLoating Point Operations Per Second) workstation computer may take several days per 

component. Some approximations are necessary. For points sufficiendy distant from the 

calculation point the prism can be approximated by either a line element or a point. 

Sufficiendy distant prisms may have such a small effect, even when acting in concert, that 

they may be safely ignored. Other approximations are possible and are described later in 

this chapter. 

In the remainder of this section, the gravitational acceleration and gradient due to 

homogeneous bodies of explicit geometrical shape which are used in subsequent survey 

simulations are derived. Firstly, the simple case of the monopole source (point source or 

sphere) is presented, and used to develop some properties useful in geophysical 

applications. Next follows the rectangular prism, which is appropriate to finite element 
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modelling, and the vertical cylinder and line element as approximations to the prism. The 

multipole moment expansion of the gravitational acceleration and gradient is also derived. 

The simple geometric models are straightforward: point, line, sheet; each as finite bodies, 

centred on the origin and aligned with the axes since variations from this position and 

orientation can be achieved by simple transformations of the gradient tensor. This 

advantage comes about because the whole tensor is analysed, whereas in gravimetric 

modelling only the vertical component is normally calculated. Similarly, these simple 

models can be easily extended, when appropriate, to infinity. 

For a general three dimensional mass distribution of uniform density in a volume of space 

V, the potential at a point P at coordinate x is: 

dV 
$>(*) =-Gp\^ , [2.1] 

where R is the vector (with magnitude R) from P to a point of the mass distribution, so 

that R = x - x', where x' is the position vector of a point on the body. The coordinate x is 

the variable over which <E> is to be differentiated in calculating g and T. For bodies whose 

position can be specified by a single point separately from their shape, then the coordinate 

origin can be placed at that single point and a scale invariant part of 3> may be separated 

out: 

* f ^ G M 

<D(x) = 

r rdV\ GM . . 
- j — = - — r v ( x ) [2.2] 

v 

Similarly, either from the defining equations for g and T or from differentiation of 

equation [2.2], scale invariant functions k and K (dropping the V subscript) m a y be 

defined so that: 

( N GM , , . 
g,(x) = —ki(x) [2.3] 

r,y(x) = -—K-.(x). [2.4] 

This formulation shows clearly how the various gravity functions scale with distance and 

will be used where appropriate in the following sections. 

2.2.1 The Monopole 

The gravitational field of an arbitrary source is simply the point source field integrated 

over the volume of the arbitrary source. Thus the first geometrical body w e look at is the 
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point source or, equivalently, the isotropic sphere, which produces the field of a mass 

monopole. The simple form of the formulae in this case make it convenient to develop 

some useful ideas using the monopole. Additionally, the formulae are directly useful for 

estimating the gravitational accelerations and gradients due to confined bodies in nature; 

particular examples range from thick massive sulphide orebodies to salt domes. 

• x, 

Figure 2.1. The coordinates for the point mass or monopole model. 

For a point mass or a sphere of spherically symmetric density and mass M located at the 

origin, the potential at a point P, with coordinates x = (xirX2jc3) and with r = |x|, is: 

3>(x) = 
GM 

[2.5] 

The components of the acceleration are: 

g.(x) = -V,4>(x) = r - - i 
r r 

[2.6] 

the diagonal components of the gravity gradient are: 

ri;(x) = V/v;* = -^.^ [2.7] 

and the off-diagonal components are: 

r,(x) = v,.v.o = -
GM 3xiXj . . 

[2.8] 

Thus, assigning x3 to the vertical, the curvature and horizontal gradients and their phases 

relative to the X. direction are: 
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r c ( x ) . C « . 3 ( ^ l 5 arc tan 
( 2x,x2 ' 

2 _ 2 
v. *i * 2 y 

„ , N G M 3x3*Jx1 + x2 
r„(x) = — ^ 4 -, aH(x) = 

arctan 
(' \ 

\x\) 

[2.9] 

[2.10] 

In spherical coordinates the angular acceleration components are zero and the radial 

component is 

GM 
8r(x) = - [2.11] 

Similarly, all components of the gravity gradient in spherical coordinates are zero 

excepting rrn 

r ( \ 2GM' [2.12] 

This expression shows an interesting scaling property of the gravity gradient, namely that, 

on the surface of a homogeneous, massive sphere, say of radius R, the gradient is 

independent of the size of the sphere. Thus, with M = AnpR?jz\, the gradient is simply 

proportional to the density: 

T^(r = R) = -8/3 nGp = -559p Eo = -3080(p/pE)E6, [2-13] 

when p is expressed in tnr3 and pE the earth's density is taken as 5-5 inr
3. Thus the 

earth's gravity gradient (ignoring the small ellipticity of the earth as well as any local 

variations in density) at the surface is 3080 Eo. 

The radial gradient can be rewritten in terms of the height above the surface of tlie sphere, 
h = r - R: 

IV = - 8/3 nGp 
( R \ 
KR + HJ 

= - 8/3 nGp sin 3 Q [2-14] 

where Q. is the angle between the line of sight to the sphere's horizon (i.e. its tangent) and 

the vertical to the sphere's surface. Near the surface, ie for h « R, the truncated Taylor 
expansion 

r„ = - 8/3 nGp H) [2.15] 

may be used. 
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The above expressions are often useful for quick approximate calculations; thus [2.15] 

and [2.13] with R = 6000 k m shows that the magnitude of the earth's background radial 

gradient decreases by about 1-5 x 10~3 Eo per metre increase in height. This may be 

compared with 0-3 mGal per metre for g thus demonstrating the fact, already stated in 

chapter 1, that while elevation corrections are crucial in gravimetry, they are unimportant 

for gravity gradiometry. 

The Contour Surfaces 

The equations [2.5] to [2.8] for the field due to a monopolar source are, of course, the 

associated Legendre functions which arise naturally from the multipole expansion of the 

potential due to an arbitrary source. They also occur for the same reason as electron 

orbitals in atomic theory. In figure 2.2 w e present contour surfaces of these functions. 

Examining the contour surfaces of the third order associated Legendre functions is useful 

in understanding the behaviour of the gravity gradient fields. There are five third order 

functions, corresponding to the five independent gradient tensor components, describing 

two different shaped surfaces: those corresponding to stress gradients and those 

corresponding to shear gradients. Clearly the surface corresponding to one stress gradient 

may be made to correspond to another by a change of coordinates and similarly shear 

gradients. 

The geophysical measurements will generally be made in a plane of constant altitude, say 

with x3 constant, and with the instrument axes aligned parallel and perpendicular to this 

measurement plane. Consideration of figure 2.2 reveals that r12, r n and T22 are 

symmetric under rotation about the x3 axis by n but that of r13 and T23, as well as g„ by 

2n. r33 is invariant to such rotations. One can readily picture the contour surfaces of r c 

and TH from these considerations. Similarly, by imagining the difference between r n and 

r22 it is easy to see that TA is just T1 2 rotated by n/4. Such aids to the intuition are 

invaluable when dealing with a second-rank tensor quadrupole field for which many of 

the effects can be difficult to picture. 

Also, it is possible to think of these contour surfaces as surfaces of constant instrument 

sensitivity rather than surfaces of constant source amplitude. If an instrument is designed 

to measure one component of the tensor then it can be imagined as a point generating a 

"sensing field" described by the appropriate contour surface. The instrument then sums 

together all the contours that intersect a mass point. The more distant masses lie on 

contour surfaces of small value and so have less effect on the sum, similarly the direction 

in which the mass lies determine its effect according to the contour it intersects. Given a 
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Figure 2.2a. A spherical contour 
surface of the 1st order associated 
Legendre function representing the 
gravitational potential due to a point 
mass. 

Figure 2.2c. A contour surface of a 3rd 
order associated Legendre function 
representing a gravitational gradient 
shear component due to a point mass. 
The component represented is Ty where 
the Xj and xy axes lie between adjacent 
lobes and the xk axis is apparently 
vertical. 

Figure 2.2b. A contour surface of a 2nd 
order associated Legendre function 
representing a gravitational 
acceleration component due to a point 
mass. The component represented is g,-
where the x-, axis passes through the 
centres of both lobes. 

. 

•B 

Figure 2.2d. A contour surface of a 3rd 
order associated Legendre function 
representing a gravitational gradient 
stress component due to a point mass. 
The component represented is r/7 where 
the Xj axis passes through the centres 
of both the upper and lower lobe. 
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known mass distribution, one can readily imagine the contour surfaces due to an 

instrument placed at a point and "see" the way that the instrument must respond to that 

mass distribution. 

A simple example will serve to illustrate this point. Figure 2.3 shows a cross section of a 

caldera with an airborne gravity gradiometer sensing r33 above its centre. The zero 

gradient sensitivity surface of the gradiometer is a cone oriented vertically with its apex at 

the instrument. The position of this cone is indicated by the two angled lines descending 

from the aircraft. Relative to the base level shown, the central low of the caldera 

represents a mass deficiency, and being inside the zero cone, it contributes a positive 

vertical gravity gradient. The peaked sides of the caldera are above the base level and so 

represent positive excess mass. However, they are generally outside the zero cone and 

consequently also make a positive contribution to the vertical gravity gradient The vertical 

gravity gradient measured above the basin of the caldera is enhanced by the effect of the 

distant rims. This is in direct contrast to a vertical gravity acceleration measurement for 

which the value would be reduced above the basin of the caldera by the effect of the rims. 

Figure 2.3. A schematic figure of an airborne vertical gravity gradiometer over a 

caldera. The inner basin has a mass shortage but a negative sensitivity scale giving 

a positive signal. The rims have a mass excess with a positive sensitivity scale and 

consequently the effect of the rims is to enhance the signal over the caldera basin. 

The results of a survey in the measurement plane will usually be presented as maps of the 

acceleration and/or gradient components. Figures 2.4 to 2.13 show such maps for the 

gravitational accelerations gh and g3 and the gradient components r12, T33, Thh, Th3, T„, 

Tc, aH and ac plotted against horizontal distances scaled by the depth to the monopole 

centre of mass. The labelling of the axes in the figures sets the choice of the subscript to 

h = 1 but interchanging the axis labels xy and x2 would set it to h = 2. The amplitudes 
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Figure 2.4. The g, response to a monopole. 

The minimum value is -38% and the 

maximum is 38% of the peak to peak 

amplitude of gj. 

ft 
Q) 

Figure 2.5. The g3 response to a monopole. 

The values are scaled to a percentage of the 

peak to peak amplitude. 

Figure 2.6. The T12 response to a monopole. 

The minimum value Is -14% and the maximum 

is 14% of the peak to peak amplitude of r33. 

ft 
Q) 

x2/depth 

Figure 2.7. The r33 response to a monopole. 

The data is scaled so that the peak to peak 

amplitude is 100%. 
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x7/depth 

Figure 2.8. The r11 response to a monopole. 

The minimum value Is -10% and the 

maximum is 50% of the peak to peak 

amplitude of r33. 

x2/depth 

Figure 2.9. The r13 response to a monopole. 

The minimum value is -42% and the 

maximum is 42% of the peak to peak 

amplitude of r33. 

20 30 40 

x2/depth 

Figure 2.10. The rc response to a monopole. 

The minimum value Is 0 % and the maximum is 

2 7 % of the peak to peak amplitude of r33. 

Figure 2.11. The rH response to a monopole. 

The minimum value is 0 % and the maximum is 

42% of the peak to peak amplitude of rM< 
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Figure 2.12. The or̂  response to a monopole. 

The minimum value is -TC/4 radians, the 

maximum is jtV4 radians. 

Figure 2.13. The o^ response to a monopole. 

The minimum value is -n/2 radians, the 

maximum is id! radians. 



of the signals have been presented as a percentage of the peak g3 response in the case of 

the accelerations, and as a percentage of the peak to peak T33 response in the case of the 

gradients. 

There are several observations that can be made immediately. The vertical gradient has a 

sharper response then the vertical gravity as is well known and expected. Also, the maps 

of the horizontal and curvature phases show clearly the rotational symmetry of the 

respective components. 

The features of these maps are readily predicted by considering the contour surfaces of 

figure 2.2 as can be seen, for example, by considering the zero contour surfaces of the 

gradients. The intersection of the cone Tu = 0 with the coordinate plane x, = d is a circle 

of radius V2d; this is a broad feature observable on the T33 map, figure 2.7. The cones' 

intersection with the x} - a plane is the hyperbola: 2xf - x\ = a
2, which is apparent on 

figure 2.8, separating the positive central region from the upper and lower negative lobes. 

For the off-diagonal components, the zero surface, ri;- = 0, is a pair of planes, 

intersecting the plane of constant xk in two lines (see figure 2.6) and intersecting the other 

two coordinate planes in one line (figure 2.9). 

Depth Estimation and the Amplitude Functions 

In real surveys (as opposed to simulated ones) the depth, d, below the measurement plane 

to the centre of mass of a source of a predominantly monopolar nature could be inferred 

from a study of the positions of the zeroes of its signal. In practice, however, these can be 

difficult to pick in the presence of other signals. It is more useful to use the extrema of the 

signal in the surveyed gravity acceleration or gradient or its width at half maximum. For 

example, in gravimetry (surveys of g3), the depth to the centre of a source body assumed 

monopolar is estimated to be 0-65 multiplied by the width of the response due to the body 

at half-maximum (Telford, 1990). Similar algorithms based on the width at half 

maximum could be used for the gradient components, but our present discussion is 

restricted to the use of the extrema of the functions because these are also useful for 

comparing the various gravitational acceleration and gradient components. 

For a point source, the extrema of the component functions in equations [2.6] to [2.8] are 

at the following values of ixi,x2) using length units of the depth, x3 = d, to the point 

mass (so all x3 components are just unity for the plane at altitude d): 

A/±-^f0,lj &:(o,±-j-,l) &:(0,0,1) [2.16] 
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ru:(0,0,l), 
/ 

2 

\ (I 1 ̂  

r22:(0,0,l), 
( V3 

*±t'1 

r„(±i,ofi 

r23:fo,±i,i^ 
2 J 

[2.17] 

r33:(0,0,l),jc1
2+x2

2=4, 

and, exploiting the fact that the components of the two-dimensional vectors of T„ and Tc 

are related by rotational symmetry, 

rH:(0,0,l),4x1
2 + 4x2

2=l 

rc:(0,0,l),3x,
2+3x2

2=2. 

[2.18] 

[2.19] 

Clearly then, the depth to the centre of mass is proportional to the spacing of the extrema 

in each case with the above proportionality constants. In practice, the rather broad peak 

(see figure 2.7) in T33 at x\ + x2 = 4 would make this difficult to use. Conversely, the full 

circles of equations [2.18] and [2.19] and clearly visible in figures 2.10 and 2.11 mean 

that the use of extrema in depth estimation from Tc and TH data should be fairly reliable. 

One important question in this newly emerging technique of gravity gradient prospecting 

is: which component(s) of the tensor should be measured? One comparison is according 

to the size of the signal each component might have in response to a particular source. For 

this purpose, an "amplitude function" is defined, for each acceleration and gradient 

component, to be the difference between the values at the maximum and the minimum, ie 

the peak to peak signal, of that component These amplitude functions, discriminated from 

the components themselves by the use of a circumflex, will serve as a measure of relative 

signal strength for the various gravity signals in response to different source geometries. 

This comparison is of course only valid if the noise levels on the components measured 

are the same. 

The amplitude functions are readily written down given the positions of the extrema in 

equations [2.16] and [2.17]: 

~ , ,, GM 
8;(d ) = £<-£- [2.20] 

[2.21] 

where the c; and the X s are the following constants: 
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c h = — 

" 4 
c3 = 1 [2.22] 

X w = 
25V5 + 8V2 

25V5 

v 96 
M " 25V5 

^18V3 
12 " 25V5 

X 4 8 

" 25V5 

X C = | | [2,3] 

and an obvious extension of the notational convention has been used for the amplitude 

function coefficients for the horizontal and differential curvature gradients. 

Table 2.1 below compares these constants for each amplitude function as a percentage of 

the amplitude of g3 in the case of accelerations, and as a percentage of the amplitude of T33 

for the gradients. It demonstrates the wide range of amplitude sensitivity of the various 

components. These results can be readily appreciated by the use of the instrument 

sensitivity surfaces shown in figure 2.2. It is clear that the T33 contour surface has the 

advantage of having its long lobe pointing directly at the source when the instrument is 

closest to it. The horizontal gradients have their most sensitive directions inclined at 45° to 

the direction of closest approach and the curvature gradients at 90°, although Thh has its 

smaller secondary lobe (the roughly toroidal one) pointing in the optimum direction. 

Similar considerations apply to the accelerations. 

able 2.1. Relative amplitudes 

component 

Amplitude (percent 

of£3orr33) 

Rh 

7 5 % 

£3 

100% 

Thh 

59-1% 

r12&rc 

27-4% 

rA3 

84-4% 

T„ 

42-2% 

I33 

100% 

In later sections, other geometric bodies of uniform density will be analysed and their 

acceleration and gradient responses given. This method of comparison of the amplitudes 

of the various gradient components will be used for the simpler of these bodies. 

The Equivalence Distance 

While the amplitude functions provide a method of comparing one component of the 

gradient tensor with another or one component of the acceleration with another, it would 

also be valuable to have a quantitative way of comparing a gradient component with an 

acceleration component. This has already been done for the radial components due to a 

monopolar source in figure 1.2 where it was shown that a 1 Eo radial gradiometer was 

more sensitive than a 1 mGal gravimeter for monopolar sources at distances less than 

20 km. Many real sources are not well approximated by monopoles and one cannot 
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restrict oneself to instruments that measure radial components so that this comparison 

should be extended to become fully relevant 

This can readily be done by using the ratio of the amplitude functions of the components 

to be compared. Let the equivalence distance for gk and Ttj be that depth, d
k
xj, at which the 

ratio of gk to T{j has value d0. Then 

Mt11 = d'-^ = d or 

d = d0 , 
ck 

[2.25] 

[2.26] 

where d0 is a constant whose value depends only on the units used, and is equal to 10 for 

accelerations in mGal and gradients in EG. Table 2.2 shows the various values of the 

equivalence distance of a sphere. 

Table 2.2. The equivalence distances in km for a monopole source. 

4(mGal/E6) 

Rh 

8* 

Thh 

16-0 

12-0 

Tn & rc 

7-4 

5-6 

rA3 

22-9 

17-2 

TH 

11-4 

8-6 

T33 

27-1 

20-4 

2.2.2 The Prism 

• x, 

Figure 2.14. The prism and its coordinate axes. 
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The prism is a useful three dimensional body because of the ease with which more 

complex bodies can be built from sets of prisms rather like a child's building blocks; in 

particular, finite element geometric models usually consist of a volume divided by a three 

dimensional grid into right rectangular prisms, each assigned a fixed density. 

The utility of the prism model has been long recognised, with the derivation of the 

expression for the vertical acceleration for a right rectangular prism published by Nagy 

(1966) and for a dipping prism by Hjelt (1974). Heiland (1940) gives the expressions for 

T13 and T A for a right rectangular prism, the formulae for the complete set of gradient 

components were derived for use in modelling studies by Dransfield (1988) and 

Dransfield et al (1991; attached as part of Appendix C) and have been published by other 

authors, for example by Montana et al (1992). 

Let Q be a point with coordinates x' = [x[,x'2,x'3), within a rectangular prism of uniform 

density with its geometric centre (also its centre of mass) at the origin and with 

dimensions 2X in the Xi direction, 2 7 in the x2 direction and 2Z in the x3 direction as 

shown in figure 2.14. Away from the prism, at a point P, with coordinates x = [x1,x2,x3) 

and at a distance r = -J(xx - x[) + (x2 - x'2) + (x3 -x3) from Q, the gravity potential, 

acceleration and gradient respectively are: 

x Y z 
®(x) = -Gp\ \\ 

-X-Y-Z 

aV_ 
r 

^-oP)))^K 
-Z-Y-X 

Z Y X 

r„(x) = -GPjJJ 
*(3(*,-x'f-r')A' 

-Z-Y-X 

Z Y X 

Tij(x) = -Gplj\ 
3{xi-x;)(xj-xfyx' 

[2.27] 

[2.28] 

[2.29] 

[2.30] 
-Z-Y-X 

The latter three integrals are evaluated in Appendix A, giving 

*,(x) = - G p 

#,(*, - X,x2 - Y,x3 - Z) - #,-(*, + X,x2 -Y,x3-Z) 

—HAx^ — X,x2 + / ,x3 — Z) — HAxl — X,x2 — Y,x3 — Z) 

+Hi(xl + X,x2 + Y,x3 -Z) + //,-(*, + X,x2 - Y,x3 + Z) 

+#;(x, -X,x2 + Y,x3 + Z)-#,(*, + X,x2 + Y,x3 + Z) 

[2.31] 
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where i/I.(x) = x1arctan 
XjXk - Xj \n(xk + R{x)) - xk ]n(Xj + R(x)), 

and K(x) = JxJ+x) + x\ ; 

r„(x) = Gp 

where i *j and 

r,.(x) = G p 

H f a - X,x2 - Y,x3 - Z) - H f a + X,x2 - Y,x3 - Z) 

-Jfyfo - X,x2 + Y,x3 - Z) - H f a - X,x2 - Y,x3 - Z) 

+Hij{xl+X,x2 + Y,x3-Z) + Hij{xl + X,x2-Y,x3 + Z) 

+Hij{x1 - X,x2 + Y,x3 + Z) - H f a + X,x2 + Y,x3 + Z) 

Hij(x) = ln{xk + R(x)); 

'Hu(Xl - X,x2 -Y,x3-Z)- Hfa + X,x2 -Y,x3- Z) 

-HH{Xl -X,x2 + Y,x3-Z)-Hn{xx -X,x2 - Y,x3 - Z) 

+Hii(xl + X,x2 + Y,x3 -Z) + #,(*, + X,x2 - Y,x3 + Z) 

+Hu(Xl - X,x2 + Y,x3 + Z) - #,.(*, + X,x2 + Y,x3 + Z)_ 

[2.32] 

[2.33] 

where #,;(x) = -arctan • ̂ _] jii^W 2„2 {XiR{x)J x2R2(x) + x2jX2k 

Xi XjXk 
• + 

XtXj 
+ • 

X.XL 

x,2/?3(x) + x2x2/?(x) xkR(x) + R
2(x) XjR(x) + R

2(x) 

Although these expressions are complex, it is a straightforward matter to use them in a 
computer program. Some care must be taken with singularities at points which intersect 
projections of the prism sides onto the plane. This question is also addressed in Appendix 

A. 

The formulae for TH and Tc and their phases can be produced from the above results but 

to little purpose. It is easier to calculate these quantities numerically from the relevant 

components of the gradient tensor. 

Figures 2.15 to 2.24 show the mapped gravity (acceleration and gradient) in a plane of 
constant x3 due to a cube of positive density contrast. The cube has its edges aligned with 
the axis directions of the measurements and is everywhere at an x3 coordinate greater than 
that of the measurement plane (ie if x3 is positive down then the cube is below the 
measurement plane). The maps are plotted in coordinates scaled by the distance to the top 
of the cube and, in these same scaled units, the length of each side of the cube is 10. Like 
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Figure 2.15. The g1 response to a cube. The 
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Figure 2.16. The g3 response to a cube. The 

values are scaled to a percentage of the peak 

to peak amplitude. 
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Figure 2.17. The r12 response to a cube. The 

minimum value is -29% and the maximum is 

2 9 % of the peak to peak amplitude of r33. 

Figure 2.18. The T33 response to a cube. The 

data is scaled so that the peak to peak 

amplitude is 100%. 
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Figure 2.19. The F11 response to a cube. The 

minimum value is -21% and the maximum is 

48% of the peak to peak amplitude of r^. 

Figure 2.20. The r13 response to a cube. The 

minimum value Is -74% and the maximum is 

74% of the peak to peak amplitude of r33. 
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Figure 2.21. The rc response to a cube. The 

minimum value Is 0% and the maximum is 57% 

of the peak to peak amplitude of r^. 

Figure 2.22. The rH response to a cube. The 

minimum value is 0 % and the maximum Is 7 4 % 

of the peak to peak amplitude of r33. 
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Figure 2.23. The <xc response to a cube. The 

minimum value is -id4 radians, the maximum 

is n/4 radians. 

Figure 2.24. The o^ response to a cube. The 

minimum value is -n/2 radians, the maximum 

is JC/2 radians. 
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the sphere maps (figures 2.4 to 2.13) the amplitudes are given as percentages of the peak 

amplitude of g3 for the accelerations and of the peak to peak amplitude of T3 3 for the 

gradients. 

These maps have obvious similarities, which won't be described again, in shape and in 

relative signal magnitude with those due to the monopole. Despite these similarities, the 

gradient maps are clearly due to a source with square cross-section; a fact considerably 

less obvious in the acceleration maps. Particularly striking is the mapping of the cube 

edges by the ac phase. This improved spatial resolution is a natural consequence of the 

greater sensitivity of the gradients to the smaller features which control the detailed shape 

of the source. This has obvious and powerful advantages in exploration but there is also 

an associated disadvantage for simulation work: finite element three dimensional models 

constructed from right rectangular prisms require smaller mesh widths in the constituent 

prisms than would be necessary for modelling of the acceleration. This means a greater 

number of elements and a consequent increase in computation time - an inevitable 

implication of the greater sensitivity. 

2.2.3 Above A Vertical Cylinder 

A single vertical cylinder is a reasonable approximation to geological bodies such as the 

lamproite and kimberlite pipes. Its vertical acceleration and vertical gradient are readily 

calculated on the cylinder axis and the cylinder is consequently useful in estimating the 

maximum vertical acceleration and gradient from such bodies. Off-axis, the gravitational 

acceleration and gradient are considerably more complicated. Parasnis (1961) gives the 

general expression for the vertical acceleration as an infinite sum of Legendre 

polynomials. K w o k (1991a) gives line integral expressions for the vertical and horizontal 

gradients and the vertical acceleration due to a general vertical prism of arbitrary cross 

section which lead to an expression involving complete elliptic integrals of the second 

kind in the case of the acceleration component The derivatives of this expression are not 

presented. The simplicity of the problem on the vertical axis also makes it useful as an 

approximation to a prism of the same cross-sectional area. 

At a point directly above the axis of a cylinder of radius R centred on the x3 axis as shown 

in figure 2.25, the potential is, after writing equation [2.1] in cylindrical coordinates and 

integrating: 

<D(x) = -nGp{{x'3 -x3)r + R
2 ln(7 + x'3 - x3) + 2x3x'3 - x'

2} 

where r2 = R2 + (x'3 - x3f. 

d + l 
[2.34] 
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Figure 2.25. A vertical cylinder. 

Taking first and then second spatial derivatives with respect to x3 gives: 

&(x) = 0. 

g3{x) = -2nGp{r-xf3) 

and r33(x) = -27rGp 
x
3
 X3 

d + l 

d 

d + l 

d ' 

[2.35] 

[2.36] 

[2.37] 

By symmetry and since Tr T = 0, 

rM(x) = -^M = ;rGp^i 
2 r 

d + l 

d ' 

r12(x) = rA3(x) = r„(x) = rc(x) = o. 

[2.38] 

[2.39] 

For a vertical cylinder of infinite depth extent the vertical acceleration and gradient are: 

limg3(x) = 2nGpUR
2+(d-x3f + d - x3 J. [2.40] 

\imThh(x) = nGp 
d-x. 

-1 
R2+(d-x3y 

[2.41] 



2.2.4 The Vertical Line Element 

The vertical line element is particularly important for use in modelling (both forward and 

inverse) as an approximation to a vertical right prism in a model consisting of a large array 

of such prisms, since its effect at any place can be calculated more quickly than the prism. 

Additionally, because of its simplicity, it is useful in modelling vertical pipe-like 

structures, although less accurate than the vertical cylinder at points near the pipe. An 

estimate of the error in using the line element rather than the cylinder is given later. 

The following results are easily arrived at, although more detail is given in Appendix A. 

For this model, the element can be conveniently placed on the x3 axis as shown in figure 

2.26 since the integral has no xx or x2 dependence. 

-•x, 

d+l 

X3 

Figure 2.26. A vertical line element. 

A vertical line element of mass per unit length pcfi (where p represents the density should 

the element be smeared out over a cross-sectional area aP-) situated on the x3 axis between 

the values x3 = d and x3 = d + I will have a gravitational potential O(x) which has the 

expected logarithmic dependence: 

®(x) = -Gpa)2ln(r + £-x3) 
d + l 

d ' [2.43] 

where r2=x2+x22+{C-x3f 

and £is the dummy variable of the integration. Then 
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ftW-^^fcO 
d + l 

where *„(*,£) = 
xh 

r + £-x3 

k3{x,Q = -l 

In this expression, the kt are scale invariant functions of the positions of the line element 

and P, the observation point. The h subscript indicates either of the subscripts (1 or 2) for 

a horizontal component. Notice the simple form of g3 which makes the line element 

computationally attractive for modelling the vertical gravity response. 

Differentiating the acceleration components gives the components of the gradient tensor 

response to the line element expressed in terms of scale invariant geometric functions: 

r,(x) = - ^ K , ( x , f l 
d+l 

[2.45] 
a 

r(r + C~x3) 

N2ix'b; - i—~z &— 
r(r+£-x3) 

KA3(x,C) = ^ 
r 

K33(X'C) = '• 
r 

An important special case is when the depth to the bottom of the line element is large 

compared to the depth to the top. This is approximated by taking the above functions in 

the limit as / approaches infinity. This approximation simplifies the calculations, speeding 

computing by a factor of about 2. The limiting functions are also given in Appendix A. 

Maps of the various gravitational acceleration and gradient components due to such a 

semi-infinite vertical line element are presented in figures 2.27 to 2.36. These are again 

similar in character to the equivalent maps for the monopole source although the values of 

the components fall off less rapidly with distance on the measurement plane away from 

the extrema. A particular consequence is that the vertical gradient loses its circular 

extremum, only retaining the peak value directly above the semi-infinite vertical line 

element. 
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Figure 2.27. The g1 response to a vertical line 

element. The minimum value is -31% and the 

maximum is 3 1 % of the peak to peak 

amplitude of g3. 

Figure 2.28. The g3 response to a vertical line 

element. The values are scaled to a 

percentage of the peak to peak amplitude. 

Figure 2.29. The r12 response to a vertical line 

element. The minimum value is - 1 2% and the 

maximum is 1 2 % of the peak to peak amplitude 
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Figure 2.31. The r11 response to a vertical line 

element. The minimum value is - 5 % and the 

maximum is 5 0 % of the peak to peak 

amplitude of r33. 

Figure 2.32. The r13 response to a vertical line 

element. The minimum value is -40% and the 

maximum is 4 0 % of the peak to peak 

amplitude of r33. 
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Figure 2.33. The rc response to a vertical line 

element. The minimum value is 0 % and the 

maximum Is 2 5 % of the peak to peak amplitude 
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Figure 2.34. The TH response to a vertical line 

element. The minimum value is 0 % and the 

maximum Is 4 0 % of the peak to peak amplitude 
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Figure 2.35. The a c response to a vertical line 

element. The minimum value is -JC/4 radians, 

the maximum is TC/4 radians. 

Rgure 2.36. The a^ response to a vertical line 

element. The minimum value is -rc/2 radians, 

the maximum Is n/2 radians. 



Amplitude Functions and Equivalence Distances 

Since the gravity due to a vertical line element of infinite depth extent is characterised by 

only one position (the depth to the top, d), it is possible to calculate amplitude functions 

and equivalent distance ratios as was done for the sphere. 

The extrema of the acceleration and gradient components due to a semi-infinite vertical 

line element are calculated exactly in Appendix A. They provide data for depth estimation 

from measured data: the depth to the top of the causative vertical pipe-like body is 

proportional to the horizontal distance between the appropriate extrema of the response. 

For example, the extrema of T22 (choosing the two peaks of the same sign) are 4-5046 

depths apart, so that the depth to the top can be estimated to be the distance between these 

peaks divided by 4-5. The positions of the extrema also lead to the amplitude functions: 

m = c,®£ [2.46] 

r,(<0-X,3p»L [2.47] 

where the ct and the Xy- are constants again calculated in Appendix A. Clearly, having 

estimated d from the extrema separations, the amplitude functions provide an estimate of 

the density per unit cross sectional area, pai1. The coefficients in the expressions [2.46] 

and [2.47] lead to table 2.3 comparing separately the relative amplitudes of the 

acceleration and gradient components. The vertical extension of the line element relative to 

the monopole diminishes the amplitudes of the other components relative to the vertical 

acceleration and gradient as can be seen by comparing tables 2.1 and 2.3. 

Table 2.3. Relative amplitudes of line element. 

component 

Amplitude (percent 

of g3 or T33 

Zh 

6 0 % 

£3 

100% 

1 hh 

55% 

r12 & Tc 

24% 

r« 

77% 

TH 

38% 

T33 

100% 

The ratios of the coefficients of the amplitude functions also provide the data for the 

equivalence distances presented in table 2.4. In the case of the vertical line element of 

infinite depth extent, the equivalence depth ratios are approximately half those for the 

sphere because all of the mass is below the depth and therefore further away. 



Table 2.4. Equivalence distances of line element 

4(mGal/E6) 

Xh 

£3 

T hh 

9-2 

5-5 

r12 & rc 

4-0 

2-4 

r„ 

12-8 

m 

rH 

6-4 

3-8 

I33 

16-7 

100 

2.2.5 Approximating the Prism 

The complexity of the prism expressions presented in section 2.2.2 will make any 

computations using them very time consuming. For the finite element models described in 

section 2.2.0 it is possible to replace each vertical prism in the model grid by a vertical line 

element at the centre of the grid cell, or even by a point mass located at the centre of mass 

of the prism. These approximations will be valid for model elements sufficiently distant 

from the measurement point and their use can significantly decrease the time taken to 

calculate computer simulations of gravity gradient surveys. 

The following few calculations provide estimates of how distant from the prism the 

measurement point must be in order for the approximation to be sufficiently accurate. 

The biggest gradient error due to using a vertical line element rather than a prism at a point 

directly above the centre of the prism will be in the vertical gradient. It is clearly a 

reasonable simplification to approximate the error in this case by the difference between 

the vertical gradient due to a vertical line element and that due to a vertical cylinder. 

The error in the vertical gradient due to using a vertical line element of infinite depth extent 

rather than a vertical cyclinder of infinite depth extent at a point distant h directly above the 

centre of the grid cell of width co (where the radius of the cylinder is co/^fn) is the 

difference between the formulae given in equations[2.42] and [A.25]: 

5T33 = nGp [2.48] 

where £=Vtf h_ 
co 

Taylor expanding the square root in equation [2.48] and keeping only the first term after 

cancellation gives 

h_ 

w 

3 G p 

47r<5T, 

-.1/4 

[2.49] 
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To lead to an error of less than 1 Eo, equation [2.49] implies that the vertical height of the 

measurement above the top of the prism must be greater than about twice its width if the 

density is 1 tnr3. 

It is also necessary to know at what horizontal displacement from the prism, in units of its 

width, the line element may be used to approximate the prism. A n estimate of the error in 

this approximation may be made by calculating the difference between the horizontal 

gradient, r13, due to a right rectangular prism of square cross-section with width co, and 

that due to a vertical line element of effective width co, both of density p and length / and 

situated with their top centred on the origin, at a measurement point (x., 0, x3). 

With xx > co, and exploiting the fact that the measurement is in the plane x2 = 0, the 

logarithms in equation [2.32] can be expanded and, keeping terms up to order (co/R)3, 

gives 

p PRISM 
1 13 

3 

-3co/R_t -(w/Rj -3co/R+b -{co/R+bf 

+3 co/R+t + (o)/R+t f + 3 coJR_b + (co/R_b f 
[2.50] 

where Rl, = (x, ± co/2)2 + (co/2)2 + x\ and R\b = (x, ± co/2)
2 + (co/2)2 + (x3 + if 

Taylor expanding this expression and keeping terms to order fi/ gives 

•> PRISM 
13 = Gpco' — k + 

CO X ( 

u-A v 
5xi 2^ 

2r2 . 
°>2xJ3__^ 
12r 

[2.51] 

where r) = x2 + x\ and r\ = x\ + [x3 + if. 

Comparison of equation [2.51] with the equation [2.45], the horizontal gradient for a 

vertical line element reveals that the error in approximating the prism by the vertical line 

element is about 

0 1 1 3 ~ ,« 
12 

-J mj \ 1 ~J JL 1 

[2.52] 

This error is considerably smaller than that for the vertical gradient directly above the mass 

element. However, for an accumulation of many mass elements in a model, the error can 

still be significant in this case and equation [2.52] is useful for estimating the error or 

choosing a minimum horizontal distance beyond which the approximation may be safely 

used. 



The error in the vertical gradient when using a point mass at the centre of mass of a line 

element as an approximation to the line element is, from equations [2.7] and [2.45], 

5T33 = Gpco' 
h + 2l 2l(2{h + lf-x2) h 

p+(h + lff ~p2+h2f+^x2+(h + 2lff 
[2.53] 

where 2/ is the length of the element, h is the vertical displacement of the measurement 

point above the top of the element and x the horizontal displacement. W h e n x is zero, this 

expression reduces to 

[2.54] c^ / ^ ^ 2(2l^e-2h
2l-Ahl2-C 

5r33{x=o) = GPco
2[-) {h+2lf{h+lf 

showing, as expected, that this approximation requires / < h. 

When x is much greater than h and / then it can be assumed that the three denominators in 

[2.53] are dominated by their x dependence and, after truncating the power series for the 

common denominator, 

5T33» Gpco 
6l(h2 + lh + l2) 

[2.55] 

Remembering that the vertical gradient has its maximum when x is equal to zero whereas 

the horizontal gradient has its maxima when x is of the same order as the depth, the error 

in the horizontal gradient (see equations [2.8] and [2.45]) is 

5Th3 = Gpco
2x 

6l{h + l) 

^ a + ( * + 02)5 TJ{x2+h2f+^x2+(h + 2l)2) 
[2.56] 

This reduces, for large x, to 

5Th3 ~ Gpco' 
6l{h + l) 

[2.57] 

These equations can be used readily in computer simulation programs to allow the 

substitution of either the vertical line element or the monopole for the right rectangular 

prism without significantly decreasing the accuracy of the calculations. 



2.2.6 The Multipole M o m e n t Expansion 

W h e n the model needs to represent only one or several isolated bodies rather than a 

density distribution over a whole volume then a different approach is required. Sometimes 

an isolated body can be well represented by the use of the geometric bodies already 

described, being constructed from several suitably placed rectangular prisms used like 

building blocks for example, but occasionally other shapes are preferable. At points 

sufficiently distant from an arbitrary body the gravitational acceleration and gradient may 

be well approximated by multipole moment expansions. 

The potential [2.1] at a point x outside matter distributed with density p(x') throughout a 

volume V can be written as a multipole moment expansion as is shown in Appendix A 

which is, truncated to its three leading terms and in a coordinate system with origin at the 

centre of mass of V and oriented along its principal symmetry axes, 

•w N GM 

0 2 2 r4 2 r4 
[2.58] 

where M is the mass in V and the 5™ are the multipole moments. This potential may be 

differentiated to give g and then T: 

Si(x) = -^ki(x), [2.59] 
r 

r*to = -^T*«,W. [2.60] 

and the scale invariant functions, kt and Ki}, are given in Appendix A. For arbitrary 

coordinate systems, the acceleration vector and the gradient tensor given by these 

formulae must be rotated. This is tedious, although straightforward, to do algebraically 

but not necessary since it can be easily performed numerically in any application. 

The first terms of this moment expansion better approximate the effect due to the original 

body as the ratio of its distance to its size increases. In Appendix A an upper bound on the 

error in the approximation is calculated. 

For use in approximating a right rectangular prism of sides 2X, 2Y and 2Z in the x,, x2 

and x3 directions respectively, it is useful to note its multipole moments: 

0 y2 _ y2 _ yl y^ y2 

B°0=h
 Bl=*l * » B22=Bl*^JL r2.61] 

0 24 



2.3 T w o Dimensional Geometric Models 

For many purposes in gravity prospecting, it is a useful approximation to assume that the 

body producing a gravity anomaly is two dimensional in nature. In particular, the removal 

of one spatial dimension allows greater complexity to be built into the remaining two 

dimensions of the model as well as making the computation of the simulation faster. Also, 

much geophysical data is collected at a high density along lines which are spaced relatively 

far apart so that there is more data available for two dimensional analysis. Often the data is 

collected perpendicular to major linear geological trends, making two dimensional analysis 

particularly appropriate. 

This dissertation concentrates on three dimensional models but it is worth investigating 

several of the two dimensional shapes. Even the simplest two dimensional shapes will 

provide insight into the behaviour of the gravitational acceleration and gradient, more data 

about the amplitude functions and equivalence distances and some idea of what to expect 

from linear features in more complex three dimensional models. 

An important, if obvious, point is that for bodies long in a particular direction, the 

potential at points much closer to the centre of the body than its ends is independent of the 

distance to those ends and therefore the components of g and T in that direction are zero. 

A gradient, say r u for any /, will not give any response to the xx components of any linear 

features. For example, T12 measured in a plane of constant x3 is insensitive to linear 

features parallel to either the Xi or the x2 coordinate axis, with a m a x i m u m response to 

linear features at 45° to these axes. 

For a two dimensional mass distribution of uniform density, p, in an area A, the potential 

at a point P at coordinate x = (xu x2) is: 

®{x) = -2Gpjln(r)dA , [2.62] 
A 

where r is the vector (with magnitude r) from P to a point of the mass distribution. The 

acceleration and gradient components can be derived from the potential as in the three 

dimensional case by spatial differentiation. 

The gravity gradient in the two dimensional case is particularly simple, since the tensor 

has only four components with the off-diagonal components equal by symmetry of the 

tensor and the diagonal components equal in magnitude but opposite in sign through 

Laplace's equation. This leaves only the horizontal gradient and the vertical gradient (in 

torsion balance literature, the curvature gradient was used rather than the vertical 

gradient). These are Hilbert transform pairs (Butler, 1983). 



The two independent components, say Tn and T22, may define a complex function, F, as 

F(w) = ri2(*i>*2) + 'r22(*P*2) [2-63] 

where w = Xi + i x2. It is straightforward to show that F is analytic everywhere outside 

the mass producing the gravitational field. This shows that, not surprisingly, there is a 

close relationship between each gradient component and the one that can be generated 

from the other by the use of the Cauchy-Riemann equations. This is, of course, simply 

equivalent to the fact, also true in three dimensions, that if any component of either g or T 

is known everywhere, the component may be safely integrated to give the scalar potential 

and then differentiated appropriately to produce any component of the vector or second-

rank tensor fields (or any component of a higher rank tensor field). 

However, in practice, measurements of gravity will usually be made along a single line, 

ideally at only one altitude. In this case, for two dimensional analysis, one can exploit the 

Hilbert transform (Sneddon, 1972) which relates the real and imaginary parts of a 

complex analytic function. This was suggested by Stanley and Green (1976) following 

the use of the Hilbert transform in the interpretation of magnetic data (Shuey, 1972), the 

above argument being applicable to any potential field. Butler (1983) gives a derivation of 

the Hilbert transform relation between T12 and T22, showing that: 

r22M) = -J%^W [2.64] 
*L s-*i 

Consequently, it is necessary to measure only one component of the two dimensional 

gravity gradient along a line and the full tensor can be derived provided only that the 

measurements are performed sufficiently close together and with sufficient accuracy. 

The gravity and gravity gradients at a point outside any of a variety of simple geometric 

two dimensional shapes are summarised in Heiland (1940, pp 250-270). Any polygonal 

shape can be readily constructed from a finite set of either sloping contacts or dipping 

blocks (figure 2.37 shows these two shapes), the gradients of both of having simple 

expressions. Shaw (1929 and 1930) gives detailed descriptions of the properties of the 

gradient components of both of these shapes. 

The results presented in Heiland have been generalised to points inside, outside or on 

arbitrary polygons by K w o k (1989) using a formulation of the problem in terms of 

conjugate complex variables in work which is part of a development of interpretation 

techniques for downhole gravity gradiometry. 
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Figure 2.37. The semi-infinite dipping dike (left) and sloping contact (right) models. 

The following sections investigate two dimensional bodies, calculating g and T due first 

to a circle or two dimensional monopole and then those due to several of the simpler 

geometries. The semi-infinite horizontal slab is useful in estimating edge effects for three 

dimensional simulations. The semi-infinite horizontal sheet, the vertical sheet and the 

monopole represent limiting shapes readily characterised by a single depth parameter 

which are consequently useful for the amplitude functions and equivalence distance 

calculation. 

2.3.1 The Circle 

The monopole or point source in two dimensions is, like the monopole in three 

dimensions, the base model from which the others are built. It serves as a useful 

approximation to geological bodies such as lenses or even anticlines of large strike length, 

confined in the other two dimensions. The gravitational potential at a point P with 

coordinates x = (x,, x2) due to a circle centred on the origin, of density p and radius R, 

follows straightforwardly from equation [2.62], 

0(x) = -2;rGptf2ln(r), [2.65] 

where r2 = x2 + x2. 

The acceleration is 

t v 2nGpR2 x, 
gi(x) = £ '-, [2.66] 

r r 

and the gradient tensor is 

r,.(x) = -r;;(x) = -
2 * G f * * . 7 ' , 
r rl 

r2 r2 

[2.67] 

[2.68] 



Profiles of the two gravity acceleration and the two gravity gradient components relative to 

the peak value of g2 and T22 respectively as a function of xxlx2 are shown in figure 2.38. 

The coordinates for the model are in figure 2.39. 

Contour maps (the analogues of the contour surfaces in figure 2.2) for equations [2.67] 

and [2.68] are presented in Heiland (1940) as are depth estimates based on the extrema of 

these functions along a line of constant x2 = d which are readily calculable to be at 

rn'-xi=±j^d 

g2:x!=0,±oo 

r22:x,=0,±V3.i. 

[2.69] 

[2.70] 
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Figure 2.38. The gravity accelerations (top) and gradients (bottom) over the circle 

model. 
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Figure 2.39. The monopole model. 

These formulae have obvious application in the depth estimation of linear sources of 

limited depth extent from gravity and gravity gradient data. 

The amplitude ("peak-to-peak") functions, defined earlier in this chapter, are then 

- tj\ - tj\ ^GpR2 

8i{d) = 82{d) = -^~ 

r»(rf)=^ ,2 
9 2nGpR2 

8" d2 

tM-Ss-^F-iw.. 

[2.71] 

[2.72] 

[2.73] 

The equivalence distances for T12 and T22 are 13-0 and 11-2 km respectively for 1 Eo 

and 1 mGal. 

2.3.2 The Semi-Infinite Horizontal Sheet 

Figure 2.40. The coordinates and quantities for the semi-infinite horizontal sheet. 
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The semi-infinite horizontal sheet (figure 2.40) serves to approximate small faults of long 

strike. For such a sheet with thickness f and density p, the expression for the vertical 

gravitational acceleration at a point P (x., x2) may be readily evaluated and differentiated: 

(n ( x Y| 
g2{x) = 2Gpt - + arctan —-*— 

{2 \d-x2)) 

[2.74] 

ri2(x) = -2GPf- 2
 d. *2 2 [2.75] 

x'+id-x,) 

T22(x) = -2Gpt • -—* -5-. [2.76] 
x, +[d-x2) 

The potential and the horizontal acceleration are both infinite in this case. The extrema of 

the remaining components, with the origin of the coordinates lying at the altitude of the 

measurements and above the edge of the sheet, are at g2:x1 =±°°, ri2:x, =0,±°° and 

r22:x! = ±d. The amplitude functions are 

g2(d) = 2Gptn, [2.77] 

tl2(d) = t22(d) = ^. [2.78] 

The amplitude of the vertical gravity is, of course, the Bouguer correction given in 
equation [1.20]. The equivalence distance is d? = 10/n ~ 3- 2 km. For a given density, 

the gradient amplitude functions may be used to estimate depth to thickness ratios from 

measured data and the gravity amplitude function to estimate thickness, and this function 

could be approximated by numerical integration of the horizontal gradient. 

2.3.3 The Semi-Infinite Horizontal Slab 

The semi-infinite horizontal slab (figure 2.42) is useful for approximating vertical faults. 

The gravity acceleration and gradient for such a slab can be found by vertically integrating 

the results for the semi-infinite horizontal sheet: 

g2{x) = 2Gp{ml2 + xl\n{rblr) + {d + t-x2)<!>b-{d-x2)<j)), [2.79] 

T12(x) = -2Gpln [2.80] 

and r22(x) = -2Gp(0fc-0,), [2.81] 

where r) = x\ +{d-x2f, r
2
b=x

2+(d + t-x2f 



and 0, = arctan(x1 /(d-x2)), <j)b = arctan(x,/{d + t-x2)). 

Figure 2.42. The semi-infinite horizontal slab model. 

This model is obviously useful in simulating a fault bed and equation [2.79] appears in 

many geophysical texts (for example, Telford et al, 1990); the gradient components [2.80] 

and [2.81] appear in older texts (eg Heiland, 1940). Profiles of the gravity acceleration 

and gravity gradients relative to the maximum value of g2 and T22 respectively at x2 = 0 

over a vertical fault of depth extent t = d as a function of the scaled position xjd are 

presented in figure 2.41. 

The vertical acceleration has extrema at x, = ±<*>, so that the amplitude function is again 

the well known Bouguer correction 

g2(d) = 2Gpnt. [2.82] 

Choosing coordinates so that x2 = 0, the extrema of Tl2 are at x, = Q,±°o and those of 

T22 are at x, = ±-yJd(d +1), giving amplitude functions at zero altitude: 

f12(,i) = 2Gpln I d J [2.83] 

f22(d) = 2Gp 
( 

4arctan. 
d + t 

-n 
\ 

[2.84] 

Since only T22 is defined in the limit as the thickness, t, tends to infinity, the equivalence 

distances are not applicable. 
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Figure 2.41. The acceleration (bold line), vertical gradient (plain line) and horizontal 

gradient (dashed line) over a semi-infinite horizontal slab model of thickness equal 

to its depth, cf. Each data set is divided by its respective amplitude function 

(equations [2.82] to [2.84]). 

2.3.4 The Vertical Sheet 

The vertical sheet is useful for modelling dikes. For a vertical sheet (figure 2.44) of 

thickness r and density p situated on the x2 axis with its top atx2 = d and a depth extent /, 

equation [2.62] for the gravitational potential becomes 

d+l-x2 

0(x) = 2Gpr Jln(r)dC 
d-x2 

[2.85] 

where r2 = x2 + C 

This is readily calculated and differentiated to give 

O(x) = 2Gpf[£ln(r) - £ + x, arctan(£/x,)] 
d + l- x2 

d-x2 
[2.86] 

g,(x) = -2Gpt arctan(£/x,) 
d + l-x2 

d-x2 
[2.87] 

g2(x) = 2Gprln [2.88] 

T12(x) = -2Gpr 
x\ x\ 
2 2 [2.89] 



T22(x) = 2Gpt 
d + l-x, d-x0 [2 

where r) = x2 + (d- x2f and r
2 = x2 + (d +1 - x2f 
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Figure 2.43. The gravitational accelerations (top) and gravity gradients (bottom) 

the vertical sheet model. 
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-Xi 

Figure 2.44. The vertical sheet model. 

Figure 2.43 shows profiles at x2 = 0 of the ratio of each of the gt and Ttj to 2Gpr over a 

thin vertical sheet of depth extent / = d as a function of xjd. 

Of equations [2.86] to [2.90], only those for gu Tu and T22 are defined for the semi-

infinite vertical sheet, that is in the limit as / —> °°. For these three, the limiting cases are 

easily found and, setting x2 = 0, the extrema are seen to be at gx:xi = ±©°, r12:x! = ±d 

and r22:Xi = 0. The amplitude functions are 

gl(d) = Gnpt, 

rl2(d) 
Gpt t22(d) =

 2-^ 

[2.91] 

[2.92] 

The equivalence distances are d\2 = 10/TT ~ 3 • 2 k m and a\2 = 20/n ~ 6 • 4 k m . 

2.4 S u m m a r y 

The gravity acceleration vector and gradient tensor components for a variety of simple 

geometric bodies for geophysical modelling have been developed in this chapter. These 

will prove useful in the remainder of the dissertation. By examining the properties of these 

component fields, the equivalence distance definition (equation [2.26]) of Dransfield et al 

(1991) has been extended to cover non-spherical sources. Even for source masses of the 

most extreme geometry, it remains the case that a 1 Eo gradiometer has greater sensitivity 

than a 1 mGal gravimeter at the scales of interest to exploration geophysics. 
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Chapter 3 The Gravity Gradients as Spatial Filters 

3.1. Introduction 

The increased information contained in the gravity gradient when compared with the 

gravitational acceleration over the scales of interest in geophysical prospecting and at 

typical effective measurement sensitivities was described in Chapter 1. This advantage is 

related to the more rapid dependence of the gravity gradient on distance which follows 

from T being the spatial derivative of g. The spatial differential relationship also means 

that linear geological features perpendicular to the direction of the derivative will have an 

enhanced signal in the corresponding gradient; those aligned with the -direction of the 

derivative will have a suppressed response. This is equivalent to the high pass filtering of 

geophysical data commonly used to emphasise certain high frequency features. 

In this chapter, a finite element model of a part of the Canning basin in Western Australia 

is constructed from simple geometric elements described in chapter 2. The Canning basin 

was chosen because of the availability of good data on which to base a model and the 

potential of the basin for containing a wide variety of interesting sources. Simulated 

gravity acceleration and gradient surveys are calculated over the model. This data set 

serves as a trial data base to examine, in particular, the directional properties of the 

gradient tensor components. 

Such a simulation is limited in some ways. The geological model must be simplified 

sufficiently to allow computations to be completed reasonably quickly. The "known" 

geology is usually incompletely understood and the real gravitational field is often 

influenced by features not included in the model. Nevertheless, with care, it is possible to 

construct a geological model which will produce a reasonably realistic simulation of the 

gravitational field. High speed computers together with careful model and algorithm 

design have made possible the construction of three-dimensional models with sufficient 

complexity to be useful in developing an understanding of the important geological 

implications for gravity gradiomeuy. 

The enhancement and suppression of the signals of geological features by the differential 

filtering action of the gravity gradient components is clearly evident in the results from the 

Canning basin simulation. The presentation of the data as horizontal and curvature 

gradient amplitudes and phases removes the effects of this preferment and highlights 

certain other features of the gradient information. Alternatively, the preferment of certain 

spatial directions can be exploited by the use of rotation operators to highlight the linear 

geological features. 
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In the case where not all of the gradient components which are related by a rotation about 

the vertical are measured, it is possible to use local neighbourhood convolution operators 

to minimise the effects of this preferment. This is illustrated by the construction and 

testing of such an operator for Tl2 data. A novel operator which has an adjustable gain is 

also described. 

3.2. Example - Canning 

The Canning basin is an intracratonic basin lying between the Kimberley and Pilbara 

blocks in the north-west of Australia (shown in the inset to figure 3.1). It covers 

approximately 430,000 square kilometres onshore and consists of up to 18 kilometres of 

predominantly Paleozoic sediments overlying a pre-Cambrian basement. The basin is 

divided into two major parallel depressions by the northwest-southeast trending Broome 

Arch. The northern depression is the Fitzroy Trough which is flanked by the structural 

Jurgarra Terrace at its fault contact with the Broome Arch. 

There have been two small commercial oil discoveries (Blina and Sundown) in the basin 

and both the Broome Arch and the Jurgarra Terrace are considered to be prospective for 

oil. Base metal deposits have been found on the Lennard Shelf which forms part of the 

northern margin of the Canning Basin (Murphy, 1990) and in the Admiral Bay fault zone 

in the central part of the basin (Connor, 1990). Additionally, a number of low-yield 

diamond bearing lamproitic pipes and thick evaporite units have been discovered (Yeates 

et al, 1984). 

Approximately one quarter of the onshore basin was covered by a multiclient 

aeromagnetic and radiometric survey flown by Aerodata Pty. Ltd. in the period from 

February 1985 to March 1986. This survey collected 131,000 line k m of data at 100 m 

altitude; 33,000 line-km of this data spaced at 17 m along lines 2 k m apart was in the 

northwest region of interest here. 

These data were processed to a square 2 km grid and amalgated with existing publicly 

available regional gravity, seismic and Landsat data. Interpretation of the complete 

information set was summarised in an internal Aerodata report accompanied by an 

integrated interpretation map at a scale of 1:100,000 showing interpreted depths to 

magnetic basement, fault structures and potential targets for hydrocarbon exploration 

within the basin. (Ashley and Peters, 1987). The Aerodata interpretation report and map 

provide a useful data base for gravity gradient modelling as they contain a variety of 

structures of differing sizes, depths and shapes. 
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3.3. The Existing Interpretation 

The model is based on the data from the western part of the Aerodata interpretation map 

which is shown in figure 3.1 and and called here the Canning basin model area, or, in this 

chapter, the model area. The Canning Basin model area is bounded approximately by 

latitudes 17° S and 19° S and longitudes 122° E and 124° E. A local grid, with its origin 

at roughly 17° S, 121° 30' E, has been imposed on the model area and shall be used 

henceforth in describing positions on the model. In these coordinates, the model area is 

from 10,000 metres N to 200,000 metres N and from 80,000 metres E to 230,000 metres 

E. These coordinates correspond to the X. and x2 directions respectively in the survey 

space (with down, D, corresponding to x3). 

The 2 km grid provides a general high lower limit on the resolution of the interpretation 

map but nevertheless, the map shows a wide variety of geological features which may be 

broadly classified as follows. 

Firstly, there are colour filled contour levels which show the interpreted depth below the 

ground surface to the pre-Cambrian basement rocks. This part of the interpretation is 

based on the aeromagnetic data and confirmed where possible by well and seismic 

information. Standard techniques for depth interpretation were used: Werner 

deconvolution, interactive forward modelling and graphical techniques; these are 

described in Ashley and Peters (1987). 

Additionally, there are a number of faults shown, most significant for the model are the 

Fenton fault, F14 in figure 3.1, and the zone of faulting roughly parallel to and south of 

the Fenton fault called the Dampier fault, F31 in the figure. These two divide the model 

area into three regions: in the north is the Fitzroy trough, where the depths to basement 

range from 8 to over 10 kilometres; the intermediate Jurgarra terrace with depths between 

3 and 5 km, is separated from the trough to the north by the Fenton fault and by the 

Dampier fault from the Broome Arch which is furthest south on the model and also 

shallowest at between 1 and 3 k m to basement. 

Finally, there are a variety of bodies shown emplaced within the sediments. These consist 

of large (tens of kilometres) intrusives, medium (a few kilometres) sized bodies such as 

the salt domes and small (less than a kilometre) or thin bodies such as the lamproites, 

dikes and volcanic sills. Of these, the salt domes labelled G 8 and G9, the intrusive 13 and 

the cluster of lamproites K2, are included in the geological model. 

The model area is the larger rectangle shown in figure 3.1 bounded in black. Within the 

model area are two other rectangles. The larger of these, from 30,000 to 180,000 metres 
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FIGURE 3.1 The Canning Basin Interpretation Map 
(After Ashley and Peters, 1987) 
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North and 100,000 to 210,000 metres East, is the area over which the simulated gravity 

gradient survey is calculated. It is inset from the model area to avoid edge effects. The 

smaller rectangle, just north and east of centre, is the region over which the gravity 

gradients and accelerations of the K 2 lamproite swarm were calculated. Choosing a 

smaller region allowed greater spatial resolution in the simulation without sacrificing 

precision or computer time. 

3.4. Constructing the Model 

Forward modelling of geophysical responses to realistic geological structures is usually 

done by superposing the responses to a number of simple shapes, both because 

mathematical solutions to simple shapes are more tractable and because it is then possible 

to exploit the geophysicist's experience of what is significant in terms of the model. 

The geology indicated in the Aerodata interpretation was modelled by five sets of features: 

the basement rocks within the model area as described by the colour contours of the 

interpretation map, a background basement model needed for minimising edge effects in 

the simulation, a single large igneous intrusive (13), a pair of salt domes (G8 and G9) and 

a swarm (K2) of ten lamproite pipes. The interpretation map and the accompanying report 

(Ashley and Peters, 1987) do not provide enough information to fully specify these 

features and the required detail was added where necessary by assuming typical values. 

The basement depth contours only allow horizontal resolution of the basement depths to a 

2 k m grid. There is no interpretation of the depth to the top of the intrusives. 

There is a great deal of other information remaining in the interpretation map, particularly 

showing faulting within the sediments and various other intrusives. These have a 

significant effect on the measured gravity but for the puipose of illustrating the nature of 

the various gravity gradient responses the model has been kept simpler by omitting many 

of these features. The igneous intrusive, the salt domes and the lamproite swarm provide 

targets covering a useful range of sizes and styles on which to test the gravity gradient 

response. 

Basement 

The model area basement rocks were treated as a single geological unit of density contrast 

to the country rock 0.4 t.mr3 and with a constant depth to the bottom of 12 km. The 

resulting variations in the gravity acceleration and gradient were then due solely to the 

varying depths to the top of the basement; these depths being derived from the colour 

contours in figure 3.1, the model area interpretation map. 



Figure 3.2. A surface plot of the basement model of the Canning Basin area. The 

figure has been rotated to allow a view along the two major fault directions: the 

Dampier fault separating the Broome Arch from the Jurgarra Terrace and the Fenton 

fault between the Jurgarra Terrace and the Fitzroy Trough. The depth scale is 

exaggerated by a factor of nearly 10 and the view direction has foreshortened the 

north scale. The model covers the area from 10,000 N to 200,000 N; 80,000 E to 

230,000 E and the depths range from -1-25 km to -10-8 km. 

The Fenton fault, running from the western end of the study area at 150,000 N and the 

Dampier fault zone, which is sub-parallel to the Fenton fault and runs just south of an 

easterly direction from 130,000 N divide tlie basement into northern, central and southern 

regions (figure 3.1). The contours from each region were digitised from the m a p onto 

computer in three separate data sets, each of 76 points east-west by 96 points north-south 

covering tlie complete 150 k m by 190 k m basement model area; the north area contained 

no contours south of the Fenton fault, the south no data north of the Dampier fault and the 

central area no contours except between these faults. 

In each data set, the depth in any grid cell through which a contour line passed had the 

value of that contour line. Manual editing of the data sets ensured that each contour line 
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was continuous and of unit grid cell thickness, using the criterion that each cell containing 

a contour value must have two neighbouring cells also containing a contour value except 

at model edges or fault terminations. The grid cells along the boundaries of the basement 

model area and on each side of the two fault lines were also manually edited to provide a 

smooth variation along the edge of each distinct sub-area of the model. 

The remaining grid cells in each data set contained zero values. These missing values were 

filled from the contoured values using a two-dimensional linear interpolation technique 

developed for reconstructing gridded data from contours by Cole et al (1990). Firstly, 

depths were assigned to several cells near the centre of any area enclosed by a single 

contour line so that the interpolation would not truncate the basement topography in such 

areas; these depths were different from the enclosing contour value by around one half of 

the difference to the next contour value. Interpolations were applied firstly along the 

north-south line through the centre of the model area, and then along the central east-west 

line. This divided the model area into four regions and the process was repeated for each 

of these regions and so on until every cell in the model area had been covered. 

The final basement model (figure 3.2) was derived by simply selecting the depth-to-top 

for each grid cell from the appropriate data set according to whether the grid coordinate 

was in the northern, central or southern region. The end product is a set of 76 east-west 

by 96 north-south square prism elements of width 2 k m covering the area from 

80,000 E to 230,000 E and 10,000 N to 200,000 N. 

Background 

The background model is a body surrounding the basement model in order to extend it out 

smoothly, removing any edge effects due to the basement model. It is straightforward to 

obtain an estimate of how far past the basement edge, the background must extend so that 

no edge effects are observable. Clearly, since the edge will be the order of kilometres 

away and of order several kilometres thick, the edge effect will be larger for the 

acceleration than the gradient. The criterion therefore must be that the difference in g3 

<-Ax-*^k 
t 1 
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S t S s S / U / S / S S S 
* \ \ \ \ N ' \ \ \ \ \ \ •* 
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Figure 3.3. The distance away a slab must be in order to generate significant 

variation in g3 between x and x+Ax. 
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across the survey area due to the distant edge of the background must be less than some 

value, representing the noise level. Schematically this is shown in figure 3.3. The error in 

g3, derived from the expression for the gravity due to a horizontal semi-infinite slab of 

thickness t given in equation [2.79], is then 

Ag = Gp x'ln 1 + f-T + 2farctan x 

x + Ax 
[3.1] 

Figure 3.4. A surface plot of the background model. The central region is vacant and 

it is in here that the basement model fits (figure 3.2). The depths of the background 

model prisms on the terraced sides running east-west from this central region are 

equal to the average depth of the adjoining basement model prisms. In the shallow 

southern region and deep northern region, there are no major changes in depth of the 

basement and so the background prisms in these regions are of constant depth: 

-10 km in the north and -2 km in the south. The model covers the area from 

-370,000 N to 580,000 N; -220,000 E to 530,000 E and the depths range from 

-2 km to -10 km. 



Using the density contrast, 0-4 t.nr3, the thickness of the slab, t = 12 km, and the 

north-south length of the survey area, A x = 150 k m , then for an error 

Ag3 < 0-5 mGal, a straightforward numerical calculation shows that x must be greater 

than about 270 km. In the east-west direction, Ax = 110 k m and the same criterion is 

met for x greater than about 240 km. In constructing the background model, the edge 

effect was reduced further by setting x to 400 k m in the north-south direction, 320 k m in 

the east-west direction. 

The background model, then, is a set of vertical square prisms surrounding the basement 

model and covering the region from -220,000 E -370,000 N to 530,000 E 580,000 N 

and with 12 k m depth to bottom as shown in figure 3.4. The top of each prism is 10 k m 

on a side so that there are 76 prisms east-west and 96 north-south covering an area 750 

by 950 km. The central 150 by 190 k m area is left vacant for the basement model. The 

depth-to-top of each prism which adjoins the basement model is equal to the average 

value of the neighbouring basement prisms. This depth-to-top value is held constant for 

the prisms in a line extending out perpendicularly from the basement model edge. 

Since the basement model is divided by the Fenton and Dampier faults, the depths to top 

of the background model fall into three groups (northern, central and southern); the 

southern being shallower than the central and the central shallower than the northern. The 

faults are extended along lines due east and west from the basement model into the 

background. In order to avoid the gravity responses being significantly affected by the 

change in fault direction at these joins, the survey area over which the gravity effects are 

calculated was restricted to an area 20 kilometres in from the join. 

Salt D o m e G 8 

survey plane 

salt dome 

7~7. / t / 
\ N \ \ \ \ 
/ s / / ' / 

10 km 
basement 

Figure 3.5. A cross-sectional view through the G8 salt dome model showing its 

placement on the basement model. The centre of G8 is 5 km below the survey plane 

and its radius is 2-5 km. The depths-to-top of the basement in the figure are only 

schematic but the figure is approximately to scale. 

The salt dome G 8 has been modelled as a sphere of radius 2.5 k m with depth to the centre 

5 k m and with a density contrast -0.4 t.m~3. Its plan position is at 158,000 E, 
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134,400 N as shown in figure 3.1. The depth to top is not given in the Aerodata 

interpretation and has been set to 2-5 k m by choosing it to be half of the width of the 

outline on the interpretation map. A cross sectional schematic through the model at G 8 

(figure 3.5) shows the sphere above the basement model prisms and provides a picture of 

the relative scales of the model in this area. 

Intrusive 13 

The igneous intrusive 13 shown in the north-east of figure 3.1 is nearly elliptical in its 

plan projection with its long axis oriented approximately N N W to SSE. Its length on the 

interpreted outline is about 47 k m and its width about 27 km. The position of its central 

point is at 205,000 E, 163,000 N. 13 was modelled by a set of vertical square prisms on 

the 2 k m basement model grid covering the area outlined in the interpretation map. The 

bottom of each prism was assigned the same depth as the top of the basement model at the 

corresponding grid cell. The interpreted depth to the top of 13 (Ashley and Peters, 1987) 

was 4 to 5 k m and so the depth to the top of the prism at the centre of the outlined area in 

the model was set to 4-5 km. The depth to top of the prisms on the boundary of 13 were 

all set to 9 km, a depth just shallower than the basement everywhere under 13. Then a 

parabola was fitted to these depths along the longest axis of 13; the depth to top of each 

prism lying along this axis was specified by the parabolic function at the place where the 

parabola was closest to the centre of the square top of the prism. 

Figure 3.6. A cross-sectional view through the 13 intrusive model showing its 

placement on the basement model and the parabolic shape of its top. The top of 13 is 

4-5 km below the survey plane at its highest point and 9 km below at its edges. The 

depths-to-top of the basement in the figure are only schematic but the figure is 

approximately to scale. 

Every north-south line of prisms in 13 now had three prisms (one at each end and one 

roughly central) whose depth-to-top was specified. For each such line, a new parabola 

was specified using these prisms and then the depth-to-top of the other prisms in that line 

was fixed by interpolation of the parabola in the same way as for the prisms along the 



long axis. The density contrast of each prism in the resulting 13 model was fixed at 

0-3 t.m-3. 

The position of 13 on the basement model can be seen in figure 3.1 and figure 3.6 

provides a schematic picture of how the 13 model sits on the basement and its size relative 

to the prism size and the sampling height. 

Salt Dome G9 

The interpreted salt dome, G9, at 208,000 E, 112,000 N on the eastern side of the 

interpretation map (figure 3.1) was modelled by parabolic interpolation in tlie same way as 

13. Its central depth-to-top was set to 3-1 k m and the depth-to-top at the edges was set 

to 4 km, just above the top of the basement model at around 4-6 k m in that region. The 

bottoms of the prisms constituting G 9 were at the same depth as the tops of the 

corresponding basement prisms. The modelled size of G 9 at its base was 10 k m by 8 k m 

and its density contrast was -0-4 t.nr3. The position of G 9 on the basement model can be 

seen in figure 3.1 and again a schematic cross section (figure 3.7) provides the relative 

scale lengths. 
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Figure 3.7. A cross-sectional view through the G9 salt dome model showing its 

placement on the basement model. The top of G9 is 3-1 km below the survey plane in 

the middle and 4-0 km at its edges. The figure is schematic but is to scale. Compare 

with figure 3.6 to see how G9 has much less mass than 13 but is closer to the 

surface. Note that the variations in the basement topography are also closer to the 

surface so that the gradient response, although comparable in magnitude for G9 and 

13, will be harder to distinguish in the case of G9 in the background of basement 

signal variations. 

Lamproite Pipes K2 

Ashley and Peters interpret lamproite pipes in the cluster they identify as K2. However, 

they provide no information on the likely size or physical properties of these pipes. For 

the purposes of this simulation, sizes and densities typical of kimberlite pipes generally 

have been assumed. General descriptions of the properties of kimberlite pipes are given in 



Hawthorne (1975), Kamara (1981) and Macnae (1979). Examples in the Canning Basin 

are described by Gregory (1984) and Smith (1984). 

weathered zone > * ~ _ 

transition zone 

fresh kimberlite 

Z^a 

ÎZZ Z^ 
Figure 3.8. A model proposed by Macnae (1979) for deriving the geophysical 

response to near-circular weathered kimberlite like the Canning lamproite pipes. The 

upper weathered zone is of negative density contrast with a transition zone to the 

positive density contrast fresh kimberlite rock. The weathered zone has a slightly 

larger diameter than the fresh kimberlite to simulate the natural tapering of typical 

kimberlite pipes. 

Lamproite pipes are typically near-vertical bodies with an elliptical to circular cross-

section tapering with increased depth. Their diameters may range from tens to hundreds of 

metres, occasionally even greater than a kilometre. The densities of the constituent 

minerals are high, most being greater than 3 t.m-3. However the processes of formation 

occur under extreme stresses, often explosive, so that the rock is usually brecciated. In 

addition, weathering processes near the surface will reduce the rock density to values 

typically from 2-3 to 2-5 t.nr3 (Macnae, 1979). Consequently a wide range of densities 

are observed in nature and gravity anomalies at the surface may be positive, negative or 

not observable (Kamara, 1981). The negative anomalies are usually the result of the near 

surface weathered zone and, in measurements at altitudes greater than the weathering 

depth, one would expect the gravity (and gravity gradient) signal to be dominated by the 

deeper unweathered rock, more commonly producing signals characteristic of positive 

density contrast sources. Kamara reports, for fresh kimberlite rocks, densities ranging 

from 2-5 to 3-0 t.m-3 in Sierra Leone and South Africa, and Macnae quotes densities of 

unweathered kimberlite typically ranging from 2-7 to 3-0 t.m-3. For the illustrative 



purposes of the Canning model, the members of the K 2 lamproite swarm are assumed to 

all have a positive density contrast of 0-2 t.m-3 with the surrounding sedimentary rocks. 

The lamproites in the Canning model were modelled as circular vertical pipes (figure 3.8) 

with depths to bottom of 8 km. The constant depth made the computation of the gradients 

and accelerations easier without significant loss of accuracy. Their depths to top and radii 

were varied in order to test the sensitivity of the various gravity components and these 

parameters are given in table 3.1. The depths-to-top were all at least 100 m, allowing 

50 m for the altitude of the survey above the ground surface and another 50 m for 

weathering. Greater depths simulate the lack of density contrast in the upper pipe due to 

brecciation or other geological processes. A typical cross section of a modelled lamproite 

is shown in figure 3.9. 
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Figure 3.9. A schematic cross-sectional view through a typical model of a lamproite 

pipe above several prism elements of the basement model. The top of a pipe is 100 to 

200 metres below the survey plane and the bottom is 8 km below. The figure makes 

obvious the difference in scale between the pipes and the other model features which 

are comparable in size with the basement variations (cf. figures 3.5-3.7). 



Table 3.1. The depths-to-top and radii of the lamproite swarm. The position of each-

lamp ro ite, -|-10issi,owmin_fig^ 

lamproite 

depth, m 

radius, m 

1 

100 

150 

100 

200 

100 

250 

100 

300 

150 

150 

150 

200 

7 

150 

250 

8 

150 

300 

200 

200 

10 

200 

250 

Modelling roughly circular sources with diameters of 300 to 600 m requires a finer grid 

than used so far. Each lamproite was constructed as a set of adjacent vertical square 

prisms each 50 m in width so as to approximate a circular cylinder as shown in figure 

3.10a. There was little point in calculating the effect of the lamproites over the whole 

model area since their signals would be below 1 Eo for most of the model area: with the 

detailed lamproite model, this would also unnecessarily take a great deal of computing 

time. Consequently, the gravity gradients (and accelerations) were calculated over a 

smaller area as shown in figure 3.10b. The position of this subsidiary area on the 

complete model area is shown by the smaller inset rectangle in figures 3.1 and 3.11. 

The various parts of the model, K2, G9, 13, G8 and the basement, but not the 

background, have been assembled into a single map, figure 3.11, which shows the 

relative positions and depths of these features. The complete survey area and lamproite 

survey area are outlined on the figure. Later figures showing the results of the simulation 

can be related to the model in figure 3.11 within the confines of the complete survey area. 

Figure 3.10a. A plan view of a typical lamproite pipe showing how the circular cross 

section is approximated by a set of vertical 50 m square prisms. 
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Figure 3.10b. A plan view of the lamproite part of the model area showing the 

distribution of lamproite pipes. Each numbered cross indicates a pipe, the numbers 

indexing each pipe, refer to table 3.1. This area is shown relative to the whole model 

area and survey area in figure 3.11 with the spatial coordinates shown in km. 

Instrument Noise 

This work is intended to investigate the applications of airborne gravity gradient surveying 

in exploration geophysics. This choice of area of interest constrains the sizes and depths 

of the geological features that are included in the models but the magnitude of the gradient 

signals studied should also be constrained to the sensitivities likely to be attained by 

practical instrumentation. It seems likely that practical airborne gravity gradiometers will 

have sensitivities of about 1 Eo (van Kann, 1992) so that the simulated gravity gradient 

surveys in this thesis will be generally limited to a 1 Eo sensitivity. This limitation is 

achieved by the addition of uncorrected Gaussian noise with an R M S fluctuation of 1 Eo 

to the results calculated from the model. 

3.5. The Simulated Survey 

Having constructed computer sub—models of the various parts of the Canning area model, 

a simulated survey was designed. The responses to each of the various sub-models were 

calculated separately for the survey parameters given below, and the responses summed to 

produce the survey results. Incorporation of all these details, including the instrumental 

noise, leads to the production of realistic appearing maps showing the resulting various 

gravity acceleration and gravity gradient components due to the Canning area model. 

The data were calculated in a coordinate system with the x3 axis vertically down, the x. 

axis to the north and the x2 axis east corresponding exactly to the model's "geographic" 

coordinates, i.e. x, = 100,000 is the same as 100,000 N and points at a depth d in the 

model are at the survey coordinate x3 = d. 
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The simulated survey is specified by the positions at which the various gravity gradient 

and acceleration components are calculated; in the Canning simulation, the whole survey 

was at the constant altitude x3 = -50 m and the samples were evenly spaced on a 400 m 

square grid. The survey area included 276 points east-west by 376 points north-south 

starting at 100,000 E 30,000 N and extending to 210,000 E 180,000 N. This covers 

the entire basement model area excepting a 20 k m wide strip around its edges, which was 

omitted to avoid residual edge effects due to the join between the basement and 

background models. 

Some practical limitations affected how the calculations were carried out. The large 

number of prisms in each of the sub-models made calculation of the effect of every prism 

at each sample point a dauntingly long task with the computer available (a Sun S P A R C 

IPC). Each prism was therefore approximated by a single vertical line element on its 

vertical axis. In the Broome Arch area of the basement model this approximation will be a 

poor one: as has been pointed out earlier (in chapter 2) the line element spacing in this 

approximation ought to be less than half the the sampling height. Over the Broome Arch, 

the sampling height above the basement ranges from 3 k m to about 1-5 km. 

Consequently, in these areas the gravity gradient results will be significantly different 

from the results due to a finite element model constructed from prisms. However, this is 

not important here since the purpose of this simulation is to explore the properties of the 

gravity gradient in a reasonably realistic exploration setting rather than accurately model 

the Canning basin itself. 

Approximating the prisms by line elements was not sufficient to reduce the calculation 

time to a practical value. Additionally, for the basement, background, 13, G 8 and G 9 sub

models, the survey was simulated on the same 2 k m grid as the models, although limited 

to the survey area described above. The results from each of these models were first 

summed to produce total results and then interpolated by a bicubic spline (Press et al, 

1992) onto the 400 m grid. 

The lamproite model was calculated on the 400 m grid (rather than being calculated on the 

2 k m grid and interpolated to 400 m like the other sub-models) because it had detailed 

structure below 2 k m which would have been lost by the process used for tlie other sub

models. However, because the lamproites are in a confined area, the simulated survey 

calculating the lamproites was over a subset of the survey area - the lamproite survey area 

marked on figures 3.1 and 3.11. 
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Figure 3.11. The Canning basin model. Depths to the basement (shown in the colour bar as 
vertical displacements or negative depths) range from 10*8 km to 1.25 km. The lamproites are 
at depths of 100,150 or 200 m. The larger inset rectangle shows the complete survey area, 
the smaller rectangle is the lamproite survey area. 
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It should be noted that airborne gravity gradiometers for exploration work would be 

expected to have a sampling rate significantly higher than that used for this simulation. 

For example, the gravity gradiometer being developed at the University of Western 

Australia is intended to collect data at a 50 m sample spacing (Dransfield et al, 1991). 

However, for a model spanning 150 by 190 km, modelling 50 m resolution was not 

practical in this work. Neither was it is necessary. Other models in this thesis demonstrate 

some examples of high resolution gradiometry over models of smaller size. 

In contrast to the 50 m for gradiometry, note that airborne gravimeter surveys are 

generally limited to an effective sample spacing of at best a few kilometres (Bell et al, 

1991). 

The calculated data consisted of all three components of the acceleration as well as the 

three diagonal and three off-diagonal components of the gradient. Uncorrelated random 

Gaussian noise has been added to each data set at the level of 1 mGal for each of the 

acceleration components and 1 Eo for each of the gradient components. This choice of 

noise levels is based on the description of effective measurement noise for gravimeters in 

Bell et al (1991) and Brozena and Peters (1988) and gradiometers in Dransfield et al 

(1991). As well as helping to make the results of the simulation more like what might be 

expected from real surveys, the addition of random noise makes possible comparisons 

which are meaningful of the pseudo-colour image maps resulting for various field 

components and field properties. 

3.6. Canning Basin Simulation Results 

The simulated horizontal and curvature gravity gradient component survey results are 

shown as maps in figures 3.12-17. W e remind the reader of the notational convention, 

introduced in chapter 1, that the subscripts 1, 2 and 3 correspond to the directions north, 

east and down. The horizontal and curvature gradient magnitudes and phases which are 

derived from the component data are presented in figures 3.18-21 and the vertical gravity 

gradient and gravitational acceleration in figures 3.22 and 3.23 respectively. The 

horizontal acceleration components are not shown although they were calculated. The 

vertical acceleration is only shown for comparison of its signal resolution with the 

gradient. 

This comparison is easy to make. In all of the gradient maps, the presence of both salt 

domes G 8 and G9, the intrusive 13 and most of the lamproites, K2, are clear. In the g3 

map the lamproites are not detectable and the G8, G 9 and 13 responses are much more 

difficult to distinguish. The gravimeter cannot map the fault boundaries as precisely as the 

gradiometer. However, the presence of a valley at the bottom of the Fitzroy Trough in the 

northwest of the maps is clearer in the g3 maps than in some of the gradient maps. This 
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valley is at a depth of 10 to 11 k m and of a size which makes its gravitational acceleration 

comparable to its gradient as anticipated by the discussion in Chapter 1. 

The r22, r,2 and T23 components do not see the Fenton or Dampier Faults which run 

parallel to the x2 direction, except for the portion of the Dampier Fault east of 165,000 E 

where it runs southeast rather than east. Other smaller parts of both fault lines where there 

are changes from the dominant east-west direction are also picked up by these gradient 

components. These responses are more c o m m o n in the structurally complex Dampier 

Fault zone than in the Fenton Fault. The characteristic "clover-leaf response of r12 and 

TA, the "minus-plus-minus" of T22 and the "dipolar" of T23 are most obvious at G 8 but 

are also clear over the lamproites and G 9 and 13. The latter two are somewhat disguised 

because both sources are at the edge of the map and parts of the responses are outside the 

map area. 

The rn and T13 components both pick out the faults veiy clearly as expected. They occur 

as lows in Ti3, high-low dipole responses in rn. As in the equivalent x2 components, the 

r n "dipolar" and the Tn "minus-plus-minus" signals are apparent over the isolated 

bodies within the model. Note that because the negative lobe of the T13 response to 13 is 

off the map, lack of care could lead to an error in interpreting the position and geometry of 

the source, which appears as a single positive anomaly. Similarly, the southern "plus" of 

the r u response to G 8 is somewhat disguised in the signal due to the Fenton Fault in that 

area. Finally, note how the r n component clearly identifies the structural high just east of 

150,000 E on the northern margin of the Broome Arch. 

TA clearly maps the faults as one expects given that it is simply Tn rotated by 45° about the 

x3 direction. In fact, a comparison of these two components shows how, along the 

Dampier fault, Tl2 successfully picks out the parts of the fault running at an angle of about 

30° to the x2 axis. These sections are poorly mapped by TA, which maps those parts 

parallel to the x2 axis best. 

The maps of the horizontal gradient magnitude, r;/, and the curvature gradient magnitude, 

rc, in figures 3.18 and 3.19 display the result of removing the orientation preferment 

which arises from the spatial filtering inherent in the horizontal and curvature components 

respectively. The faults are mapped according to the signal strength, independent of the 

variations in strike direction. Note how Tc produces a sharper response to the fault lines. 

The response of these functions to the monopolar-like features, G 8 , G 9 , 13 and the 

lamproites, is generally poor. This is a reflection of the fact that the horizontal and 
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curvature gradients have less signal strength to sources below the plane of measurement. 

The maps are dominated by the faults, which being close to two-dimensional, have an 

inverse square distance dependence rather than inverse cube. 

The corresponding phase angles, aH and ac, are shown in figures 3.20 and 3.21, using a 

different colour mapping which is a full rainbow going around a full circle in colour space 

to match the periodicity of the angular data. These maps are somewhat more complex: 

note the "rainbow wheels" above the intrusive 13 in both maps (centred further to the left 

in ac than in aH); these are due to both the numerator and the denominator approaching 

zero in the arctangent function which defines the phases. Being ratios, the phases tend to 

be very noisy in regions where the denominator is small and this is evident over much of 

the two maps. Both phases have a strong response to the variations in the shallow 

basement topography of the Broome Arch but the complexity and noisiness of this 

response make this information difficult to relate to the topography. 

Across ideal fault boundaries parallel to the coordinate directions, TA changes sign while 

T,2 remains constant at zero and vice versa for faults at 45° to the coordinate directions. 

This results in a very sharp line mapping the fault edges in the ac map which are mosdy 

near-parallel to the coordinate directions. 

The vertical gradient component produces the most generally useful map of all the 

components. Its responses to the salt domes, lamproites and the igneous intrusive have no 

complexity but reflect the shape of the causative body directly. The faults are clearly 

defined, although the Tn and Tl3 components probably are better here. The vertical 

gradient also identifies the structure of the basement topography. The gentle increase in 

depth of the Jurgarra Terrace in an eastward direction to the low point at about 180,000 E 

and the rise again thereafter is obvious in the vertical gradient. O n the Broome Arch, much 

of the topography is accurately reflected in the vertical gradient as can be verified by 

comparing figure 3.22 with the basement model in figure 3.11. 

3.7. The Gravity Gradient Components as Spatial Filters 

The gradient components are second order differential spatial filters of the potential (and 

the acceleration components are first order filters). This is a useful way of thinking about 

the gravity accelerations and gradients in the context of geophysical prospecting since the 

scale of the objects of interest is so much smaller than the size of the earth, the signal from 

which dominates the potential function. Indeed, it is reasonably c o m m o n practice in 

gravity acceleration prospecting to spatially filter the data to arrive at what are essentially 

gravity gradient maps. 



This filtering approach exposes the particular relationships between components of the 

gradient tensor measured in a horizontal plane. It is clear that since the survey is in a 

horizontal plane (i.e. of x3 equal to a constant), filtering in one horizontal direction will 

bias the data by removing all long wavelength features in only that direction. This effect 

has already been observed in the Canning basin simulation results. A n immediate 

conclusion to be drawn from this realisation is that, if the gradiometer survey measures 

one of T13 or T23 then it should also measure the other so as to avoid the bias which would 

otherwise result. The same principle applies to the curvature components, TA and T12. 

This principle of surveying may involve repeating the survey at an orthogonal direction or 

having an instrument capable of measuring both components. It is also possible to use 

numerical techniques to estimate the component not measured from the complete survey of 

the other. This method is less favoured because, in practical airborne surveys, the 

economics of data collection are likely to result in a much greater density of data along the 

airplane flight direction than perpendicular to it. 

Having measured both of either the horizontal or curvature gradient components it is 

possible to use maps of TH and aH or Tc and ac respectively in the inteipretation of the 

data. Alternatively, one could choose to rotate the data about the vertical as though the 

instrument collecting the data had been at a different orientation relative to the survey 

directions. 

Rotating the instrument about the vertical relative to the survey coordinates is equivalent to 

applying a rotation to the gradient tensor. Representing the rotated gradient components 

by primed variables, then a rotation by an angle 6 about the x3 axis produces 

2r[2 = cos(20)2r,2 +sin(20)rA, [3.2] 

r;=cos(20)rA-sin(2c9)2ri2, [3.3] 

r;3 = cos(a)r13-sin(0)r23, [3.4] 

r23=cos(0)r23+sin(6Ori3, [3.5] 

and, of course, T33 = r33. [3.6] 

In this way, one could rotate the direction of the data set about the vertical searching for 

linear features in the data which would become more prominent as the orientation lined up 

with the strike direction of the geological feature. This is already done using directional 

filters in image processing systems by varying the filter direction. In appearance, tlie data 

image has shadows caused by an apparent sun and the filter direction is called the "sun 
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angle". Varying sun angles by spatial filtering involves the loss of long wavelength 

information in the measured data and accentuates high frequency noise. The alternative 

approach of directly measuring gradient components and mixing them by equations [3.2] 

to [3.5] does not have these problems so that the use of sun angles should be especially 

powerful for gravity gradient data. 

The gravity gradient tensor field data calculated over the Canning basin model has been 

rotated by 45° and some of the resulting component maps are presented in figures 3.24 to 

3.27. The maps of T22 and T23 in figures 3.24 and 3.25 both show the Broome Arch 

topography as having clear south-west to north-east trends. The Dampier fault is 

strongest over the 20 kilometres running east from 150,000 E and the confined sources, 

13 and G8, both show the same south-west to north-east trend as the Broome Arch. This 

is in complete contrast with the maps of r n and T13 in figures 3.26 and 3.27 in which the 

trends run from north-west to south-east and the most prominent parts of the Dampier 

fault zone are in the twenty kilometres east of 170,000 E. A comparison of these figures 

with the unrotated data in figures 3.12 to 3.15 reveals how strongly the information 

content of each m a p depends on the choice of direction of spatial differentiation of the 

gravitational potential. This is particularly noticeable along the Dampier fault zone because 

of its changing direction. It is clear how each map contains slightly different information 

and it is easy to imagine exploiting this property by sitting in front of a computer screen 

and slowly changing the mixing or sun angle (0in equations [3.2] to [3.5]) to expose the 

entire fault line. 

3.8. The Saddle Operator 

While it is true that the mapping of the horizontal components of the gravity gradient 

tensor may be valuable in discriminating linear features in the data, it is also clear that the 

complexity of the component responses is likely to make interpretation of gravity gradient 

component maps quite difficult. The greatest complexity in survey maps will be generated 

by the Tn component with its characteristic "cloverleaf' or saddle shaped response. 

Additionally, it has the weakest amplitude because of the geometry discussed previously, 

so that its complex response may be further disguised by poor signal-to-noise ratios. 

These shortcomings are exemplified in the Canning Basin model results (figure 3.16). 

The ri2 response to a point mass is of low amplitude but it is coherent over a large area, 

so that a local neighbourhood convolution operator which transforms the saddle shape 

response into a monopolar response should provide a better signal to noise ratio as well as 

reducing the complexity of the response. 



Consider an array of gradient data, G, (here G is T12) and a convolution operator, A, 

which is a square array of numbers whose length is an odd number of grid cells, 2n+l. 

Data set G is transformed by K into set F so that a data value, G,-; at a sample point 

(x1,x2) = (iAl,jA2) becomes 

^,= X fGkJKk_i+n+UI_j+n+l. [3.7] 
k=i-nl=j-n 

This transformation is undefined for positions on the output map, F, that are within n cells 

of the boundary of the input data, G. This may be dealt with by having the size in each 

direction of F smaller by In than that of G, or by extending the values of G beyond the 

map edges. In the examples calculated in this work, G has been extended with a border n 

zeroes wide. 

In general, the convolution operator used in the above process is designed to perform a 

particular task, such as sharpening or smoothing an image. The saddle operator, K, is 

designed to make saddle features appeal- more like point features. For a map of G with the 

Xi spacing, Ai, equal to the A-? spacing, A2, (ie a square sample grid of sample spacing A), 

the saddle operator is defined as 

Ki>i~AT*—T~—^72"' Uj = -n,-n + l,...,n [3.8] 
[i +j + k J 

where A is a scale factor chosen to set the amplitude of the response and k is a selectable 

parameter which sets a depth scale for K in units of the sample spacing, A. In terms of the 

image map, k is the depth scale in pixels (ie units of A). It is immediately clear that K is of 

the same form as the r12 response to a monopolar source at a depth of k pixels below the 

centre of the operator at (i,j) - (0, 0). The scale factor, A, has been chosen so that the 

convolved response directly over a point mass at depth x3 equal to k pixels is of the same 

magnitude as the vertical gradient, 

2GM 
Fij=-1-- [3.9] 

*3 

This sets 

3A-3 
i2f T -

J—J (.1 .7 , 1 \ 

;,j=-n[r + y + k') 

[3.10] 

The width n of the saddle operator must also be chosen. It must be greater than the 

number of pixels to the peak of the saddle response in order to work; however, if K is 
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very wide then it will tend to smooth out features in the gradient map by averaging over 

each quadrant. The peak of a saddle response due to a point mass is at a displacement in 

either the x< or x2 direction of 1/V3 multiplied by tlie depth, so that preferably, n should be 

about twice k in order to capture most of tlie signal. 

If there is a point source in G at a depth of k pixels then the convolved response, F, will 

have a large magnitude directly above the response as the saddle peaks in G and K 

coincide. This is precisely tlie desired result. 

In the application of this convolution operator, tlie mean value over the area masked by the 

operator is first subtracted from G. The mean value is added back onto the convolved 

result to preserve the background values in areas of flat response. In this case, equation 

[3.7] becomes 

FLJ =VKJ + X IK/ -/^K--<+-u-,+«+i • [3.11] 
k=i-n l=j-n 

i+n j+n 

I IX, 
where ntJ = *•'-:'"•;"•> [3.12] 

(2/7.+ 1) 

is the mean. 

A simple picture of the convolution process helps in the understanding of its properties. 

The effect of applying the saddle operator to a map of r]2 over a point mass can be 

deduced by picturing its behaviour over a map in which the values of A' and T12 are set to 

0 or ±1 so that 

K= 0 0 0 [3.13] 

1 0 

0 0 

-1 0 

-1" 

0 

1 _ 

and T12 has the same pattern surrounded by zeroes. 

DirecUy above the point mass, the convolved map will have a high magnitude response of 

four units because all four quadrants of the saddle are contributing. It is also clear, 

however, that along the diagonal lines radiating from this point, the convolved map will 

have other peaks shifted one pixel away from their original position in both the xx and x2 

directions. These peaks will have a magnitude of one unit derived from coincidence of 

only one quadrant. Similarly, along the lines parallel to the x. and x2 axes, there will also 

be peaks shifted one pixel away from the original response, each of magnitude negative 

two units. 



The saddle operator does indeed concentrate some signal energy at the centre of a saddle 

response, but it also spreads some signal energy away from the source position. 

A map of T12 over a point mass at a depth of 4 pixels has been calculated and the result 

convolved with a saddle operator using k-A and n = 10. The original and the 

convolved map are presented in figures 3.28 and 3.29 respectively. The saddle operator 

has succeeded in moving a significant proportion of the signal to the point above the 

source but it has also produced negative lobes surrounding the central response along the 

axis directions and smaller positive lobes along the diagonals. The ratio of amplitude of 

these lobes to the central peak is better than 1:2:4 because the shape of the filter within a 

quadrant is not symmetric about its peak. Nevertheless, although the convolution 

succeeds in moving a significant portion of the signal to the centre, the portion moved 

away produces a more, rather than less, complex response. 

This behaviour can be significantly improved by including some decision-making in the 

convolution algorithm. If the algorithm was checked to see whether the data surrounding 

each pixel suggested a saddle feature and its output modified in a simple way to enhance 

true saddle features then the ratio of amplitudes of diagonal and axial lobes to central 

desired response could be decreased. 

An algorithm which achieves this aim has been devised. The sum (equation [3.7]) can be 

written as four partial sums over each quadrant: 

% = X IC,A._,+„+u_,+„+1, [3-14] 
£ = /—« l=j~-n 

i+rt j-\ 

2/r..; = X XG*A--;+»+i./-;+»+i' [3-15] 
l=i+l i = ;'-n 

i-l j+'i 

FLJ=ZJ £,Gk.iKk-i+;,+]j~j+„+i> [3.16] 
t = /-n/=;' + ! 

i+n j+n 

*Fi.j = X XC*A-.+«+u-,+,,+i- [3.17] 

Note that the terms in the sum [3.7] which involve k - i or / -j do not appear in the 

partial sums [3.14-17] because, by the definition of K, these terms are all zero. This is a 

natural result of having forced the size of K to be odd. All of the algebra shown here for 

odd sized K may be easily reproduced for even-sized K. It is easier in the description to 

just follow the one case and the odd size has been arbitrarily selected. The prefixes which 
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label the four partial sums are defined by the limits of the summations in equations [3.14] 

to [3.17]. 

Each quadrant sum is calculated separately and a comparison of these sums is used to 

geometrically modify an amplitude gain, B. Initially, B = 1, but for each adjacent pair of 

quadrants which are greater than S from being equal, it is reduced by the fourth root of a 

gain factor,/. The algorithm is: 

FOR ALL (a, b) = {(1,2), (1,3), (2,4), (3,4)}, [3.18] 

IF , l'\ ,. ,J • > c5 [3.19] 
0 J7. .-bF.. 

aF.\ + \hF. 
1.7 1.7 

T H E N B-*B/tff. [3.20] 

The complete sum is then multiplied by the amplitude gain of the saddle operator 

Fu = KFu + % + % + %)• [3.21] 

The matching parameter, 8, has been fixed at 0-1 in this work. For a matched saddle 

feature, the resulting amplitude gain will be unity. The gain of an axial lobe can be seen by 

considering the horizontal position with the same xy position as the source but further 

along the Xi direction. Here, the quadrant sums ̂  and 2F;j will be equal and so will 3F:j 

and 4Fy . Consequently the axial lobe has a gain off-112. The symmetry of the saddle 

convolution clearly means that this result holds for all four axial lobes. Only one quadrant 

of the operator coincides with a lobe of the TX2 response to produce the diagonal lobes so 

that their gain must bef1. 

The original simple saddle operator described by equations [3.7-12] is just a special case 

of this more general saddle operator with / = 1. The effect of increasing /is 

demonstrated by figures 3.30 and 3.31 which repeat the saddle filtering of the T12 

response to a point mass (figure 3.28) performed in figure 3.29. In this latter figure, the 

gain factor was unity (the simple saddle operator); in figure 3.30,/= 4 and in figure 

3.31,/= 16. The effect of these gain factors is to reduce the amplitudes of the axial 

lobes by V/each time as is clear from the figures. The diagonal lobes, reduced by/are no 

longer clear in either figure. 

In figure 3.32, the Ti2 data of figure 3.28 is reproduced with the addition of 2 Eo of 

uncorrelated Gaussian noise. The saddle feature is difficult to distinguish in the presence 

of the noise but is significantly enhanced by the saddle operators. T h e / = 1 filter that 
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Figure 3.28. The r12 response to a point mass. 

The minimum value is -9-5 Ed and the 

maximum is 9-5 Ed. 
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Figure 3.29. The data In figure 3.28 convolved 
with a saddle of parameters n=10, AP=4 and fe1. 
The minimum value is -21-6 Ed and the 
maximum Is 70-0 Ed. Signal energy has been 
concentrated at the centre but some has also 
been dispersed. 

Figure 3.30. The data in figure 3.28 convolved 
with a saddle of parameters n=10, <V=4 and fe4. 
The minimum value is -10-8 Ed and the 
maximum is 70-0 Ed. The increase in gain to 4 
from figure 3.29 has halved the side lobe 
magnitudes. 

Figure 3.31. The data in figure 3.28 convolved 
with a saddle of parameters n=10, k=4 and fc16. 
The minimum value is -5-4 Ed and the 
maximum Is 70-0 Ed. The further Increase in 
gain to 16 has halved the lobe magnitudes 
again. 
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Figure 3.32. The T12 response to a point mass 

with 2 Ed of added uncorrected Gaussian 

noise. The minimum value is -11-5 Ed and the 

maximum is 12*1 Ed. 

Figure 3.33. The data In figure 3.32 convolved 
with a saddle of parameters n=10, Jfc=4 and 
fc1. The minimum value is -26-5 Ed and the 
maximum is 72-1 Ed. There is an Improved 
signal to noise at the expense of spatial 
resolution. 

Figure 3.34. The data in figure 3.32 convolved 
with a saddle of parameters n=10, Ac=4 and fc4. 
The minimum value is -10-8 Ed and the 
maximum is 70-0 Ed. As in figure 3.30, the 
increase in gain has improved the signal by 
halving the side lobe magnitudes. 

Figure 3.35. The data In figure 3.32 convolved 
with a saddle of parameters n=12, k=6 and fc4. 
The minimum value is -7-9 Ed and the 
maximum is 45-9 Ed. The signal is lower than in 
figure 3.34 because of the poor matching of the 
depth parameter, k. 
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was used for figure 3.29 applied to the noisy T12 data results in the map of figure 3.33, 

with a clear central peak and four axial lobes. The high frequency component of the noise 

has been reduced by the averaging effect of the filter, leaving a mottled texture to the 

background. With a gain factor of 4, the axial lobes and the noise amplitude are much 

reduced as can be seen in figure 3.34. 

In order for the saddle operator to be effective, the depth factor, k, must correspond to the 

effective depth of the source. Otherwise, there will be poor correlation between the 

operator and the T12 data. The effect of increasing k for the example by the addition of 

5 0 % to make it equal to 6 can be seen in figure 3.35. The axial lobes have been moved 

futher away and the central peak is less coherent. The depth sensitivity of the saddle 

operator can be exploited in analysing r12 maps, providing a method of estimating source 

depths; later examples will demonstrate this feature. 

The T12 gravity gradient is sensitive to other geological features as well as the point mass. 

Roughly, it may be considered as being sensitive to source geometries whose dimensions 

are small compared to their distance away (i.e. the monopolar sources) and sensitive to 

those which are long linear features aligned at 45° to the xx and X? axes. The first of these 

are reasonably approximated by the point mass and the second by the thin vertical sheet or 

the vertical fault. The convolved response may be readily understood by using the simple 

picture of a saddle operator and a field consisting of zeroes and positive and negative ones 

as described above for the point mass response. 

Across a long thin vertical sheet of positive mass oriented parallel to the xx or Xi axes a 

null signal results, whereas at 45° to the horizontal axes, T12 will have a sharp positive 

peak, with small negative peaks to either side. The size of these minor peaks relative to the 

central one decreases with the depth extent of the sheet. Figure 3.36 is a m a p of T12 over 

such a sheet with a length of 40 km, a width of 2 m and a depth extent of 1 km. It has a 

density of 1 t.m-3 and the field is calculated at 150 m above the top of the sheet at an 

array of points 20 m apart in both the xx and x1 directions using the equations for a right 

rectangular prism given in chapter 2 and a rotation of the tensor by 45° about the x3 axis; 

0-5 Eo of uncorrected Gaussian noise has been added to the results. 

Imagining the simple operator of equation [3.13] moving across a diagonal source line of 

ones, it is easy to visualise the result. W h e n the leading corner of the operator overlies the 

source, a lobe will be created in front of the source; then, when the centre of the operator 

lies on the line source, the source signal will be doubled; finally, when the back corner of 

the operator is over the source, another lobe will be created on the back side of the source. 
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Figure 3.36. The r12 response to a thin vertical 

sheet with 0*5 Ed of added uncorrelated 

Gaussian noise. The minimum value Is 

-11 Ed and the maximum is 5-0 Ed. 

Figure 3.37. The data in figure 3.36 convolved 
with a saddle of parameters n=10, fc=4 and 
fcl. The minimum value is -5-9 Ed and the 
maximum is 17>9 Ed. The saddle operator still 
improves the signal to noise at the expense of 
spatial resolution. S o m e side lobes are 
apparent. 

Figure 3.38. The data in figure 3.36 convolved 
with a saddle of parameters n=10, te=4 and fc4. 
The minimum value is -1-5 Ed and the 
maximum is 11-9 Ed. The increase in gain 
reduced the magnitude of the side lobes and 
the signal over the sheet is still improved 
relative to the original. 

Figure 3.39. Profiles of figures 3.36 to 3.38 

along the line x^depth = 0. The range of the 

values on these profiles is somewhat smaller 

than that of each whole map. 
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Figure 3.42. The data in figure 3.40 convolved 
with a saddle of parameters n=10, »fe4 and fc4. 
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maximum is 103-5 Ed. The signal to noise Is 
still good when compared with the previous 
two figures but the signal shape is better than 
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The lobes will be have the opposite sign and half the amplitude of the signal over the 

source. For a broader source, the lobes will be decreased in amplitude relative to the main 

central signal as the quadrants of the operator with the same sign as the signal overlie its 

flanks when an opposite sign quadrant is over the centre. Figure 3.37 shows this effect 

with a high amplitude response over the vertical sheet source and smaller side lobes of 

opposite sign. 

The condition that adjacent quadrants of the sum are nearly equal (equation [3.19]) cannot 

be met for an ideal diagonal line source like that described above. In such a case, the 

relative amplitudes of tlie side lobes to die central signal would be independent of the gain 

factor, /. The broadness of the response to the vertical sheet in figure 3.36 and the 

operator function, K, mean Uiat the condition is met when the operator is either side of the 

centre of the signal. A double peak over the vertical sheet is the result of this behaviour. 

The lobe response is reduced b y / 4 since the matching condition is never met. This can be 

seen in figure 3.38 which shows the result of convolving the Tn gravity gradient due to a 

vertical sheet with a saddle operator of gain factor 4. 

Figure 3.39 shows profiles across a single line of data in the maps of figures 3.36 to 

3.38. It is a little easier to see the relative amplitudes of the parts of the signals in these 

profiles and it is clear that the saddle operator has increased the signal to noise of the 

signal at the expense of a somewhat increased complexity of response. 

The T12 response to a geometrical structure simulating a geological fault at 45° to the 

horizontal axes is the third generic case. A profile of ri2 across a 45°-striking fault will be 

the same as that of a r n across a two-dimensional fault (described in chapter 2) and, in 

the vicinity of the fault, mirrors its shape. The structure m a y be modelled by a right 

rectangular prism with the appropriate orientation and with dimensions large compared 

with the survey area. Figure 3.40 shows a map of Tl2 over a prism of length along strike 

of 40 km, distance to far edge 20 k m and depth extent 1 km. It has a density of 1 t.m-3 

and the simulation has been calculated at points 150 m above the top of the prism spaced 

20 m apart over an area 1 k m square. Like the sheet model, this was calculated using the 

prism formulae described in chapter 2 and the tensor rotated by 45° about the vertical axis. 

Uncorrected random Gaussian noise with an amplitude of 5 Eo has been added to give 

the final result. 
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As can be seen from the profiles over the fault, the mechanism for maintaining the mean 

value of the gradient as described in equation [3.10] has kept the step function nature of 

the response after convolution. The convolved response once again adds complexity in the 

form of side lobes the relative size of which may be controlled by the relative gain factor, 

As well as investigating the saddle convolution over the generic simple geometric models, 

it has been applied to the Canning basin model T12 data (figure 3.16). The Canning basin 

model has monopolar features at depths corresponding to a variety of k values: the 

lamproites at k ~ 1, the salt domes (G8 at k ~ 7 and G 9 at k ~ 9) and the intrusive 13 at 

k ~ 17. Additionally, across the Dampier fault zone, some of the faults have strikes at 

angles close to 45° at depths corresponding to values of k between 3 and 6. 

For the 13 intrusive, a saddle operator would need to be nearly the same size as the whole 

survey area to be optimal which is impractical. However the value of varying the k depth 

scale of the saddle operator to investigate features at various depths can be seen in figures 

3.44 to 3.49. These show the results of applying the saddle operator with depth scale, k, 

set to 1, 4 and 7, each for relative gain factor,/, set to 1 and 4. 

A detailed description of these maps is not necessaiy here. It suffices to point out that the 

results match the expectations due to the description of the saddle filter. 

As expected, when the depth scale, k= 1, then the convolved map (figures 3.44 and 

3.45) picks out the shallow lamproites. Increasing the gain factor from / = 1 to 4 

decreases the complexity of the convolved response of the lamproites and the other 

shallow sources. This rather spectacularly improves the response to the Broome Arch 

topography from figure 3.44 to 3.45 as can be seen by comparing these figures with the 

model image in figure 3.11. 

As k is increased, the G8 salt dome response emerges as does that due to the Dampier 

fault's eastern and deeper part. The filter is clearly well matched in depth to G 8 at k = 7 

(figures 3.48 and 3.49). The Broome Arch topography is best mapped at fc = 4 with a 

gain factor, / = 4 as shown in figure 3.47. It is clear from all the figures that the use of 

the saddle operator with adjustable gain substantially improves the resulting convolved 

data. 

3.9. S u m m a r y 

The view of the gravity gradient components as spatial filters is a productive one. It may 

be exploited by the use of a mixing angle between components related by rotational 

transformations to give "sun angle" maps capable of exposing subtle features in the data 
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which may reflect useful geological information. This view also makes it clear that it is 

important to avoid the biasing of the gradient data due to the preferment of particular 

directions by collecting either both horizontal gradient components or both curvature 

gradient components rather than one. Finally, it is possible to use a local neighbourhood 

convolution operator which w e call the 'saddle filter' to transform a survey m a p of the 

complex T12 curvature gradient component response into a map more readily related to the 

geological sources. Such an operator may be optimised by the use of an adjustable gain 

factor. 

Intelligent local neighbourhood convolution operators like the adjustable gain saddle filter 

could readily be developed for the other components of the gravity gradient tensor. These 

operators are likely to be especially valuable when only one component of the tensor is 

available, particularly if it is one of the curvature components which exhibit greater 

complexity in their response. 

Furthermore, potentially important aids to anomaly location and identification can be 

obtained by devising such operators; this has been demonstrated here for example by 

successful depth location using the saddle operator on a simulated gravity and airborne 

gravity gradient survey over our three dimensional finite element model of a part of the 

Canning basin. 
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Chapter 4 Mapping Tensor Invariants 

4.1. Introduction 

In this chapter, the properties of the invariants of the gravity gradient tensor and of the 

equipotential surfaces will be discussed. The algebra required for the symmetric second-

rank tensor represented in Cartesian coordinates is quite straightforward but nevertheless 

requires some care; this author was frequently surprised by results whose subtleties only 

became apparent for maps. 

An important product of any geoscientific survey is a map. When the quantity surveyed 

is a scalar, the task of producing the map is often merely one of presentation. With a 

vector quantity the task becomes more complex: a single map may present the values of 

one component, the magnitude or a phase angle of the vector, or it may attempt to show 

more than one component (by, for example, drawing an arrow at each sample point on 

the map whose length and direction indicate the projection of the vector onto the sample 

plane). By way of example, the pair of horizontal gradients (Tl3, T23), which transforms 

like a vector under rotations in the horizontal plane, was commonly presented as a 

magnitude, TH, and a phase, aH, in torsion balance surveys (Heiland, 1929). 

When mapping a tensor, the choices multiply. It is important to use knowledge of the 

types of information contained within the tensor to guide the selection of which 

components or combinations of components are likely to produce useful maps. 

For the gravity gradient tensor, its quadrupole nature produces complex behaviour even 

for simple bodies. In the previous chapter this property was exploited in order to bring 

into prominence certain features of the source mass distribution. However, it is also 

possible that this complexity, unless treated carefully, can disguise or conceal features of 

the sources, making interpretation of maps of the gravity gradient components difficult. 

Many of these problems can be circumvented by mapping the invariants of the tensor. 

Furthermore, some of these invariants reveal different and useful information contained 

within the gravity gradient. 

Mathematically, in order to map invariants of the gravity gradient, the whole tensor 

must be known at each point. In practice, this may be done by measurement of all five 

independent components or by measuring fewer than those five and numerically 

estimating those remaining. For example, it is easy to see that a set of measurements of 

r]2 may be numerically differentiated and integrated in the horizontal plane to estimate 

r n and T22. The mechanics and accuracy of relevant estimation methods are not at issue 
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here, and it will be assumed that the full tensor is known on a discrete grid of points 

over some survey area. 

4.2. Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors 

Let 0(x) be the gravitational potential due to some subsurface variations in the earth's 

density. The choice of coordinates is arbitrary and the c o m m o n survey coordinate 

system, S, corresponding to the local (north, east, down) geographic coordinates will be 

adopted. T is measured at a point P with coordinates «* in S. Being symmetric, the 

gravity gradient tensor at P can be diagonalised having its three real eigenvalues, A;, as 

the diagonal elements. 

Diagonalisation is equivalent to rotating the coordinate system, S, to a local coordinate 

system, denoted as E, in which the axes are parallel to the eigenvectors, e;. The origin of 

E is at P, a choice which can be made because the representation of T is unaffected by a 

translation of the coordinate system. By a local coordinate system, it is meant that E 

depends on x. Where necessary, position vectors in this local coordinate system will be 

written as u = (u,, u2, u3). In fact, because the eigenvectors are only defined to within a 

change of sign, some arbitrariness in E remains. 

Near P, $ may be Taylor expanded as 

*(x) - o(y - (x - y. g(y+I(x - y
rr(y(x - y K i] 

so that the potential in the neighbourhood of P can be described by a continuous set of 

quadric surfaces parametrised by the potential difference (or, alternatively, as a single 

quadric surface in a four dimensional real space), with the c o m m o n quadric form, T. All 

of these surfaces have as principal axes the eigenvectors of T which form the coordinate 

system E. A clear distinction is made here between the principal axes just described and 

the standard axes of the quadric surface, the latter being translated from the principal 

axes so that the linear terms in the quadric are forced to zero. The standard axes are 

parallel to E but have a different origin. 

Since T has zero trace, only certain quadrics, those for which the coefficients of the 

square terms in standard form are not all of the same sign, can arise. Not possible for 

this reason are the ellipsoid, elliptic paraboloid, parabolic cylinder or elliptic cylinder 

(see, for example, Grossman, 1986). Of the other quadric surfaces, the hyperbolic 

cylinder and hyperbolic paraboloid correspond to the case where one eigenvalue is zero. 

This is only possible when <1> is constant in one direction, ie if the source is two-

dimensional. This case will not be considered here. 
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Remaining are the hyperboloids, of one sheet or two sheets, and the elliptic cone (which 

can be regarded as the special hyperboloid between the one and two sheet types). The 

family of quadric surfaces which locally approximate a gravitational potential are 

described by these hyperboloids, depending on whether <&(x) is greater than, less than, 

or equal to <£(£) respectively. This is clear from equation [4.1] and the equations for the 

three quadric surfaces of interest are given in standard form in figure 4.1. 

hyperboloid of one sheet: 

W 

; x 

2 2 2 

*r+%— 4--l = 0 
a2 b2 c2 

elliptic cone 

T 
/ 

2 2 2 
Xl . X2 X3 

a2 b2 c2~ 
•0 

hyperboloid of two sheets 

X3 

c2 

.:•'•'•'• '~0if'f. 

g 

2 2 

a2 b2 

p 

-1 = = 0 

Figure 4.1. The quadric surfaces which may be formed with r as the quadric form. 

A particular choice of quadric surface may be made by choosing the potential difference 

in E, 0 = 0(0) - O(u). If the quadric surface is written in implicit form as 

ft (u) = Xxu\ + X2u\ + X3u\ - Igfo -2g2u2- 2g3u3 + 2(j) = 0. [4.2] 

then its normal is in the direction of 

V/0 = 2(X1ul - gl, X2u2 - g2, X3u3 - g3) [4.3] 

(do Carmo, 1976). So, at the origin of E which lies on the equipotential (<p = 0), the 

normal to each of the quadric surfaces is -g/|g|. 

4.3. Generalised Determinants 

Pedersen and Rasmussen (1990) note that the representation of the tensor in any 

coordinates has the three coefficients of its characteristic equation as invariants: 
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A=Tr(r) = Xr«=o 
i=i 

[4.4] 

D2 = 
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[4.5] 

D3
3 = detiT) = 

r, 
12 

r 13 

12 

22 

23 

ri; 
r„ 

r 33 

[4.6] 

and they propose the use of the latter two invariants in presenting gravity (and, although 

not relevant here, magnetic) gradient information. 

In equations [4.4] to [4.6], Pedersen and Rasmussen's notation has been modified in 

order to emphasize that all three invariants are the sums of the principal sub-

determinants of T. The subscript of each D\ indicates the rank of the sub-matrices used 

in the sum. These will be called the 1-determinant, 2-determinant and 3-determinant 

respectively and generalised determinants collectively. The 1-determinant (the trace) is 

always zero and so of no further interest. The superscript is a reminder that each 

generalised determinant is not a gradient but rather a gradient to some power. 

The 2- and 3-determinants are both non-linear in the source mass, depending on the 

z-th power of the factor — — . It is possible, as suggested by Pedersen and Rasmussen, 

that there may be situations in which such a non-linear filter would be useful. However 

such a process has the unfortunate effect of eroding one of the advantages that gravity 

gradiometry has over gravimetry: namely its superior ability to discriminate the smaller 

features at the exploration scales. The generalised determinants should be used with this 

limitation in mind. 

As Pedersen and Rasmussen point out, a further invariant, /, may be used as an indicator 

of two-dimensionality: 

0</ = _V 3/ ; L 

(A2/3)3 
[4.7] 

It is easy to see that / = 0 for a two-dimensional source since, in this case, all the tensor 

components along the source direction are zero. Similarly, one can readily see that / = 1 

for a monopolar (i.e. spherically symmetric) source. Pedersen and Rasmussen present 

the example of a line source of length four times its depth for which / varies from 0-2 

above the centre of the line to nearly 1 at points distant from the centre. 
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One further quantity is introduced by Pedersen and Rasmussen. For two-dimensional 

bodies lying with their strike parallel to the x-axis, the ;c-row and column of the 

representation of T will be zero. They propose a strike angle indicator, 6S, which 

minimises the sum of the squares of the components in the x-row and column of T 

represented in a new coordinate system rotated about the z-axis from the original by 9S. 

This minimisation yields 

xx yy l xz yt 

When TH = 0, then tan(2f9i.) = tan(2crc) and when Tc = 0, then tam(2Gs) = -tan(2aH) 

This is to be expected since, when the measurement plane coincides with the tangent 

plane of the equipotential surface, the direction of minimum curvature of the surface 

would be a reasonable definition of strike direction. Alternatively, the horizontal 

direction in which the variations of the value of g3 are minimised would be another 

reasonable definition. This direction is actually orthogonal to aH, but of course, the 

strike angle indicator definition only specifies 6S to 90° and extra information is required 

to discriminate the strike direction from the perpendicular direction. 

With an areal survey, linear trends in the mapped magnitude of the field already provide 

the strike direction. Angular information like 9S, ac and aH, by providing information 

about how the field is varying laterally, may allow better interpolation of the values 

between collected lines of data. A survey of both "magnitude" and "trend direction" 

should be able to provide data of the same quality as a survey of only the "magnitude" 

in spite of having a significantly coarser sampling grid. Like the strike angle indicator, 

the two-dimensional indicator provides no information not already clear from the 

mapped magnitude. Near the centre of linear features, the field may be treated as 

approximately two-dimensional, otherwise not. 

The various quantities introduced in this and the previous section may generally be 

classified into two groups. The generalised determinants and the eigenvalues are 

dependent on the mass of, and the distance to, the source. O n the other hand, the strike 

angle indicator and the direction cosines of the eigenvectors are dependent on the 

geometry of the field. They are directions which are specified by angles relative to the 

coordinates. These angles are not rotationally invariant, nevertheless, the directions are 

independent of the coordinates chosen and so the angles will be called phase invariants. 

Scale dependent invariants like the generalised determinants and eigenvalues will be 

called magnitude invariants. Often these names will be abbreviated to just phases and 

magnitudes. 
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Wh e n dealing with any invariants, it is useful to diagonalise T since the invariants are 

generally simpler in this form. The generalised determinants may be simply expressed in 

terms of the eigenvalues 

D, = X, A, + A,A, + /LA, 
2 1 2 2 3 3 1 [A 9] 

= A 1 A 2 - ( A 1 + A 2 )
2 

D] = XXX2X3 [4iQ] 

= —AJAJ^A, + A2 J 

Equation [4.9] makes it clear that D2 is always less than or equal to zero and 

consequently cannot distinguish sources with a positive density contrast from those with 

a negative density contrast. The strike angle indicator is zero for the diagonalised matrix 

showing that this information is contained within the eigenvectors. 

It can also be seen from equations [4.9] and [4.10] that the 3-determinant responds best 

to point sources, the 2-determinant to line sources. Temporarily labelling the largest 

eigenvalue A., one can write A2 = -aXx, whence a = 1/2 corresponds to the point source 

case and a = 0 or 1 corresponds to the line source case. Both of the generalised 

determinants are quadratic in a with extreme value when a = 1/2. For the 2-determinant, 

this corresponds to a minimum absolute value of X\ I A; a equal to zero or unity 

corresponds to the maximum absolute value of X\. Conversely, the 3-determinant is 

zero when a is zero or unity, and a = 1/2 corresponds to a maximum absolute value of 
Aj / 4. Maps of the two generalised determinants can be expected to clearly differentiate 

extended linear sources from confined sources that are reasonably approximated by 

point masses. 

The simple examples of a point mass in two and three dimensions provide a starting 

point for further investigating these invariants. 

4.4. Simple Monopole Examples 

The invariants due to a spherically symmetric mass distribution (monopole) are 

GM 2GM 2 3G
2M2 . 2G3M> r , TA 

^=^=-^.^3 = --£r-> A = — F ~ ' ^ = — F ~ ' ' [ ] 

where R2 = x2 + x\ + x]. The non-degenerate eigenvector is 

e 3 = 
\X^ , X2 , Xyj 

R 
[4.12] 
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For a line source infinitely long in the x2 direction, the invariants are 

GM GM 2 \*1 

A, - — — , A, -0, X, -—-z-, D7 =-
&M 

R R' R* 
; A = / = 0, [4.13] 

(now R2 - x\ +x\) and the eigenvectors are 

&Jj^e2={0lQ)eJ^ [AAA] 

The eigenvalues are clearly magnitude information, independent of coordinates in both 

cases. The fact that the eigenvalues of the mass element in both two and three 

dimensions do not have the complex shape response exhibited by the individual tensor 

components is very useful, since integration of this result over a volume must retain this 

property and so it will apply to any source mass distribution. This simple realisation is a 

strong indication that mapping of the invariants of the tensor is likely to be a very 

powerful tool in geophysical interpretation of gravity gradient data. 

In the two-dimensional case, of course, there will always be one zero eigenvalue and the 

other two equal and of opposite sign. In the next example of the mass dipole, the 

degeneracy of the eigenvalues for the three dimensional spherical source will be broken, 

allowing an investigation of the sharing of the magnitude information between the 

eigenvalues. 

As Pedersen and Rasmussen point out, in both of these cases the eigenvector e3 is along 

the line through the centre of mass of the source, so that it is aligned with g. This turns 

out to be not generally true and the angle between g and the eigenvectors contains some 

useful information about the source mass distribution which will be discussed later. The 

mechanics of diagonalising T and the mass dipole example will be discussed first. 

4.5. Diagonalising the Gravity Gradient 

Writing the representation of T, in some basis, as an arbitrary symmetric zero-trace 

matrix, 

T = 

a,, an 

0.3 «23 

'13 

a 23 

-a,, - a,, [4.15] 

the eigenvalues of T are found algebraically by solving the characteristic equation: 

det(r-Al) = 0. [4.16] 
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This is the cubic equation, 

-A3 + (<£ + a\2 + a\3 + a
2, + a, xa2l + 4 )A ^ 

•(2fl12fl13fl23 + ailfll22 + fl22fll22 ~ fl22fl?3 ~ ^A ~ <h£\ ~ ^l0") = 0 + 

whose coefficients are the generalised determinants and whose roots are the 

eigenvalues: A,, Aa and A3. These eigenvalues will all be real by virtue of T being 

symmetric and their sum will be zero since TrT = 0. The standard expression for the 

solutions to a cubic, written in terms of the generalised determinants, yields 

A; = - 2 , 
-D 

cos 
9 + 2ni 

|,i=l,2,3 [4.18] 

where 9 = arccos 
3V3 [4.19] 

Having solved the cubic, the eigenvectors, e„ are found by solving (r-A;)e, = 0 with the 

constraint that the eigenvectors are unit vectors. The orthogonal eigenvectors are then 

fully specified by the requirement that they be unit vectors. Creating a matrix E whose 

columns are the eigenvectors, the transformation T' = E T T E will diagonalise T. 

This algebraic approach is quite straightforward but it is not appropriate for numerical 

work; that is when the values of the gravity gradient are numbers generated by 

simulation or measurements. As can be seen from equation [4.17], the coefficients of the 

cubic contain the differences of the products of terms which have the potential to be 

close to zero. Solving the cubic involves taking the ratios of powers of these terms and 

is therefore a recipe for numerical disasters! Similarly, solving the simultaneous 

equations for the eigenvectors involves the ratios of differences of terms, another place 

where numerical instabilities will make the development of robust software difficult. 

For these reasons, the Jacobi method described by Press et al (1992) for finding the 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors of symmetric matrices has been used. This method is 

sufficiently fast for rank three matrices and very robust. 

4.6. Mapping the Magnitudes 

The discussion so far has been primarily about the invariants of the gravity gradient 

tensor at a point, and these ideas will now be applied to a set of measurements 

(simulated or real) of the tensor at a regular grid of points on a plane horizontal in 

coordinates S (i.e. at constant altitude). Maps of the magnitudes will provide insight 

about the gravity gradient. At each grid point the Jacobi rotation diagonalises T to 
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provide its eigenvalues and eigenvectors, but the process of extracting this information 

is a local one and contains no information to allow a correspondence to be made 

between eigenvalues at different grid points. 

Provided that the gravity gradient does not change rapidly compared with the sample 

spacing, a smoothness criterion can be used to establish this correspondence. Given all 

three eigenvalues at every grid point, they can be sorted by a process which minimises 

the squares of the differences between the eigenvalues at a particular point and the 

values predicted from the nearby grid points. This process starts with some arbitrary 

choice at a corner and works its way across the map. The eigenvectors are 

simultaneously sorted on the basis of the eigenvalues. At places where a pair of 

eigenvalues have similar values and slopes, the algorithm will have difficulty, but at 

such places, the actual choice should not greatly affect the result. 

The maps of the eigenvalues due to a single point mass (a monopole source) as 

described above will not be very interesting because a pair of the eigenvalues are 

degenerate. This degeneracy, however, makes the single point mass useful as a test of 

the robustness of any computer programme designed to calculate the eigenvalues. T w o 

monopole sources, of opposite density contrast will form a mass dipole distribution and 

this will be interesting yet still simple. Such a model has been constructed and the 

resulting eigenvalue maps are presented in figures 4.2a-4.2c. The two masses are at the 

same depth, separated by 5^2 times this depth and have density contrasts of the same 

magnitude but opposite sign. The horizontal axes of the maps are given in dimensionless 

units scaled by the source depth and the greyscale of the gradients is scaled by Gp, 

where p is the equivalent density of a sphere having the same mass as the positive point 

source and a radius equal to the depth. Gp is the value of the radial gravity gradient 

component on the surface of a spherical mass of density p. 

The eigenvalues of the gravity gradient due to the mass dipole model have distinctive 

characteristics. Figure 4.2a is a map of Xs which has two circular "bullseye" responses 

centred over the two sources. Both peaks have the same magnitude, which is 49-9% of 

the value of the radial gravity gradient component response over a single such source, 

and are of the same sign as the density contrast of the source. The eigenvalue Xs is called 

the symmetric eigenvalue (hence the subscript) since it is symmetric in the magnitude 

(although the actual map is anti-symmetric across the diagonal line from the bottom left 

to top right corner). 

This appellation is given to point out the contrasting behaviour of the other two 

eigenvalues. Figure 4.2b shows the map of A_ which is everywhere negative and has an 
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Figure 4.2a. The "symmetric" 
eigenvalue of the mass dipole. The peak 
value over the upper source is -0-499, 
over the lower source, 0-499. The 
contour lines are spaced 0-16 apart. 
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Figure 4.2b. The negative asymmetric 
eigenvalue of the mass dipole. The peak 
value over the upper source is -0-503, 
over the lower source, -1-001. The 
contour lines are spaced 0-16 apart. 
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Figure 4.2c. The positive asymmetric 
eigenvalue of the mass dipole. The peak 
value over the upper source is 1-001, over 
the lower source, 0-503. The contour lines 
are spaced 0-16 apart. 
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Figure 4.2d. Profiles of the eigenvalues along the 
diagonal line above the masses. Although not 
clear in this plot, the symmetric eigenvalue is 
always smaller in magnitude than the positive 
asymmetric and the negative asymmetric 
eigenvalues. 

Figure 4.2. A series of pictures illuminating the behaviour of the eigenvalues over the mass dipole. 
The source with negative density contrast (the negative mass) is in the top left of the map 
(coordinate 2-5, 7-5) and the positive mass is in the bottom right (7-5, 2-5). 
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asymmetric response: a small negative bullseye over the negative mass and a much 

larger but still negative bullseye over the positive mass. These are of magnitude 50-3% 

and 100-1%. The third eigenvalue, A+, mapped in figure 4.2c, complements A_, being 

everywhere positive and with a small bullseye over the positive mass and a large 

bullseye over the negative mass. A_ is the negative asymmetric eigenvalue and A+ the 

positive asymmetric eigenvalue. 

Since A_ < 0 and A+ > 0 everywhere, the requirement that the trace of T be zero means 

that IA5I < IAJ and \XS\ < IA+I everywhere. Consequently, no other smooth sorting of the 

eigenvalues is possible, showing that the sorting algorithm has worked. The profile, in 

figure 4.2d, along the diagonal line above the two masses shows the behaviour of these 

eigenvalues although along this line the distinction between symmetric eigenvalue and 

each of the asymmetric eigenvalues is small. 

It is interesting to think about how the eigenvectors behave in this situation. As 

described earlier, with only one point mass, one of the eigenvectors will be pointing at 

the mass (the other two being degenerate). This can be expected to be nearly so at points 

close to one mass and distant from the other as is evident in figure 4.3 which shows 

schematically the eigenvector directions along the diagonal profile of figure 4.2d. The 

symmetry of the model implies that, along this profile, one of the other eigenvectors 

must also lie in the plane described by the line between the masses and the eigenvector 

pointing at the nearby mass. The final eigenvector must therefore lie in the measurement 

plane and orthogonal to the profile line. The degeneracy of the two eigenvectors in the 

single point mass model is thereby removed. At the mid point of the diagonal profile, 

symmetry dictates that both of the eigenvectors in this plane must be at 45° to the profile 

direction. Figure 4.3 shows the directions of these two eigenvectors rotating slowly 

through approximately 90° along the line above the two masses. The eigenvector 

pointing out of the page is that associated with Xs; the eigenvector which tries to point at 

the positive mass is associated with the negative asymmetric eigenvalue and that 

pointing at the negative mass is the eigenvector associated with the positive asymmetric 

eigenvalue, as could be anticipated from equations [4.11] and [4.12]. 

It would be possible to map the angles or direction cosines which define the eigenvector 

directions but the angles in this case would depend on the chosen coordinate system so 

that they would not be invariants. Additionally, this dependence allows the angles to 

vary through more than 2n leading to either dynamic range difficulties in mapping the 

angles or discontinuities across the zero/2^ boundary. It is possible however to extract 

information of a different kind about the directions of the eigenvectors as is shown later 

in this chapter. 
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It is clear from figures 4.2a-4.2c that the eigenvalues do indeed satisfy the requirement 

of being magnitude maps; there is no coordinate dependence in any of the results which 

all show circular bullseye responses reflecting the symmetry of each of the point 

sources. However the sharing of the signal energy between the eigenvalues is not ideal. 

The failure of the asymmetric eigenvalues to distinguish the sign of the density contrast 

of the sources is clearly undesirable and the symmetric eigenvalue which has the 

appropriate shape of response has the least magnitude so that it could be expected to 

have the lowest signal-to-noise ratio in real measurements. 

+ -f X x \ + + 

O 0 
Figure 4.3. The crosses show schematically how the directions of the eigenvectors associated with 

the asymmetric eigenvalues change direction along the profile passing over both sources. 

The properties displayed in the eigenvalue maps can be compared with those of the 

generalised determinants which appear in figures 4.4a and 4.4b. A s has been already 

anticipated, the map of the 2-determinant is everywhere negative, failing to distinguish 

between the positive and the negative masses. The map of the 3-determinant 

successfully distinguishes the source masses with negative response for positive density 

contrast, positive for negative. This is the opposite of the symmetric eigenvalue 

behaviour, but is consistent with the adopted sign convention for the gravity gradient. 

Comparison of the generalised determinants with the eigenvalues reveals the non-linear 

nature of the former. The circular peaks of the responses over the sources are sharper 

over D2 than the eigenvalues and sharper still over D
3 because of the square and cube 

nature of these invariants. 

The obvious next step is to map the square root of D; and the cube root of D3 and see 

the effect of removing this non-linearity. Since D2 is always less than zero, w e shall 

instead map -|D2
2| and stretch the notation by writing this as D2 and calling it the square 

root of the 2-determinant. The result, in figures 4.4c and 4.4d, is actually of the sign of 

the generalised determinant multiplied by the appropriate root of the absolute value of 

the generalised determinant. 
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Figure 4.4a. The 2-determinant of the 
mass dipole. The peak values are both at 
-0-752 and the contours are spaced 0-1 
apart. The sign of the sources is not 
distinguished. 
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Figure 4.4b. The 3-determinant of the mass 
dipole. The peak values are at ±0-251 and 
the contours are spaced 0-1 apart Notice 
how tightly the response Is centred over 
the source because of the 3-determinant 
being proportional to the gradient cubed. 

Figure 4.4c. The square root of the 
2-determinant of the mass dipole. The 
peak values are both at -0-867 and the 
contours are spaced 0-2 apart. The sign 
of the sources is not distinguished. 

Figure 4.4d. The cube root of the 
3-determinant of the mass dipole. The 
peak values are at ±0-631 and the 
contours are spaced 0-2 apart The sign 
of the sources are distinguished. 

Figure 4.4. A series of contour diagrams showing the generalised determinants over the mass 
dipole. The negative mass is in the top left of the maps (coordinate 2-5, 7-5) and the positive mass 
is in the bottom right at (7-5,2-5). 
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These maps n o w respond in a linear way to the sources and the cube root of the 3-

determinant is precisely the desirable result for a m a p of the magnitude of the response 

to a mass dipole, the response reflecting the shape, magnitude and sign of the sources. It 

has a greater magnitude than the symmetric eigenvalue so that a better signal-to-noise 

may be expected in practical measurements. Finally, use of the determinants avoids the 

sorting problem of the eigenvalues, which in practical measurements m a y be very 

difficult if the gradient is changing rapidly compared with the sampling distance. 

For the mass dipole, it is clear that, of all the magnitudes, the cube root of the 3-

determinant provides the best representation of the source mass distribution. 

4.7. The Gravity Gradient on the Equipotential Surface 

Some of the properties of the equipotential surface which passes through a point P with 

coordinate vector £ can be extracted from the gravity gradient tensor at that point. For 

this purpose, it is convenient to express T in a basis in which the jc3-axis is normal to the 

equipotential surface with the horizontal axes lying in its tangent plane. The direction of 

the normal is parallel to the gravitational acceleration, so that g must be known in order 

to generate the basis vectors which achieve the rotation of T onto the tangent plane. In 

practice, knowledge of g may come from direct measurement or by integrating the 

components of T. It will be assumed that both g and T are known at P. 

A transformation which will rotate T from the survey coordinates S onto the tangent 

plane can be readily derived and, since g is a basis vector of the new coordinates, it will 

include g as one of its columns. A suitable rotation operator is derived in Appendix B. 

Writing the equipotential surface as x3 = h(xvx2) in S, the local quadric approximation 

to the surface may be found from the Taylor expansion of h near P, 

+^^^v^{^^^M • K.20] 

-K*i-£)(*2 - ^ ^ t e ' ^ ) 

Since the Taylor expansion assumes single valued functions, most types of quadrics will 

not be generated by this approximation. In fact, equipotential surfaces are closed around 

finite bodies so that the above quadric can never have the same global form as the true 

equipotential. Nevertheless, since the gravitational potential is analytic, the Taylor 

expansion will be a good approximation in the neighbourhood of P. The Hessian of h is 

symmetric so it can be diagonalised by rotation to the principal axes of the quadric 
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surface. The form of this quadric is that of either a paraboloid or, in the case of a two-

dimensional source, a parabolic cylinder (see, for example, Grossman, 1986). 

The normal to a surface parametrised in the form x3 = h(xx,x2) is the unit vector (do 

Carmo, 1976) 

n = 4^hl+hl 
[4.21] 

Since this definition of the normal has the opposite sense to g, 

(̂ ,-1) 
[4.22] 

which leads to the identifications 

hi=-&-,h2=-& 
#3 83 

The Hessian of h, expressed in S and using r(> = - V ^ , is then 

n = s7 
* 11#3 *• 13<f>l 1 12r?3 1 23&1 

1 12<?3 ~~ 1 23<£l 1 22#3 ~ 1 23#2. 

[4.23] 

[4.24] 

In the coordinates («', vO of the tangent plane, g[ = g2 = 0, and, with g the magnitude of 

g , the Hessian of h becomes 

n =8 -1 
1 11 * 12 

p/ p/ 
1 12 l 22. 

[4.25] 

The eigenvectors of the Hessian are the principal directions of the surface and the 

eigenvalues the principal curvatures (do Carmo, 1976). Furthermore one can see that the 

mean curvature, half the sum of the principal curvatures, is the trace of the diagonalised 

Hessian and the Gaussian curvature, the product of the principal curvatures, is its 

determinant. 

These considerations lead to an interesting view of previous discussions about the 

invariants of the gravity gradient tensor. By analogy, the eigenvectors and eigenvalues 

of T can be thought of as the principal directions and curvatures of a surface, <X>, in R 4 

defined by a mapping from R 3 to IR (equation [4.1]). The generalised determinants are 

then extensions of the mean and Gaussian curvatures. It is possible to use knowledge of 

T at a point to extract the local curvature properties of <X> via the invariants. 

Alternatively, one may look at subsets of 4> in R such as the surface Q>(x3 = constant) 
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on the survey plane, or the equipotential surface O = constant through P. In the former 

case, the natural expression for T is in the vertical, horizontal and curvature gradients: 

T33, TH, aH, Tc and ac; the latter case is the one described in this section. 

Having transformed T to the tangent plane, it is clearly convenient to diagonalise it by 

the rotation on the plane which sets T[2 = 0. Such a set of coordinates is denoted by the 

letter L and the use of double primes for variables in L. The principal curvatures have a 

simple form when expressed in these coordinates: 

fc=I£.andJfc,=Es.. [4.26] 
8 8 

The Gaussian curvature is 

T->// |->// 

K = i-lli-21 [4.27] 
82 

and the mean curvature is 

H = -^. [4.28] 

Of course, K and H are the coefficients of the characteristic equation of rf. Interestingly, 

since g3 is the direction of the vertical, -2gH can be identified as the "true vertical 

gravity gradient". 

The curvatures are not invariants of the gravity gradient tensor, being dependent on the 

representation of T in L, but nevertheless allow an alternative way of viewing the 

information contained within T. 

Since airborne gravity gradient surveys will be above the sources, and the variations of 

the vertical from its local average value are usually small, the information contained in 

the upper left of T in its representation in S will be approximately the same as in L. The 

above identification of these components of the gradient in L with the curvatures of the 

equipotential surface explain why the components, T12 and FA, in S are called the 

curvature components, and Tc and ac the curvature gradient magnitude and direction 

respectively. 

The derivation of a rotation matrix which transforms T to T" is performed in Appendix 

B. However, this involves the diagonalisation of the upper left of the representation of T 

and, as in the three dimensional case, the standard algebraic approach is not sufficiently 

robust for numerical work; again a Jacobi rotation (Press et al, 1990) is used for this 

purpose. 
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Figure 4.5 The principal curvatures over the mass dipole. The negative mass is in the top left of the 

maps at (2-5, 7-5) and the positive mass in the bottom right at (7-5, 2-5). The minimum value of the 

first principal curvature (on the left) is -1.0068, 'its maximum is 1.0068; for the second principal 

curvature (on the right), the minimum value is -0.9998 and its maximum is 0.9998. The two 

curvatures are almost identical because the equipotentials in this case are very nearly spherical. In 

both cases, the contours are spaced 0-2 apart and the value along the diagonal contour line is 0. 

The curvatures follow the shape of the equipotentials whereas the invariant magnitudes follow the 

shape of the source (cf figures 4.2 and 4.4). 

In order to produce maps of the principal curvatures, the same smoothness criterion 

described for the eigenvalues of T is useful in producing maps of kx and k^. This process 

has been used to produce the maps of the principal curvatures in figure 4.5. The two 

curvatures are very similar because the masses are sufficiently separate that the 

equipotentials are close to being spherical. It is clear from figure 4.5 that the curvatures 

do not follow the shape of the source as well as the invariant magnitudes shown in 

figures 4.2 and 4.4. In fact, the curvatures vary inversely with the first power of the 

distance, the same distance dependence as the potential, making them unlikely to be 

very useful at prospecting scales where the inverse cube dependence of the gradient is 

favoured over the inverse square distance dependence of the acceleration. The 

curvatures in fact follow the potential and the contours have the same shape as those of 

the electrostatic equipotentials for the electric dipole (see, for example, Bleaney and 

Bleaney, 1957). 
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4.8. The Relationship Retweeen L and E 

The coordinates L and E at the point P fail to coincide when either or both of the 

horizontal gradient components expressed in L (i.e. T"3 or T23) are non-zero. This 

occurs when the magnitude of g has non-zero derivative, i.e. is neither constant nor at 

an extreme value, across the tangent plane near P. It is useful to picture such behaviour 

in terms of the equipotential surface on which P is situated and another equipotential 

surface with slightly different potential near P. The magnitude of g is a measure of the 

spacing between these surfaces: when this magnitude is uniform, L is aligned with E and 

the surfaces are parallel and when g is at an extremum, they are separating (or 

converging) equally in ajl directions going away from P. W h e n L and E are not aligned, 

these two surface are diverging in one direction, converging in the opposite direction. A 

two-dimensional picture of this situation is given in figure 4.6 as an aid to the reader in 

visualising this behaviour. It demonstrates how, in the geophysical exploration context, 

misalignment of L and E will occur at the edges of the gravitational potential due to 

some buried source. 

Figure 4.6. An imaginary geological cross-section and two resulting equipotentials. Note that at A 

and C, the equipotentials are parallel, uniform at A and diverging in both directions away from C. 

This symmetry means that the coordinates E and L must be aligned at these points. Above the 

edge of the anomalous source at B, however, the symmetry is broken, and the two coordinate 

systems are not aligned. 

The detection of the edges of buried geological bodies is of considerable importance in 

geophysical exploration and it is clear from the preceding discussion that the unitary 
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transformation from E to L contains information of this type. T w o angles which contain 

this information will now be described and their use as edge detectors demonstrated. 

The coordinate rotation can be treated, in a way similar to that described in Appendix B 

for the rotation from S to L, as the product of two consecutive rotations: firstly by the 

angle between g and one of the eigenvectors, and then by a rotation about the vertical 

direction to align the principal directions, k, and k2, of the equipotential surface at P 

with the remaining eigenvectors. 

The eigenvectors of any matrix, in particular T or r/', are specified in direction but not in 

sense. Additionally, although in L the specification of the axes is precisely defined by 

the normal and the principal directions of the equipotential surface, in E there is no 

equivalent way of discriminating one axis from the others. Consequently the two angles 

described above are simply the minimum angles required to align the coordinate axes. 

They, like the curvatures, are not invariants of the gradient but are invariants of gravity 

and the previous definition of phase invariants will be extended to include them, calling 

the first angle, y, the gradient phase invariant and the second, fi, the curvature phase 

invariant. 

The gradient phase invariant is between g and the nearest eigenvector and is defined by 

cos(r) = max{|g'e/|,/ = 1,2,3}, [4.29] 

where g is the unit vector in the direction of g. In practice, g is transformed into 

coordinates E and then cos($ is simply the largest absolute component of g. If g is zero, 

then neither of the phase invariants are defined. In practice, they are both set to zero in 

this circumstance. Clearly, since y is defined as being to the nearest eigenvector 

direction, independent of sign, it is always true that 

-JJ<COS(V)<1. [4.30] 

With both g and T expressed in the E coordinates, the following unitary transformation 

will rotate E by /about the axis defined by gxe^, where e4 is the eigenvector chosen by 

the maximisation in equation [4.29], so that the new x3 axis is aligned with g: 

82 81 8* 8ih 

~E8i Eg2%
 E82h 

0 -h2 Eg3h 

[4.31] 

where h - -^8\ ^82 anc* m e E superscript indicates that the components of g are in 

the basis E. 



The diagonalisation of the upper left principal sub-matrix of the representation of r in 

this new intermediate basis which produces the principal curvatures is the rotation onto 

L. This is the rotation about the vertical by the curvature phase invariant, fi, and 

cos(/3) = max{| ku\,\k2i\,i = 1,2}, [4.32] 

where kXi and Jfc2 are the /-th components of the principal curvature directions expressed 

in the intermediate basis. The maximum value of fi will be nIA since it is formed by a 

rotation in the tangent plane. 

The phase fi will be undefined if either the eigenvectors of Tor rf are degenerate. These 

possibilities are in addition to that of g being zero as mentioned above. In practice, this 

may be dealt with by an estimation of fi from nearby points or by setting fi to zero. The 

latter approach has been adopted here and, if there are regions or lines of peculiar 

symmetry in the resulting map of fi, then this choice will make them stand out. 

The invariant phases, /and fi, will tend to behave as edge detectors, as described above. 

For a monopole source, they will both be uniformly zero, one eigenvector coinciding 

with g and the principal curvature directions and remaining eigenvectors being 

degenerate in the tangent plane. For a two-dimensional source, there can only be the one 

angle. 

The mass dipole model serves to illustrate the properties of y. Figure 4.7 is an extension 

of the diagonal profile of figure 4.3 with the equipotentials added and the directions of g 

indicated at each measurement point. The phase between g and the eigenvectors is seen 

to be small above the sources and at its maximum midway between them. 

Figure 4.7. The changing direction between the eigenvectors and the acceleration vector g above 

the mass dipole model. The crosses without arrowheads represent the eigenvector directions, the 

arrowed line the direction of the acceleration, g. The shapes of the equipotentials are 

approximately spherical, being flattened near the zero potential plane perpendicular to and passing 

through the mid-point of the line joining the two masses. 
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The m a p of y shown in figure 4.8 shows h o w it varies over the measurement plane, 

reaching its m a x i m u m along the diagonal where the potential changes from being 

dominated by one source to being dominated by the other. 

0 2 4 6 8 10 

x2/depth 

Figure 4.8. The map of y, the angle between the acceleration vector and the principal axes, for the 

mass dipole. The maximum value is 0.785 (nM), the minimum is 0.000. The contours are spaced 0-1 

apart. The negative mass is in the top left of the map at (2-5, 7-5) and the positive mass in the 

bottom right at (7-5, 2-5). 

The fi phase provides no extra information for the mass dipole. Along the diagonal line 

joining the points closest to the two sources, one of the curvature directions must be in 

the measurement plane and perpendicular to this diagonal: this is the direction of 

minimum curvature. It has already been described how one of the eigenvectors also has 

this property (section 4.6) and so must be coincident with the direction of minimum 

curvature. Clearly, the rotation to align g with the nearest eigenvector must be about 

this coincident direction and will serve to align the other eigenvectors with the curvature 

directions. Along the diagonal profile, fi is zero. 

In fact, this particular profile has no different symmetry properties to any other parallel 

profile; its only uniqueness lies in the fact that it is the closest to the sources. Generally, 

at any point the minimum curvature direction is orthogonal to the plane defined by the 

measurement point and the two source points. This direction is coincident with an 

eigenvector direction. Consequently, fi is everywhere zero for the mass dipole. 

The rotation by fi onto the L coordinates is exactly a rotation by ac in the intermediate 

coordinates. Consequently, fi should have properties similar to ac, acting as a sharp 

edge detector but with relatively poor signal-to-noise. 
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4.9. The Invariants over the Canning Basin Model 

In order to see how the properties of the invariants of T and rf might apply in more 

realistic situations, the invariants discussed in this chapter have been calculated for the 

results of the Canning Basin simulation described in Chapter 3. The results are shown as 

imaged pseudo-colour maps in figures 4.9 to 4.21. The horizontal acceleration 

components, gx and g2, used in the calculation of the curvature and phase invariant 

maps, were calculated directly from the model, not estimated from the gradient 

components. 

There are thirteen invariant maps of the Canning basin simulation presented and, 

together, they contain a great deal of information. This discussion is restricted to the 

features salient to this chapter and thesis. There are several general observations to be 

made before describing the maps. 

In presenting images as maps, particularly in pseudo-colour, it is important to remember 

that the sensitivity and resolution of the human eye affects the appearance of the results. 

For this reason, comparative statements in the following descriptions of the figures have 

been confirmed by checking the numbers and by examination of profiles of single lines 

of the data. 

A key feature of the invariants is that they will be controlled only by the source 

distribution and not by the coordinate directions. In the Canning basin model, the strong 

east-west trends of the two major near-parallel faults (Fenton and Dampier) which cross 

the model can be expected to have a major influence on the symmetries of the invariant 

maps. One of the eigenvectors of T will generally be roughly parallel to the direction of 

faulting, the other two in the plane perpendicular to that direction. 

Since the mass is all below the survey plane, the vertical acceleration will nearly 

coincide with the x3 direction and the principal curvature directions will describe a plane 

nearly coincident with the survey plane. Again, the symmetry will, over much of the 

survey, force these principal curvature directions, the eigenvectors of rf, to be aligned 

parallel and perpendicular to the fault directions. 

The effects of this symmetry are readily observed in the figures, with the invariants 

falling into two classes: those which are associated with eigenvectors perpendicular to 

the faults and which readily detect the faults and those, associated with a fault - parallel 

eigenvector, to which the faults are nearly invisible. 

In the latter class are A,, D3 and the 3-determinant and k_ and K. These maps (figures 4.8 

4.13-15 and 4.18 respectively) are similar in character to the component m a p of T 2 2 
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shown in figure 3.12 which, being associated with the fault-parallel x2 axis, is also 

insensitive to the faults. Of course, if an eigenvalue, k_ or A., is small over a linear trend 

then the coefficient of the characteristic equation which is the product of the 

eigenvalues, ie K or £>3, must also be small. The invariants grouped in this class is 

therefore as expected. It is also clear, as expected, that the Z)3 m a p is a strong amplitude 

filter of D3. 

The other gradient eigenvalues, the 2-determinant and its square root and the second 

principal curvature (figures 4.9 to 4.12 and figure 4.16 respectively) form the former set 

of invariants having their associated eigenvalues perpendicular to the faults. Particularly 

striking are the similarities between X2 and k+ and those between A3 and D2. This latter 

pairing indicates that the eigenvector associated with the third gradient eigenvalue must 

be generally aligned with the vertical direction and this leaves the second eigenvalue 

associated with an eigenvector generally pointing roughly northwards. Again, as 

expected, the square root, D2, of the 2-determinant better represents the information 

content of the invariant. 

The mean curvature, H, presented in figure 4.18 fits into this latter group in the sense of 

being sensitive to the faults, but it is only weakly sensitive because it is the mean of one 

member of each of the two groups. 

Valuable information results from a comparison of the gradient eigenvalues and the 

curvatures. For this purpose it does not help to include the various coefficients of the 

two characteristic equations of T and rf. It is clear however that although k_ and Xx are 

closely related, there is one obvious difference: the response to the 13 intrusive in the top 

right comer of the maps. The intrusive is the dominant feature in the curvature m a p but 

much less important in the gradient eigenvalue. 

Comparing k+ and A2 also reveals differences: the gradient eigenvalue has a relatively 

stronger response to the faults and again a relatively weaker response to 13. These 

differences in the pairs of maps must result from a difference in the directions of the 

respective eigenvectors. This difference is made explicit in the maps of the gradient 

phase invariant, y, and the curvature phase invariant, fi, (figures 4.19 and 4.20). 

The map of /clearly picks out the two fault boundaries and the edge of 13, as anticipated 

from examining the differences between the eigenvalues of T and r\' (and also by the 

description earlier in this chapter of 7as an edge detector). The roughly circular feature 

north of centre is above the northern edge of the salt dome G 8 , the response to its other 

boundaries distorted by the Fenton fault. Also of importance is the behaviour of 7 over 

the Broome Arch in the southern third of the map. Here the subtle variations in the 
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basement topography are described very well as can be verified by a comparison of 

figure 4.19 with the model map in figure 3.11. Confined basement highs in sedimentary 

basins are regarded as useful indicators of regions prospective for oil as well as being 

useful for an understanding of the geology, so that this behaviour of y\s potentially very 

useful. 

The curvature phase invariant is, as anticipated earlier, a particularly noisy data set. 

Again it has a strong reponse to the 13 intrusive. Careful examination of its behaviour 

along the Dampier fault boundary in comparison with the model in figure 3.11 reveals 

that fi has the most precise delineation of the fault structure. 

Notice that the western margin of the Dampier fault and the eastern margin of the 

Fenton fault are both precisely mapped by both phase invariants. The faults have smaller 

throws in these regions and consequently smaller gravity gradients. The magnitude 

invariants cannot map these parts of the faults well but the phase invariants pick up the 

change in direction irrespective of magnitude and therefore produce better information 

in these regions. 

Mapping the invariants rather than the coordinate-dependent components produces 

maps with structure dependent only on the source density distribution. It also lessens the 

complexity of the behaviour of the data: the saddle shaped response of T12 does not 

appear in the invariants. However, the information is still shared between several data 

sets and a single data set examined in isolation will generally be of value very limited 

compared with that of the whole set. The eigenvalues of T form one set with different 

features important in each, depending on the direction of their associated eigenvectors. 

Another set is made up of the two generalised determinants or their appropriate roots, 

both being required because of D2 being insensitive to the sign of the density contrast 

and D3 being insensitive to linear features. The same conclusions apply to the principal 

curvature maps and the mean and Gaussian curvatures by similar reasoning. 

Of all the invariant maps, the ones which, in isolation, best mirror the source density 

distribution are those of the almost identical pair A3 and D2. This is because the 

associated eigenvector, e3, is generally aligned vertically making its eigenvalue sensitive 

to all structural variations independent of their horizontal geometry. That e3 wanders 

from this vertical alignment is evident in 7. The map of the vertical gradient, T33, 

although not an invariant, also provides an excellent representation of the model. 
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4.10. S u m m a r y 

In this chapter, the fundamental information contained in the gravity gradient tensor, 

both in isolation and in relation to the equipotential surfaces, has been described by the 

coordinate invariants. This description is the natural one for the gradient. By providing a 

geometric schema it promotes intuitive insight which is very useful in understanding the 

behaviour and properties of the gravity gradient. In fact, given the often complex 

behaviour of the gradient, this geometric framework m a y be regarded as almost 

indispensable to understanding. 

There are five independent pieces of information contained in the tensor and no one of 

the invariants discussed in this chapter can provide an exclusive condensation of the 

information. The magnitude invariants (the eigenvalues and generalised determinants) 

summarise the information in the tensor components in a manner dependent on the 

direction of the eigenvectors, which are in turn controlled by the important directions in 

the source distribution. The curvatures (principal, mean and Gaussian) perform the same 

function for the eigenvectors of the Hessian of the equipotential surface at each point. 

The difference between these two sets of eigenvectors is reflected in the phase invariants 

which have useful application as edge detectors and in mapping more subtle variations 

in the source distribution. 

To be emphasised are two particularly useful results gained by this study of the 

invariants: an improved understanding of the behaviour of T itself and the identification 

of a set of scalars derived from T which have special value in interpreting gravity 

gradient surveys. A further general observation is that one can hardly fail to be 

impressed by the evident potential of these new information channels in the emerging 

field of airborne gravity gradiometry. 
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Chapter 5 Gravity and Magnetics - Elura 

5.0 Introduction 

In the preceding chapters the nature of the gravity gradient has been described in the 

context of geophysical exploration and how the information it contains may be extracted 

and presented in maps. The prospect of airborne gravity gradiometry seems likely to 

lead to an advance in exploration geophysics as dramatic as that of airborne magnetics. 

Aeromagnetic surveys are the major geophysical exploration tool of mineral exploration 

and, after seismic, the second most important in oil exploration. Like gravity, magnetics 

involves a potential field so that there are strong similarities between the two. 

Additionally, it would prove cost effective to survey the magnetic field simultaneously 

with the gravity gradient in any airborne survey. 

For these reasons, consequences of the Poisson relation between the magnetic and 

gravity gradient fields have been explored and in this chapter some of its implications 

for joint magnetic and gravity gradient surveys are discussed. This enquiry has led to the 

development of an interpretation technique called "pseudo-lithology mapping" for such 

joint surveys. This technique involves estimating and mapping the apparent 

susceptibility contrast to density contrast ratio from the correlations between the 

magnetic and gravity gradient signals. These estimated values can then be used as input 

to a "pseudo-magnetic" filter to remove the effect of one chosen source from the 

magnetic data. Such a filter could be particularly appropriate for removing geological 

noise due, for example, to magnetic material disseminated by weathering processes over 

a substantial portion of a survey area. 

Both techniques are illustrated by a simulated joint survey* over a model of an orebody, 

based on the Elura orebody in N e w South Wales, Australia, which w e call Mini-Elura. 

The pseudo-lithology mapping and pseudo-magnetic filtering techniques, although 

developed for gravity gradient data, may also have application in gravimetry and this 

question is the subject of ongoing research. 

5.1 Magnetostatics 

In magnetic prospecting, the earth's magnetic field is assumed static (diurnal variations 

are treated as a noise source which can be minimised by techniques such as differencing 

* This simulation has been the subject of a paper, presented at the 9th Australian Society of Exploration 
Geophysicists Conference and Exhibition, and attached at Appendix C. Some improvements in notation 
have been made since that paper. 
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from a fixed station) and Maxwell's equations for magnetostatics, in the macroscopic 

form, are applied. These are 

V»B = 0 [5.1] 

VxH = J [5.2] 

where, as usual, B is the magnetic induction, H is the magnetic field and J is the electric 

current density, which is generally confined to a volume distant from the measurement 

point. B and H are related by a constitutive equation 

vF(H,B) = 0 [5.3] 

which can be expanded by moments, and, since the measurements are distant from the 

source, truncated to 

B=M0(H-M) [5.4] 

where 3VI is the magnetisation, i.e. the magnetic dipole moment and fa is the 

permeability of free space. In the usual way, a vector potential can be defined by 

VxA = B [5.5] 

and then, in the Coulomb gauge (i.e. V • A = 0), A is a solution of Poisson's equation. 

Distant from the volume enclosing J, and using [5.2] and [5.4], the vector potential is 

(see for example, Choudhury, 1989) 

A(x) = ̂  fM(x')xV'-—^rfV' [5.6] 

An*,, lx_x/| 

Taking the curl of [5.6] and rearranging leads to 

B(x) = //( -vJ_ fM(x'). V —
[ — d V ' + fiWx'Wx-x'WV/' 

AnJv. I x - X | I-
[5.7] 

from which one can identify 

H(x) = -V j- jM(x') • V'-^— dV. 
AnJv. |x-x' 

[5.8] 

Measurements of the field are made in regions where J is zero so that the curl of H is 

zero and, in analogy with gravity, a magnetic scalar potential, $>M, may be defined by 

H = -Vd>M. [5.9] 
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Combining [5.8] and [5.9] results in, noting that V = -V, 

<3>w(x) = - jM(x') • VT-^V. [5.10] 

v lx x I 

Like the gravitational potential, the magnetic scalar potential satisfies Laplace's 

equation. 

5.2 The Poisson relation 

From equation [1.0] it is clear that the gravitational potential due to a body in a volume 

V with constant density p is: 

<Dc(x) = - G p J - ^ - , [5.11] dV 
;,|x-x 

where the integration is over x'. From [5.10], the scalar magnetostatic potential due to a 

body of uniform magnetisation M is: 

0Af(x) = -M.Vj-^- [5.12] 
V'\ I 

where, as usual, the repeated subscript; indicates summation over; = 1,2 and 3. These 

last two equations show that, for a uniform body, 

Gpd>M(x) = M.V.(DG(x). [5.13] 

This is Poisson's relation between the two potentials. Since the anomalous magnetic 

field, H, is the negative gradient of the magnetic potential, taking the gradient of both 

sides of [5.13] yields 

-GpHi(x) = MjTij(x). [5.14] 

This equation shows that, for a single uniform body, measurements of both the gravity 

gradient tensor and magnetic field vector allow one to determine the ratio of 

magnetisation magnitude to density as well as the direction of the magnetisation. 

The Poisson relation is frequently expressed in geophysics (see for example Grant and 

West, 1965) in terms of the gravitational acceleration (the negative gradient of the 

gravitational potential, - V O G , by our convention established in chapter 1) as 
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where 9 is the direction of magnetisation, defined by M • V = Md/d9. 

The Poisson relation has been exploited in developing expressions for the magnetic field 

due to simple bodies given the corresponding expression for g, or Tit It has also been 

used in developing what was originally called the pseudo-gravity (Baranov, 1957) of 

the magnetic field. The magnetisation of bodies resulting from induction by the earth's 

field is generally in a direction different from the vertical, resulting in a response, the 

peak of which is displaced from the vertical projection of the body to the surface. This 

can make interpretation of magnetic surveys difficult, particularly when there are several 

sources whose responses are superposed. 

Integration of the measured magnetic field with respect to a line element in the direction 

of magnetisation, 9, produces a field which has the geometric properties of the 

gravitational acceleration field. This may then be vertically differentiated to produce the 

"pseudo-gravity", which was subsequently renamed as the magnetic field "reduced to 

the pole" (Baranov and Naudy, 1964) because it produces a field equivalent to the 

magnetic field which would have been measured if the vertical coincided with the 

direction of the inducing field of the earth, ie at a magnetic pole. Reduction to the pole is 

particularly useful for data collected at magnetic latitudes between about 20° and 50°. 

Below 20°, the technique proves to be unstable and above 50° it rarely makes a 

significant difference. Reduction to the pole became a popular method of treating 

magnetic data following the development of harmonic techniques (see, for example, 

Bhattacharyya, 1965) and the fast Fourier transform algorithm (Cooley and Tukey, 

1965). 

The Poisson relation has also been exploited in a very different application by Gunn 

(1975), w h o relies on it to develop a Wiener filter algorithm which processes a profile of 

coincident magnetic and gravitational acceleration data and detects any sources with a 

specified density-magnetisation ratio. 

Other authors have exploited the form [5.15] of the Poisson relation between magnetic 

and gravitational acceleration fields in ways more closely related to the techniques 

developed here for magnetic and gravity gradient data. These will be mentioned where 

relevant on the following pages. 

Equation [5.14] makes it clear that the Poisson relation takes its most natural form when 

relating the magnetic and gravity gradient fields. This is because both of these fields 

have the same inverse cube distance dependence. 
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5.3 Magnetic Prospecting 

In order to show how one may exploit Poissons relation in the interpretation of joint 

magnetic and gravity gradient surveys, w e first remind the reader of certain features of 

magnetic prospecting. Descriptions of these features can be found in most geophysical 

prospecting texts; Grant and West (1965) and Telford et al (1990) were sources for this 

section. 

The total magnetic field measured on or near the earth's surface can be regarded as 

consisting of several parts. There is a main field which has its origin primarily in the 

earth's core and mantle. Also, there is a smaller field whose source is external to the 

earth and for example, reflects sunspot activity and the solar wind. This field varies 

rapidly and, for the purposes of prospecting, is regarded as a noise source; usually its 

effects can be ignored or removed by differencing, occasionally it reaches levels at 

which magnetic prospecting is impractical. Its existence shall be ignored from n o w on. 

Finally, there are spatial variations in the field due to magnetic bodies near the earth's 

surface and it is these which are of interest in magnetic prospecting. 

The earth's main magnetic field, HE, varies over the surface from about 25 p;T to 70 |iT 

and is usually expressed as a magnitude, an inclination (the angle between the field and 

magnetic north) and a declination (the angle between magnetic north and true north, 

here represented by the x-axis). These quantities are shown in figure 5.1. Standard 

models based on a global network of measurement stations are used to provide maps 

and tables of the magnitude, inclination and declination of the earth's magnetic field 

relative to geographic coordinates as well as the annual rate of change of these 

quantities. 

Deferring to the above convention, H£ will usually be expressed as HEa where the a, are 

the components of a unit vector determined by the inclination, T, and declination, 8, of 

the earth's magnetic field to the coordinates used for the measurement of T: 

a = (cos(T)cos(r5), cos(T)sin((5), sin(r)). [5.16] 

For a survey of the magnetic field over some small portion (usually a scale length of less 

than a few tens of kilometres) of the earth's surface, the measured field is more usefully 

divided into a background field and an anomalous field. The background field includes 

the earth's main field as well as variations in the field due to sources outside the survey 

area or those with a wavelength large compared with the scales of interest in the survey. 

The anomalous field is, of course, the remainder and contains the signals due to sources 

of interest. The background field, which is dominated by the earth's field, is often 

uniform; otherwise it is of smooth variation so that it can be subtracted from the 
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measurements, leaving the anomalous field. Typical magnitudes of anomalies in 

aeromagnetic prospecting are from tens to thousands of nT and occasionally but rarely 

even as large as the earth's field. 

A n H or Hx without the E subscript will mean the anomalous field due to one or more 

magnetised bodies within the earth, assuming that the anomalous field can be subtracted 

successfully from the measured total field. 

y 

A 

/X 

X I 

r 

/ 

• 

H 

magnetic north 

•̂  y 

Figure 5.1. The definition of the inclination, T, and declination, 5, of the earth's magnetic field. 

Instruments of various types exist; they fall into two classes: those that measure a 

component of the magnetic field (predominant is the fluxgate with a sensitivity of about 

1 nT) and those that measure the magnitude or total magnetic intensity of the field (the 

alkali-vapour magnetometers have a sensitivity of about 10 pT). Because of the 

difficulty of maintaining the orientation of an instrument in a moving platform, the total 

magnetic intensity instruments are used in aeromagnetic surveys, the fluxgates for 

surveys on the earth's surface. Airborne measurements are limited to about 0-1 n T 

sensitivity by time variations in the external magnetic field and limitations in navigation 

and knowledge of aircraft attitude. 

Magnetic anomalies are caused by magnetic (mainly ferrimagnetic) minerals contained 

in the rocks. The main two such minerals are magnetite and pyrrhotite. The magnetic 

rocks may acquire magnetisation induced by the present earth's field (which may be 

regarded as constant over a typical survey area) or they m a y have a permanent or 

intrinsic magnetisation. 
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Values of susceptibilities to induction can vary over more than an order of magnitude 

for a single rock type, even for a single mineral type, depending on magnetic history. 

However, susceptibilities are usually about 10~3 SI units for sedimentary and 

metamorphic rocks, IO-2 for igneous rocks. Magnetite has susceptibilities ranging 

typically from 1 to 10 SI units and pyrrhotite an order of magnitude less. Most magnetic 

anomalies are as a result of varying concentrations of these minerals within the rocks. 

The permanent magnetisation (called natural remanent magnetisation or NRM) can 

result from various causes in a rocks history. It is often quantified by Konigsberger's Q 

ratio: the ratio of a material's N R M to the magnetisation induced by the earth's field. 

Values typically range from 0-1 to 10, with magnetites being at the higher end of the 

scale. A Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) 

study, Clark (1983), of rock samples covering a wide range of lithologies shows that 

most rocks have Q of about one so that, in practice, permanent magnetisation is as 

significant as induced magnetisation. This only effects interpretation when the direction 

of the N R M is significantly different to that of the induced magnetisation and the 

difficulty of dealing with this given measurements of only either the vertical component 

or the magnitude of the total magnetic field means that it is often ignored unless 

unavoidable. 

In common geophysical practice, for the interpretation of magnetic prospecting surveys, 

the assumption is usually made that the rocks are isotropic and magnetised purely by 

induction in the earth's field. Demagnetisation, which is occasionally observed in rocks 

of very high permeability, is also usually ignored. W h e n any of remanence, 

demagnetisation or anisotropy are observed, they are usually treated as perturbations to 

the inductive case. 

5.4 The Pseudo-Magnetic Field 

If a body has been magnetised purely by induction from the earth's field H£, having an 

isotropic susceptibility tensor represented by the scalar, %, and negligible 

demagnetisation, then the magnetisation is # H £ ; if, additionally, the body has a density 

contrast of Ap leading to an anomalous gravity gradient T then [5.14] may be written as 

Hi(x) = -j^aJTIJ(x). [5.17] 
GAp 

It is in this form that the Poisson relation will be exploited in the following sections. The 

effects of demagnetisation, anisotropy and N R M when in the direction of the earth's 

field, can often be treated as simple modifiers of the susceptibility and then equation 

[5.17] still holds with % replaced by %a, the apparent susceptibility. 
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Equation [5.17] suggests that a pseudo-magnetic field P may be defined from a given 

gravity gradient field T-, by 

P(.(x) = -^a,.r..(x) [5.18] 

where TE = GpE is a suitably chosen normalising gravity gradient. The letter P is used 

to indicate that this is a projection. Over a typically sized survey area, the real inducing 

magnetic field of the earth may be regarded as constant. 

For total magnetic intensity surveys, the remainder after subtracting the background 

earth field magnitude from the measured field is approximately the projection of the 

anomalous field in the direction of the background field, provided that the anomalous 

field is small compared to the background. The equivalent pseudo-magnetic field, called 

here the "projected pseudo-magnetic field", is then the scalar field Q, formed by 

similarly projecting the vector P onto a: 

Q(x) = aiPi(x) = -^a,ajTij(x). [5.19] 
* E 

The fields P and Q are rather like Baranov's (1957) pseudo-gravity field calculated 

from magnetic data and the name is given by analogy. A cautionary note analogous to 

that often given for the name "pseudo-gravity" can be made for the pseudo-magnetic 

field: it contains no magnetic data and is merely a means of converting the gravity 

gradient data into a form useful in a particular method of geophysical interpretation. If 

the conditions required for Poisson's relation held exactly, the true anomalous magnetic 

field will be simply 

//,.(x) = AP.(x). [5.20] 

The scalar A, which includes both of the relevant material properties of the body, is 

called here the "pseudo-lithology ratio": 

A = */p, [5.21] 

where % is the susceptibility of the body and p is its density contrast divided by the 

density pE corresponding to the normalising gravity gradient field. As is clear from the 

definitions of TE and p, the normalising density, p £, is a parameter chosen for 

convenience, but arbitrary. These definitions of the pseudo-lithology and the pseudo-

magnetic field are slightly different from that previously published (Dransfield et al, 

1993) but are preferred because they more naturally separate the two functions. 

Different symbols have been used to keep the definitions distinct. 
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It is possible to estimate the vertical gravity gradient and the horizontal gradients from a 

survey of the vertical acceleration (Battacharyya, 1965) so that the vertical component, 

P3, of the pseudo-magnetic field can be calculated from a gravimeter survey. Garland 

(1951) would seem to have been the first to use this approach in his analysis of a single 

prominent gravity and magnetic anomaly in Arkansas, U.S.A.. After removing the 

regional trends from both the gravity and vertical magnetic survey data as well as the 

effects of several small but significant magnetic anomalies from the magnetic data, 

Garland calculated what w e would call the pseudo-magnetic field. H e then chose a 

value of A which, when multiplied by the data along two orthogonal profiles of pseudo-

magnetic data, best matched them to the vertical magnetic data along the same profiles. 

This value of A matched well the expected value for the source. 

When the measured magnetic data is the total magnetic intensity, the data may be 

reduced to the pole and then compared with the vertical pseudo-magnetic field resulting 

from the gravity. Kanasewich and Agarwal (1970) used this approach in analysing 

surface gravimetric observations in conjunction with data from an airborne total 

magnetic intensity survey. The data, from northern Saskatchewan in Canada, required a 

considerable amount of processing before the combined analysis could proceed. Both 

sets were filtered and decimated to a 3-2 k m sampling interval and the gravity data was 

upward continued to the altitude of the aeromagnetic data. Then the latter was reduced 

to the pole and the former differentiated and transformed to a vertical pseudo-magnetic 

field. The coherence between these fields was calculated and mapped in the wave-

number domain. The values of A for the data were predicted by taking the ratio of the 

amplitudes of the Fourier spectra and plotted as a spectrum. For most wavelengths, the 

coherence was greater than 0-7 in this study indicating that the Poisson relation 

generally held quite well. Unfortunately, by presenting the results exclusively in the 

wave-number domain, Kanasewich and Agarwal did not provide information for 

analysing spatial relationships. Having shown that the method of correlating the 

magnetic and gravity fields seems to work, they did not go on to show what it can tell us 

about the geology. 

The work of Garland, and Kanasewich and Agarwal demonstrates that the Poisson 

relation can be expected to hold in practical situations and to provide useful information 

about the geology. It should be at its most effective when relating magnetic and gravity 

gradient measurements made at common locations. 

5.5 Pseudo-Lithology Estimation I 

In general, there is not a single body but many sources producing the variations in the 

magnetic and gravity gradient fields, a fact which which might seem to limit the 
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applicability of the Poisson relation to prospecting. However at a single measurement 

point, and in its immediate vicinity, both fields will usually be dominated by only the 

nearest source or sources because of the inverse cube distance dependence. Over a 

complete survey area then, the pseudo-lithology ratio will vary, its value at places 

where the Poisson relation holds reflecting the properties of the nearby sources. One 

may regard the ratio as a field, A(x), and map its values over the survey area. In those 

parts of the survey area where the Poisson relation holds, A(x) will reflect the rock type 

or lithology causing the magnetic and gravity gradient anomalies. 

A simple method for estimating A(x) suggested by [5.17] and [5.18] is to simply divide 

the magnetic field measurements by the pseudo magnetic field measurements. This 

calculation could be performed at each point and then averaged over a set of nearby 

points; or the averaging could be performed first, followed by the division. Whether 

averaged or not, this ratio method is unstable at places where the numerator is close to 

the noise level of the measurement. 

A more robust method for estimating A(x) is to use the slope of the least squares fit for 

the linear relation between the magnetic and pseudo magnetic data. This will also 

provide an estimate of how well the magnetic and pseudo-magnetic fields are 

correlated. 

It would be unusual as well as uninteresting if the data were well correlated and 

displayed a value of A constant over the entire area of measurement. More typically, 

there will be regions of poor correlation and considerable variation in A(x) over the 

survey area. The correlation technique must therefore examine each measurement point 

in turn, calculating the correlation, 0"(x), over a surrounding region of some appropriate 

size. This size must be large enough to acquire meaningful statistics but small enough so 

as not unnecessarily to sacrifice spatial resolution. One possibility would be to use the 

wavelength of the features desired as a length scale for defining the region. In the 

simulation of the Elura orebody described later in this chapter, several region sizes have 

been tried and, at each measurement point, the size which maximised the correlation 

coefficient has been chosen. The ratio method may be regarded as a limiting case of this 

correlation method, with a sample size of one point. 

If, at a particular point with position vector x, the correlation is considered to be 

sufficiently high, then the estimate of A(x) can be regarded as reflecting a single source. 

A pseudo-lithology map showing the values of A(x) over the survey area can then be 

produced. Such a map of the estimated ratio of physical properties of the apparent 

sources, independent of their distance or geometry, could prove to be a substantial aid in 

the interpretation of geophysical data. Additionally, the correlation method can produce 
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a map of the correlation coefficient, c(x), over the survey area, which will have 

application in deciding whether the conditions required for the Poisson relation hold. 

Areas having poor correlation may indicate a source which is a magnetic anomaly but 

not a gravity gradient anomaly or vice versa. Alternatively, and more interestingly, it 

m a y indicate the presence of more than one source, or the effect of remanent 

magnetisation. This information alone should make of value this technique of joint 

analysis of gravity and magnetics. 

There is another way of thinking about pseudo-lithology maps which is quite distinct 

from, although equivalent to, that described above. However, this second approach 

follows naturally from the idea of pseudo-magnetic filtering and so its discussion is 

presently deferred. 

5.6 Pseudo Magnetic Filtering 

A pseudo-lithology map will usually have regions of poor correlation, indicative of 

several gravitational and magnetic sources, adjacent to or surrounded by regions of 

higher correlation where only one apparent source is present. In this latter case, it is 

likely that the multi-source region contains source rocks of the same type as the single-

source region. There may be other geophysical or geological evidence to support this 

inference. In such a case, an estimate of the pseudo-lithology ratio for the single source, 

A,, can be made from the measurements in the single source region and the effects of 

this source can then be removed from all regions where it is suspected to occur by 

subtracting the product of A! and the pseudo-magnetic field from the measured 

magnetic field. 

In cases where the low correlation is due to a single source with NRM and where an 

independent estimate of A is available, then this technique could lead to estimates of the 

Koenigsberger Q ratio of the source. 

This "pseudo-magnetic" filter should be especially effective in removing from magnetic 

data the effects of unwanted sources which are spread over a large area such as products 

of magnetic minerals disseminated by weathering processes. Such sources are generally 

of little economic interest and, since they obscure the magnetic signal due to other, 

potentially more interesting sources, fall into a category of signal usually called 

"geological noise". 

For a measured component, H„ of the magnetic field, the filtered field is 

H'i(x) = Hi(x)-APi(x). [5.22] 
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In order to use this method on total magnetic intensity maps with anomalies 

significantly less than HE, one may use, instead of the vector field [5.22], the analogous 

filtered projected scalar field: 

H'(x) = H(x)-AQ(x). [5.23] 

Just as not all components of the magnetic field vector may be available, it is likely that 

operational gravity gradiometers might not provide all components of the tensor. Rather 

than using estimates of the unknown components one may prefer to use forms of the 

filter which do not rely on these unknowns. The choice of *, and x2 axes for the T^ 

measurements can, in principle, be made so that the *, axis is parallel to magnetic north; 

then a2 = 0 and the T2j are not required. Near the magnetic poles then, a] T33 will 

dominate the last term in [5.23] so that the "polar pseudo-magnetic filter" 

3/T(x) = //(x)-Asin2(T) '-££• r33(x) [5.24] 

V FEJ 

could be used as an approximation, if only the vertical gradient of gravity and the 

projected magnetic field are available. Similarly, near the magnetic equator, one could 

use the "equatorial pseudo-magnetic filter" 

< H > 
H'(X) = H{X)-ACOS2{T) - ^ - r„(x). [5.25] 

V ^ E ) 

5.7 Pseudo-Lithology Estimation TI 

All of the various versions (equations [5.22 to 5.25]) of the pseudo-magnetic filter are 

written in the form of binary operations, that is there are two inputs (the magnetic and 

the pseudo magnetic fields) and one output. It is desired to choose a value of A which 

produces new information, that is an output which is maximally different from both the 

inputs. This can be done by examining the correlation between each of the inputs and 

the output as A is varied over some likely range. The optimal value of A is that which 

makes both of these correlations closest to zero. Write the general filter as 

T = H-AF [5.26] 

and define the "correlation product", 77, over some region R consisting of the set of 

positions x„ {i = l,...,n} as 

(TH) (TF) 
77 (T)(H)(T)(F) [5-27] 

where the angled brackets indicate the usual definitions of variance and covariance, 
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(T2) = ±{T{Xi)~Tlf, [5.28] 
i=i n 

(TF) = JL±-^ ^-^ ± [5.29] 
i=i " 

and 

T = £ - ^ . [5.30] 
i=i 

The optimal value of A is that which makes the absolute value of r\ small. Inserting 

[5.26] into [5.27] gives 

(F^)A'-{(F>') + (F/Y)'}A+(/,')(F/,) 

(/Y)<F){(/y)!-2A(FXff) + A
J(F)2} 

In the limits of very small or very large A, this reduces to 

(H2) (F2) 

Î o ̂ ^"(Hf and ilff- ̂  = ff™ <ff • [532] 

where 

™ (F){H) 

is the correlation coefficient between the magnetic and pseudo-magnetic fields over R. 

This shows that when the filter output, T, is dominated by only one of the inputs, the 

correlation product is dependent on the correlations between the inputs and is 

independent of A. 

The zeroes of rj, found from [5.31], are at 

(H2) (FH) 

A=k)andA W l5M] 

precisely the slopes of the lines of regression between H and F as suggested in section 

5.5. Note that when A is equal to the ratio of the mean values of H and F, then 7] is 

undefined. The ratio of the A values at the two zeroes is the square of the correlation 

coefficient between the magnetic and pseudo-magnetic fields. When the correlation 

coefficient is unity then there is one apparent source and the value of A is the pseudo-
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lithology ratio for this source and A' is its inverse. W h e n it is significantly less than 

unity, there are several apparent sources. In such a region, pseudo-magnetic filtering 

may allow removal of the effect of one of these sources. 

In the following sections, a simulation of a joint airborne magnetic and gravity gradient 

survey over the Elura orebody is presented in order to demonstrate the power of these 

methods. 

5.8 Elura Geological S u m m a r y 

Ideally, for a simulation, one would like to have descriptions of a real geological 

situation with clear magnetic and gravity signatures. These descriptions would include 

detailed magnetic and gravity measurements, as well as physical property measurements 

and a clear picture of the geometry and setting of the geology. These demanding 

conditions are met by Elura. 

The Elura mine is situated in the Cobar mining district in central New South Wales 

(figure 5.2) and the orebody was intersected in 1974 by follow-up drilling based on the 

results of aeromagnetic surveying. In the following few years it was the subject of 

intensive geophysical investigations, the results of which were published in 1980 by the 

Australian Society of Exploration Geophysicists (ASEG) in "The Geophysics of the 

Elura Orebody" (ed. Emerson, 1980). 

NEW SOUTH WALES 

Figure 5.2. A location map showing the position of Elura in central N.S.W. (after Adams and 

Schmidt, 1980). 

Elura was described by Adams and Schmidt (1980) in the ASEG Elura compendium. 

The orebody was (it is now largley mined out) "a discrete vertical pipe-like body in the 
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core of an anticlinal or domal structure" with delineated reserves of "27 million tonnes 

of Zn-Pb-Ag mineralisation from the base of oxidation at 100 m to 510 m below 

surface". Weathering of the orebody above the oxidation has produced gossanous 

material, reaching the surface at its southern end; below oxidation, the deposit consists 

of three mineralisation types with distinct densities and susceptibilities. They are the 

siliceous, pyritic and pyrrhotitic ores. The host rock produces no gravity or magnetic 

signature and can be considered uniform for modelling purposes. However, the alluvium 

cover and the weathered zone have significant density contrasts with the host rock and 

variations in their thickness and depth are considered to be the major source of 

geological noise in the gravity. Additionally, the alluvium hosts maghemite gravels 

which have a very high susceptibility causing geological noise in the magnetics. 

Figure 5.3. An isometric view of the Elura orebody showing the distribution of the three 

mineralisation zones, (after Adams and Schmidt, 1980). 

Figure 5.3 shows the distribution of the three mineralisation types within the orebody 

and table 5.1 summarises tlie physical properties of the important rock types. Significant 

remanent magnetisation is observed in the pyrrhotite and the gossan with Koenigsberger 
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ratios of 5 and 3 respectively. Tonkin et al (1988) indicate that these effects do not 

greatly affect the magnetic response of Elura and they have been ignored in this 

simulation. 

Table 5.1 Measured Rock Properties at 

Weathered Host 
Rock 

Fresh Host Rock 

Siliceous Ore 

Pyritic Ore 

Pyrrhotitic Ore 

Gossan 

Alluvium 

Lithology 

quartz kaolin 
sericite 

quartz muscovile 
siltstone 

semi massive to 
dissem siliceous 

sulphides 

massive sulphides 

massive sulphides 

limonite 

unconsolidated, 
including 

maghemite gravels 

Elura (after Emerson, 1980). 

Density [t.irr3] 

2-3 

2-75 

3-7 

4-5 

44 

3-0 

not given 

Susceptibility 
[cgs x IO6] 

20 

30 

10 

70 

3000 

50 

not given 

Koenigsberger 
Ratio, Q n 

01 

0-1 

01 

0-1 

5 

3 

not given 

The background values of the fields are also recorded by Emerson (1980). The earths 

magnetic field at Elura is 57,100 nT, geographic declination 9-5°E, inclination -62-5° 

and has a regional gradient of around 5 nT per km. Similarly, the gravity field has a 

regional gradient over the area of up to 40 Eo. These field gradients are also ignored in 

the present modelling. 

The measured surface gravimetry at Elura is reproduced here in figure 5.6 and the 

relevant portion of the aeromagnetic survey of the total magnetic intensity is in figure 

5.8. 

5.9 The Elura Model 

The model covers the area from 19000 mE, 19500 mN to 20500 mE, 20500 mN on the 

Elura exploration grid which places the orebody to the east of centre of the model area. 

The exploration grid has its nominal north direction al approximately -45° relative to 

geographic north so that the magnetic grid declination is 54-5°. The Elura model was 

constructed from two parts: the orebody itself and the alluvium cover. 

The orebody was constructed from four sub-units: the gossan; the siliceous ore; the 

pyritic ore and the pyrrhotitic ore. The physical properties of these units, shown in table 
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5.2 below, were defined as differences from the properties of the fresh host rock using 

the values in table 5.1 above. The properties were assumed isotropic and homogeneous 

for all of the units and the magnetic remanence assumed to be zero. The responses due 

to the various parts were calculated separately and then summed to give the final result. 

Table 5.2 Physical Properties used in the Elura Models. 

Alluvium 

(for Mini-Elura) 

Host Rock 

Siliceous Ore 

Pyritic Ore 

Pyrrhotitic Ore 

Gossan 

Density Contrast 
[Lm-3] 

-0-75 

(-M) 

00 

0-95 

1-74 

1-65 

0-25 

Susceptibility 
[xlOOO SI] 

2-2 

(6-6) 

00 

-0-25 

0-5 

12 

0-25 

A 
tp£=838] 

-246 

(-4-91) 

na 

-0-22 

0-24 

609 

0-84 

The orebody is a stack of seven horizontal slabs which cover the area of the simulation. 

Each slab consists of an array of vertical square prisms with 5 m by 5 m section, each of 

fixed density or susceptibility contrast. The top six slabs are each 50 m thick so that the 

excess mass of each of these rectangular prisms is simply the density contrast value of 

the prism multiplied by the volume of 1250 m3. The top of each slab is 50 m below the 

next higher one, so that the volume is continuous. The topmost slab has its top at the 

ground surface which is at R L 10200. Below the sixth slab, the top of which is at R L 

9950, is the seventh slab with its top at R L 9900 which has its physical property values 

specified in the same way as the others but which has a depth extent of 500 m. A 3D 

image of the orebody sub-model is shown in figure 5.4. 

The steep vertical dip of the Elura orebody makes this type of vertical mass element 

model particularly suitable for computer simulation and modern imaging software 

allows the model to be specified quickly and accurately on the computer. The Elura 

orebody model was built on a Macintosh II computer with 8-bit colour using Image 

1-43, a public domain application written by W . Rasband (1992). Image 1.43 allows the 

calculation of simple functions based on the image data (in this case, maps of the 

density distribution for each slab). The total excess mass of the Elura orebody was 

calculated in this way to be 10-6 M t which compares favourably with the estimated 

excess mass of the real orebody of 10 M t (Emerson, 1980). 



The Elura Orebody Model 
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Figure 5.4. An isometric view of the Elura orebody showing the rocktype distribution 
on the top of each slab. Note that this is only a 500 m square portion of the model 
area In plan. The rocktype distribution remains constant below each slab to the top of 
the next, the top six being 50 m thick and the bottom being 500 m thick. 
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5.10. The Alluvium Cover as Topographic Noise 

The shape of an orebody and the distribution of ore types and their physical properties 

are of great interest to exploration geophysicists. The natural result of this focussing of 

interest is clear from the information available at Elura: a great deal is known about the 

orebody but very little about the other significant sources of variations in the 

geophysical measurements. There is certainly insufficient information to allow a 

reproduction of the alluvium or weathered zone in a model. 

The deeper weathered zone has been ignored for simplicity and only the alluvium cover 

is included in the model. It is indicated by Adams and Schmidt (1980) that the area is of 

low relief with depth to the bottom of the alluvium varying from 0-3 to 10 m in buried 

drainage channels. This may be regarded as an eroded rocky topography filled with 

alluvium to a nearly level surface. 

There is considerable evidence that, over various ranges of wavelengths, topographic 

features have a power spectrum of height as a function of wavenumber that is well 

described by an inverse power law. Examples of this have been reported at geodetic 

scales above 100 k m by Rapp (1989), in seafloor measurements by Fox and Hayes 

(1985), over distances from about 300 m to 4-5 k m using digitised topographic maps of 

Arizona, U.S.A. by Huang and Turcotte (1989) and over a range of scales from microns 

to a hundred kilometres and over a wide variety of surfaces by Sayles and Thomas 

(1978). The evidence is supported by the realistic appearance of fractal simulations of 

topography by Voss (1985). 

The computer generation of random surfaces with an inverse power law spectrum is 

straightforward. Saupe (1988) has published a computer algorithm to produce a random 

data set in two dimensions which can be used to construct an array of Fourier 

components of the topographic field, each element of the array having its phase 

generated by a uniform random number generator. Each amplitude is another uniform 

random number multiplied by k~^ = {k% + ̂ ) where kx and k2 are the wavenumbers 

of the array element. Since the topography must be an array of real numbers, its Fourier 

coefficients must satisfy the requirement that a change of sign of wavenumber is the 

complex conjugate and so only half of the Fourier coefficients are generated randomly. 

The alluvium cover was modelled as a layer of constant density contrast, with a value of 

-0-75 t.m-3, and constant susceptibility contrast at 00022 SI units (table 5.2). Its top 

surface is a horizontal plane at the level ground surface (RL 10200) but it has variable 

depth to the bottom. The depths to the bottom of the alluvium were modelled using the 
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SpectRan program described above. A 512 x 512 array of depths on 5 m spacings was 

generated with a spectral power law dependence of k~26. The exponent 2-6 is close to 

that measured by Huang and Turcotte (1989) and is also the value which the simulations 

of Voss suggest as producing the most realistically appearing topographies. A portion of 

this data consisting of 300 by 200 points was extracted as the alluvium sub-model and 

the depths scaled to range from 2-1 to 9-4 m. Adams and Schmidt (1980) indicate that 

these depths near Elura typically range from 0-3 to 10 m. A n image map of the alluvium 

sub-model is shown in figure 5.5. 

Figure 5.5. The vertical displacement (the negative of the depth) to the bottom of the alluvium sub

model. The minimum value is -94 m, the maximum is -2-1 m and the contours are spaced at 1 m. 

5.11 Elura Simulation Results 

The vertical gravitational acceleration calculated at 1 m above ground level on a 50 m 

square grid over the Elura model with an added 0-2 G U of random Gaussian noise is 

presented in figure 5.7. A comparison of this map with the gravimetry measured at the 

real Elura (Blackburn 1980) in figure 5.6 demonstrates, in conjunction with the close 

similarity between the geological knowledge and the finite element construction, that 

the model is a good representation of the mass distribution of the Elura orebody. 

Similarly, a comparison of the measured total magnetic intensity shown in figure 5.8 

with the simulated equivalent calculated over the model including the alluvium but 

without added noise and shown in figure 5.9, demonstrates that the susceptibility 

distribution is also reasonably well represented by the model. The differences are greater 

than in the gravity comparison, partly due to the fact that there is a larger regional trend 
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in the measured magnetic data and partly to the observable effects of the alluvium in the 

model. Additionally, the measured data is sampled quite differently to the simulated 

data; in particular, only three lines of data were collected across the area of interest. It is 

also possible that some of the magnetic minerals have disseminated from the orebody 

into the surrounding rocks so that the real magnetic source is broader than in the model. 

A joint gravity gradient and total magnetic intensity survey was simulated over the 

model at 50 m altitude on the same 50 m square grid as the gravimetry and 90 m altitude 

magnetics. The gravity gradient components presented in figures 5.10 to 5.15 each have 

1 Eo of random Gaussian noise added to simulate instrument noise; the horizontal and 

curvature gradients and phases in figures 5.16 to 5.19 are calculated from the 

components. 

The eastern portion of these figures all show gravity gradient responses typical of a 

monopolar source (compare them with the monopole responses presented in Chapter 2) 

as expected from the shape and position of the orebody. The alluvium sub-model 

response on this side is swamped by that of the orebody. O n the western side, the major 

density feature in the model is the deeper "drainage channel" running roughly south 

from 20500 m N at about 19400 m E . This feature is most clearly mapped in the r22 

component (figure 5.10), although it is also discernible in the vertical gradient (figure 

5.15) and along its western margin in T23 (figure 5.12). 

The removing of the spatial bias in the cartesian components by the production of the 

horizontal and curvature gradient and phase maps is successful in the case of the 

horizontal gradient where the resulting map reflects more clearly the shape of the 

causative body. In contrast, the poor signal-to-noise of Tx2 carries across to the 

curvature gradient making it less useful than its constituent components. 

This processing of the component data into horizontal and curvature gradients has a 

particular shortcoming: the signal due to the drainage channel described above is not 

visible in any of the horizontal or curvature maps. This reinforces the point made in 

Chapter 3 of the value of the components in delecting linear features in the data. 

The signal-to-noise ratios of the various maps are Thh ~ 30, Th3 ~ 40, Tn ~ 15, T33 ~ 50, 

Tn ~ 40, T c ~ 15. The ratio of each of these figures to that of T33 are as expected from a 

source of this type as can be seen by comparing with the equivalent ratios for a point 

source or a vertical line element described earlier in chapter 2. 

The calculated magnetic results are presented in figure 5.20. This map is of course very 

similar to that presented for the 90 m altitude survey in figure 5.9; the amplitude over 

the orebody is about 5 0 % greater, implying a depth below the surface to an equivalent 
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point source of about 220 m. This agrees well with the position of the orebody in the 

model. The alluvium response is also somewhat more distinct in the lower altitude 

magnetics. 

The projected pseudo-magnetic field, Q, has been constructed from the gravity gradient 

components using a normalising TE of 55878 Eo (corresponding to the radial gradient on 

the surface of a sphere of density 100 t.m-3) to scale the Q values to about the same 

magnitude as those in the magnetic data. The map of Q is presented in figure 5.21. It is 

very similar to the magnetic map except that the negative density contrast of the 

alluvium means that its response is of the opposite sign in Q. 

In chapters 3 and 4, the Canning model, used for demonstrating the natural properties of 

the tensor, was of scale greater than 100 k m with anomalies caused by sources at several 

kilometres depth. It was a regional scale model. The Elura model is of a scale of 1 k m 

and 100 m depth, and the simulation is more like a detailed follow-up survey in 

prospecting. The "crossed line" figure (figure 1.2) in chapter 1 indicates that the gravity 

gradient should be relatively more sensitive at smaller distance scales and it is certainly 

clear from the Elura simulation results presented in these maps that gravity gradiometry 

can be expected to be at least as useful in this detailed mode as in the regional mapping 

mode. 
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Figure 5.6. The ground level measured residual Bouguer gravity over the real Elura. After 
Blackburn (1980). The contours are spaced at 1 GU. The shaded peanut shape at centre right 
is the projection of the orebody at the surface. 
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Figure 5.7. The simulated gravity at 1 m altitude over the Elura model. Maximum value is 
13-3 GU, minimum 0-0 G U and the contours are spaced at 1 GU. Random Gaussian noise at an 
R M S level of 0-2 G U has been added. 



Measured Magnetic Field 

Figure 5.8. The magnetic field measured at 90 m altitude over the real Elura. The contours are 
spaced at 5 nT. After Gidley and Stuart (1960). The inset rectangle identifies the region over 
which the model simulation was calculated and the dotted lines are the flight lines of the 
aircraft. 

Figure 5.9. The total magnetic Intensity calculated at 90 m altitude over the Elura model. 
Maximum value is 434 nT, minimum -5 4 nT and the contours are spaced at 5 nT. This Is of the 
same amplitude (about 45 nT) as the measured field over the real Elura deposit and has a similar 
shaped response as can be seen by comparing this figure with the one above. 
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Simulated T 
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Figure 5.10. T ^ at 50 m altitude over the Elura model. The minimum value Is -6-7 Ed, the maximum 

is 24-2 Ed and the contours are spaced at 5 Eo. Random Gaussian noise with an RMS amplitude of 

1 Ed has been added. Notice that there is a discernible response to the north-south trending 

deepening of the alluvium along about 19400 mE. 
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Figure 5.11. P,, at 50 m altitude over the Elura model at an altitude of 50 m. The minimum value is 

-7-2 Ed, the maximum is 26-1 Ed and the contours are spaced at 6 Ed. Random Gaussian noise 

with an RMS level of 1 Ed has been added. 
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Figure 5.12. F23 at 50 m altitude over the Elura model. The minimum value is -17*5 Ed, the 

maximum is 21 -2 Ed and the contours are spaced at 6 Ed. Random Gaussian noise at an RMS 

amplitude of 1 Ed has been added. This gradient component just detects the western edge of the 

deeper alluvium channel at 19400 mE. 
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Figure 5.13. T13 at 50 m altitude over the Elura model. The minimum value is -19-2 Ed, the 

maximum is 18-7 Ed and the contours are spaced at 6 Ed. Random Gaussian noise at an RMS 

amplitude of 1 Ed has been added. 
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Figure 5.14. T 1 2 at 50 m altitude over the Elura model. The minimum value is -8-0 Ed, the 

maximum is 6-5 Ed and the contours are spaced at 2 Ed. Random Gaussian noise at 1 Ed 

amplitude has been added. The response to the orebody has the typical T "cloverleaf" shape. 
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Figure 5.15. T^ at 50 m altitude over the Elura model. The minimum value is -49-7 Ed, the 

maximum is 6-7 Ed and the contours are spaced at 8 Ed. Random noise at an RMS amplitude of 

1 Ed has been added. Again the alluvium channel running along about 19400 mE is just 

discernible. 
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Figure 5.16. T H at 50 m altitude over the Elura model. The minimum value is 0-0 Ed, the 

maximum is 22-7 Ed and the contours are spaced at 4 Ed. This data is derived from F 1 3 and 

F2 3 in figures 5.12 and 5.13. The alluvium channel discernible in figure 5.12 is no longer 

visible. 
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Figure 5.17. T c at 50 m altitude over the Elura model. The minimum value is 0-2 Ed, the 

maximum is 159 Ed and the contours are spaced at 2 Ed. This data is derived from T„, T 

and T ^ in figures 5.10,5.14 and 5.11. The alluvium channel discernible in figure 5.10 has 

again been obscured by constructing the magnitude. 
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Figure 5.18. CL. at 50 m altitude over the Elura model. The minimum value is -TC/2, the 

maximum is rc/2 and the contours are spaced at 0-5 rad. This map was constructed from the 

horizontal gradient component data shown in figures 5.12 and 5.13. 
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Figure 5.19. O V at 50 m altitude over the Elura model. The minimum value is -7t/4, the 

maximum is TC/4 and the contours are spaced at 0*5 rad. This map was constructed from the 

curvature gradient component data shown in figures 5.10, 5.11 and 5.14. 
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Figure 5.20. The total magnetic intensity, T, at 50 m altitude over the Elura model. The minimum 
value is -9-7 nT, the maximum is 65-8 nT and the contours are spaced at 10 nT. Random 
Gaussian noise with an RMS amplitude of 1 nT has been added. 
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Figure 5.21. The projected pseudo-magnetic field, Q, at 50 m altitude over the Elura model. 
The minimum value is -5-9 nT, the maximum is 404 nT and the contours are spaced at 8 nT. 
This data is derived from the gravity gradients presented in figures 5.10 to 5.15. 
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5.12 The Mini-Elura Model 

The Elura model and simulation exemplifies several key features of gravity gradient 

prospecting. Nevertheless it has magnetic and gravitational anomalies which are far too 

prominent for a useful test of the new methods of pseudo-lithological mapping and 

pseudo-magnetic filtering. The latter are intended to be of value when relatively subtle 

effects are those that contain the useful information. 

The model was therefore rebuilt and dubbed "Mini-Elura" to simulate an Elura-style 

orebody, still of economic interest, but with much weaker anomalies, so as to be no 

longer noticeable in magnetic nor gravity surveys. The orebody has been reduced in 

volume until its total mass is only 9 MTonne (one-third of its original size); its depth 

has been increased by 50 m and its depth extent reduced by 350 m. The excess mass of 

mini-Elura is only 3-4 M T . Furthermore, the susceptibility and density contrasts of the 

alluvium have been increased to the bracketed values given in table 5.2 to raise the 

"geological noise" levels also by a factor of 1-5 to 3. A n isometric view of mini-Elura 

showing the rock type distribution at the top of each slab is presented in figure 5.22. 

As in the model of Elura itself, measurement noise is simulated by the addition of 

uncorrelated Gaussian noise to the calculated magnetic and gravity gradient fields. In 

the case of the magnetics, the random noise has an R M S value of 1 nT in the magnitude, 

equivalent to 1/V3 nT in each component. For the gravity gradient tensor, the fact that it 

has zero trace was exploited and 1 Eo R M S of random noise was assigned to the trace. 

This level of tensor-trace noise was achieved by adding 1 N 3 Eo R M S of noise 

independently to each component of the tensor. 

The simulated joint airborne survey was calculated at 50 m altitude and sampled on the 

same 50 m grid as for the original Elura model, with the gravity gradient results 

illustrated in figures 5.23 to 5.28. The total magnetic intensity is mapped in figure 5.29. 

The gravity gradient component maps have become complex and difficult to interpret 

because of the domination of the alluvium response. The map amplitudes (the difference 

between the maximum and minimum signals over each map) still reflect the relative 

sensitivities of the various components: the amplitudes are: 12 Eo for T22, 10 Eo for r n , 

16 Eo for r23,13 Eo for r13, 6 Eo for T12 and 17 Eo for r33. As was the case for the Elura 

orebody model, these ratios are consistent with those for a point mass or a vertical line 

element. The components depending on the xx derivative are generally smaller than 

those depending on the x2 derivative because of the stronger north-south trends of the 

alluvium sub-model. 
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Figure 5.22. An isometric view of the Mini-Elura orebody showing the rocktype distribution 
on the top of each slab. Note that this is only a 500 m square portion of the model area in 
plan. The rocktype distribution remains constant below each slab to the top of the next, the 
top five being 50 m thick and the bottom being 200 m thick. 
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The total magnetic intensity (figure 5.29) over mini-Elura has a larger amplitude and 

therefore a larger signal-to-noise ratio than the gradients because kHE is greater than 

ApG for the alluvium. The drainage channel runs over the orebody, serving to enhance 

its magnetic signal but giving the impression that it is associated with the drainage 

feature and consequently degrading its importance as a target. It is likely that an 

interpreter would classify the magnetic peak at 20200 m E , 20000 m N as a concentration 

of maghemite in a buried drainage channel. 

Our hypothetical Mini-Elura orebody of only 9 MTonne at 150 m depth could still be an 

economically attractive target, especially in the Cobar area. However inspection of the 

figures shows that it is unlikely that either the aeromagnetic or gravity gradient signals 

by themselves would lead to the detection of the orebody. Additionally, it is difficult to 

correlate the gradient and magnetic maps by inspection because of the displacement of 

the magnetic signal peaks by the inducing field direction (compare the magnetic 

intensity in figure 5.29 with T33 in figure 5.28 for example). 

5.13 Mini-Elura Simulation Results 

The projected pseudo-magnetic field, Q, derived from the mini-Elura gravity gradient 

data using equation [5.19] with a normalising density of 838 t.m-3, is presented in figure 

5.30. This value of pE produces the same normalising gravity gradient, TE, as that used 

for the Elura model, and was chosen arbitrarily to put the values of A in a range near 

unity. Inspection of figures 5.29 and 5.30 reveals that Q is clearly more easily correlated 

with the magnetic field than were the gravity gradient components. A more careful 

comparison shows that generally the two maps are anli-correlated but that over the 

orebody the correlation appears positive. 

The correlation coefficient field, o~, and the pseudo-lithology field, A, were calculated 

as follows. At each sample point, a square neighbourhood of width 2r + 1 samples was 

selected and a and A calculated from this sample set according to equations [5.33] and 

[5.34] respectively. Near the edges of the data the neighbourhood was constrained to 

remain inside the data set which meant that it was occasionally truncated to a rectangle. 

The calculations were repeated for r = 1 and r = 2 and the values of o~ and A chosen at 

each sample point were those for which the correlation was largest. This process, 

performed over the entire magnetic intensity and pseudo-magnetic data sets, produced 

the data used in the maps of the correlation coefficient and the pseudo-lithology. 

The correlation coefficient map is presented in figure 5.31, inspection of which makes it 

clear that the con-elation is very high, almost always greater than 0-8, in the western half 

where the only source is the alluvium, but quite poor in the east, particularly over the 
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mini-Elura orebody. The pseudo-lithology was processed further before presentation. 

The correlation was used to mask out (set to zero) all the pseudo-lithology values at 

places where a was less than 0-8, producing the map of A presented in figure 5.32. The 

histogram of the masked values of A showed a roughly normal distribution with a peak 

at a value of about A = -4-4. This agrees reasonably well with the model value of-4.91 

(table 5.2). 

The above analysis was repeated exactly but using the vertical gravity gradient data 

(figure 5.28) instead of the projected pseudo-magnetic field, Q. These processes are 

equivalent at the magnetic poles and so the resulting maps of a and A, are called the 

"polar correlation coefficient" and "polar pseudo-lithology" respectively. They are 

presented in figures 5.33 and 5.34; the polar pseudo-lithology data has been scaled up 

by the ratio of HE to TE to allow a direct comparison with the pseudo-lithology 

estimated from Q. The mini-Elura model is simulated at a magnetic latitude of 

62-5° south and consequently has a magnetic response too complex to be well 

represented by the vertical gradient. The polar correlation coefficient and pseudo-

lithology should reflect this at the edges of the sources and it is clear from the figures 

that this is so. The effect is particularly clear along the edges of the drainage channel 

running along about 19400 m E mentioned earlier as the most prominent alluvium 

feature. 

Nevertheless, a major part of the data in the west is well correlated and it is again 

possible to estimate a value of A for the alluvium from the data. This value, again 

estimated from the histogram of the masked A data, is -3-9 and again agrees reasonably 

with the tabulated model value of -4-91 (table 5.2). 

The above estimates of the pseudo-lithology ratio of the alluvium were used in pseudo-

magnetic filters of the simulated total magnetic intensity. The filtered projected field, 

calculated according to equation [5.23] from the magnetic intensity and Q, is mapped in 

figure 5.35. A comparison of this map with the original magnetic intensity and gravity 

gradient maps over mini-Elura shows how well the filtering has removed the geological 

noise of the alluvium. The signal due to the orebody has been significantly enhanced, it 

is after all the sum of the magnetic measurement and six independently made gravity 

gradient measurements, and the alluvium signal is completely removed. 

The polar pseudo-magnetic filter used to produce the map in figure 5.36 is, of course, 

less spectacularly successful; the signal due to the alluvium is still quite discernible. 

However, it has still significantly enhanced the magnetic anomaly over what w e know is 

the mini-Elura orebody. It is even clear from the contour spacing on the magnetic south 
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Figure 5.23. F22 at an altitude of 50 m over the mini-Elura model. The minimum value is 

-94 Ed, the maximum is 2-6 Ed and the contours are spaced at 2 Ed. Random Gaussian noise 

with an RMS amplitude of 1 Ed has been added. 
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Figure 5.24. F11 at an altitude of 50 m over the mini-Elura model. The minimum value is 

-6-3 Ed, the maximum is 4-1 Ed and the contours are spaced at 2 Ed. Random Gaussian noise 

with an RMS amplitude of 1 Ed has been added. 
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Figure 5.25. F23 at an altitude of 50 m over the mini-Elura model. The minimum value is 

-8-5 Ed, the maximum is 7>1 Ed and the contours are spaced at 3 Ed. Random Gaussian noise 

with a 1 Ed RMS amplitude has been added. 
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Figure 5.26. T13 at an altitude of 50 m over the mini-Elura model. The minimum value is 

-80 Ed, the maximum Is 2-8 Ed and the contours are spaced at 2 Ed. Random Gaussian noise 

has been added with a 1 Ed RMS amplitude. 
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Figure 5.27. F 1 2 at an altitude of 50 m over the mini-Elura model. The minimum value Is 

-2-9 Ed, the maximum Is 3-5 Ed and the contours are spaced at 1 Ed. Random Gaussian noise 

has been added with a 1 Ed RMS amplitude. 
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Figure 5.28. F33 at an altitude of 50 m over the mini-Elura model. The minimum value is 

-4-8 Ed, the maximum is 12-5 Ed and the contours are spaced at 3 Ed. Random Gaussian noise 

has been added with a 1 Ed RMS amplitude. 
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Figure 5.29. The total magnetic intensity at 50 m altitude over the mini-Elura model. The 
minimum value is -21-3 nT, the maximum is 44*7 nT and the contours are spaced at 10 nT. 
Random Gaussian noise has been added with a 1 nT R M S amplitude. 
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Figure 5.30. The projected pseudo-magnetic field, Q, at an altitude of 50 m over the mini-Elura 
model. The minimum value is -5-8 nT, the maximum is 5-8 nT and the contours are spaced at 
2 nT. The data is calculated from the gravity gradient components presented in figures 5.23 to 
5.28 using a scale density of 100. 
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Figure 5.31. The correlation coefficient, a, over the mini-Elura model using a sampling area of 
up to 25 pixels from the total magnetic intensity data (figure 5.29) and the projected 
pseudo-magnetic field data (figure 5.30). The minimum value is 0-0, the maximum is 1 -0 and the 
contours are spaced at 0-2. As expected, the correlation is excellent In the region where there 
is only one source (the alluvium) but poor where the alluvium overlays the Elura orebody. 

Figure 5.32. The pseudo-lithology, A, over the mini-Elura model calculated from the same data 

as a above. The minimum value is -103, the maximum is 66. By masking the values at locations 

where the correlation coefficient (figure 5.31) is less than 0-8, the data range was reduced to 

(-10-7,0-0). The contours are of the unmasked data over the masked range and spaced at 2 

units. The predicted value of A over the western side of the map where there is only one source 

is -44, reasonably close to the real value of -4-9. 
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Figure 5.33. The correlation coefficient, a, over the mini-Elura model using the vertical gravity 
gradient rather than the projected pseudo-magnetic field. The minimum value is 0-0, the 
maximum is 1-0 and the contours are spaced at 0-2. As expected, the correlation is not as good 
as in the alternative case (figure 5.31). Nevertheless it still distinguishes the better correlated 
western area with only one source from the eastern dual-source region. 

The Polar Pseudo Lithology over Mini-Elura 
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Figure 5.34. The pseudo-lithology, A, over the mini-Elura model calculated suing the same 

data as a in figure 5.33 above. The minimum value is -149, the maximum is 325. By masking 

the values at locations where the corresponding correlation coefficient (figure 5.34) is less than 

0-75, the data range was reduced to (-10-1,49). The masked values are those In the flat grey. 

The contours are of the unmasked values over the masked range and spaced at 2 units. Not 

surprisingly, this is not as good a predictor as the lambda calculated from the projected 

pseudo-magnetic field and shown in figure 5.32 with a predicted value of -3-9 in areas of good 
correlation versus the real value of -4-9. 



Figure 5.35. The filtered field T-AQ at 50 m altitude over the mini-Elura model. The total 
magnetic intensity, T, is shown in figure 5.29 and the projected pseudo-magnetic field, Q in 
figure 5.30. A is -4-4 as determined by the pseudo-lithology map (figure 5.32). The minimum 
value of the filtered field is -114 nT, the maximum is 62-3 nT and the contours are spaced at 
10 nT. This result demonstrates how pseudo-magnetic filtering can produce a clear signal due 
to one source (mini-Elura in this case) when either gravity or magnetics in isolation could not 
resolve the signal. 

Figure 5.36. The filtered field is T-Ar3 3 at 50 m altitude over the mini-Elura model. The total 

magnetic intensity, T, is shown in figure 5.29 and the vertical gravity gradient, T^, in figure 

5.28. A is 3-9 as determined by the pseudo-lithology map (figure 5.34). The minimum value of 

the filtered field is -24-4 nT, the maximum is 56-9 nT and the contours are spaced at 10 nT. 

Although the shape of the anomaly is not as distinct as in figure 5.35 above, the method has 

still successfully recovered the signal due to mini-Elura from the two data sets. 
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of the response that the source is roughly a vertical dipole. This result supports the 

suggestion that, at reasonably high magnetic latitudes, the polar pseudo-magnetic filter 

could be a useful diagnostic tool for joint magnetic and gravity gradient surveys. 

5.14 S u m m a r y 

In this chapter, two novel methods have been described for the analysis of joint 

magnetic and gravity gradient surveys. Computer simulation of these techniques, 

pseudo-lithology mapping and pseudo—magnetic filtering, over a model of an Elura-like 

orebody under a magnetic alluvium cover has demonstrated their potential power. 

Previous work examining the coherence of magnetic and gravity data by Kanasewich 

and Agarwal (1970) and the work of Garland (1951) in predicting the pseudo-lithology 

ratio for a single source indicate that the techniques could be expected to work with real 

data. 

Indeed, following the success with simulated data described in this chapter, Price (1993) 

has applied these methods to field measurements from a joint ground survey of the 

magnetic and gravitational acceleration fields in the eastern goldfields of Western 

Australia. This work successfully demonstrated in particular that the pseudo-lithology 

ratio could differentiate individual rock units as an aid in geological mapping. The 

pseudo-lithology ratio provided additional information about the geology which was not 

obtained in the original interpretation of the data sets. 
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Chapter 6 High Resolution Geological Mapping - Broken Hill 

6.1. Introduction 

This chapter describes a density model of the Broken Hill mine area geology and the 

simulation of gravity and gravity gradient surveys over the model. This serves to 

demonstrate some of the properties of the gravity gradient in geophysical prospecting in a 

high resolution simulation of a complex and detailed three dimensional finite element 

geological density model. 

The modelled area is a seven by twelve kilometre rectangle centred on the Broken Hill 

orebodies with grid north 44° west of true north and roughly perpendicular to the average 

strike direction of the geology. The surveys are simulated by a set of evenly spaced data 

points sampled along evenly spaced lines over the model. The lines all run parallel to the 

grid north direction. At each sample point, a calculation is made of each of the gravity 

effects resulting from the density contrasts of the model. 

The gravity gradient simulations are calculated at an altitude of 80 m above the model 

ground surface and with the top of the elements representing the Broken Hill orebodies at 

a depth below the surface of 50 m. 

A micro-gravity survey was simulated at tlie surface of the model to allow a comparison 

between the results of airborne gradiometry and the very best ground based gravimetry. 

Another gravity survey at an altitude of 500 m and a sample spacing of 1 k m in both 

directions simulates an airborne gravity survey. The gravity vector data was also 

calculated on the same grid as the gradient tensor for use in invariant mapping. 

6.2. Geological Background 

In 1883, Charles Rasp discovered lead and silver mineralisation at Broken Hill. His 

syndicate became the B H P Company Ltd., today Australia's largest corporate enterprise. 

The Broken Hill lead-zinc-silver orebody is one of the largest discovered in the world, 

containing in excess of 300 M T of ore at its discovery. 

The orebody was laid down between 1-7 and 2 Gy ago in shallow marine conditions. 

Subsequent metamorphism and structural events have produced a folded and sheared 

body consisting of several distinct lodes extending more than 7 k m in length and covering 

a maximum width of 250 m. 

The geology of the Broken Hill orebody and the surrounding mine area have been 

extensively studied and a number of papers have been published. Laing (1980) describes 

the stratigraphy in terms of the numbered suites introduced by Stevens et al (1979, 1980) 



with the 'Mine Sequence' (suite 4) situated between the younger suite 3 and older suite 5 

rocks: 

"A body of quartzo-feldspathic gneiss is the uppermost unit in suite 3. The 

lower half of suite 4 comprises psammitic and pelitic schists showing an 

upward trend of increasing psammite and thicker, more pronounced 

bedding.... A n amphibolite within these rocks reprresents a final phase of 

regional basic volcanism. The orebody, comprising lead-rich lenses above 

zinc-rich lenses, lies near the top of suite 4. The ore lenses lie within 

metasediment pods which laterally pass into a distinctive garnet-bearing 

quartzo-feldspathic ("Potosi") gneiss, ... A thick sequence of pelitic to 

psammitic metasediments above the "Potosi" gneiss constitutes suite 5." 

This stratigraphy is well demonstrated in Laing's figures 4.5 and 4.6 which are 

reproduced as figures 6.1 and 6.2 below. 

igure 6.1. A schematic geological section at Broken Hill. After Laing (1980). 
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The stratigraphy identifies the rock types used in this report. The section makes clear that 

these rock units are generally steeply dipping to significant depth and identifies the general 

associations. 

The densities used in the Broken Hill model were derived from an internal Pasminco 

report by Bishop (1991). Representative samples from Bishop were selected and averaged 

to produce the values given in table 6.1. 

able 6.1. Densities of 

ore 
amphibolite 

potosi gneiss 

granite gneiss 

host rock 

banded irons 

the main rock types at Broken Hil 

density (t.m-3) 

34 
3-18 

2-83 

2-67 

2-8 
3-8 

#samples 

many 

6 
13 
6 
11 
3 

. Based on Bishop (1991). 

density contrast (t.m-3) 
0-6 
0-38 

0-03 

-0-13 

0 
1-00 

The values in table 6.1 were also substantiated by the values collated by Pecanek (1975) 

w h o had available 2884 density measurements collected by several workers at Broken Hill 

at various times in the mine's history. 

SUITE 

4 

Pb. 

Piltttc »ne t»t%mf mffCxKSO+a 

ptimtnitlc m+t*i *-cfiff>»n' 

"Polos/" typm gih$i*$ 

"Lod» portion" including at mmvKtpm title 
m*i*t*0irt**m. 9#m#i—ow*rrr roc*, ovartz — 
gahniiw rock, Pb—Zn or* l9n*»t. 

"Pototl" lypm onmm 

Poo"r ro non —b+40+C politic ffi»iiiMim»ni; 
K, (F») rich 

Pimmmtttc »nd Itlli' tftlwrb+dttiti 
politic m*tMi+dtm+n< 
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Figure 6.2. The stratigraphic sequence at Broken Hill. After Laing (1980). 

Table 6.2 is extracted from Pecanek's compilation of Broken Hill average bulk density 

measurements. The sillimanite gneiss is the host rock in table 6.1, and the garnet-

haematite is equivalent to the banded iron. The authors and organisations are, respectively: 

file:///AmphiboHtt
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O W - O. Weiss for Zinc Corporation; L A . Richardson for North Broken Hill 

Corporation; R. W o o d and G.P. Jenke for the University of Adelaide, R. Burkett for 

North Broken Hill Ltd and H.T. Pecanek for the University of Adelaide. 

Most of these densities have small variance from their average value. The ore varies 

considerably depending particularly on the lode or lens, and the value quoted in table 6.1 

is that used at the mine for calculating tonnages for the lead lodes (T. Barclay, 1992) 

which were the most extensive in the original orebody. The host rock density is also 

particularly variable as the mineralogy changes from psammitic to pelitic gneisses and 

depending on quantities of other minerals present. These changes occur over scales as 

small as a few centimetres and there does not appear to be a mapped stratigraphic 

association for the densities. Variations over small scales are not important for gravity 

gradient surveys at 80 m altitude; the available data did not indicate any significant density 

variations in the host over scales which would be important in the modelling. The eleven 

samples chosen are psammites. 

Table 6.2. Densities at Broken Hill. After Pecanek (1975). 
author 

organisation 
PbLode 
ZnLode 

Granite Gneiss 

Sillimanite 
Gneiss 

Amphibolite 
Potosi Gneiss 

Garnet-
Haematite 

OW 
Zinc 
3-59 
3-22 
2-72 
2-80 

3-15 

LAR 
NBHC 
3-58 
3-22 
2-72 
2-84 

3-15 
2-79 
4-00 

RJW 
II of A 

2-741 

2-843 

GPJ 

UofA 

2-702 

2-834 

2-835 

RB 
NBH 

2-75-2-80 

2-75-2-85 

3-2-3-35 

HTP 
UofA 

2-80-2-83 

3-2-3-3 

6.3. The Broken Hill Model 

The density model of Broken Hill is based on two 1:25 000 geological interpretation plans 

of the Broken Hill mine area kindly provided by Pasminco. These were combined into a 

single plan (figure 6.3) covering the model area and digitally scanned into the computer. 

There, the plan was readily edited to produce the model input files. 

Geological interpretation sections from the mine at 1:5000 scale were also made available 

by Pasminco and were used lo confirm the near vertical dip of most of the geological units 

and their fairly good coherence with increasing depth. The positions of these sections are 

indicated on figure 6.3. It is clear that they provide good coverage over the model area. 

average for 56 samples with a standard deviation of 0044 
average for 76 samples with a standard deviation of 0-069 
average for 82 samples with a standard deviation of 0-095 
average for 63 samples with a standard deviation of 0-15 
average for 76 samples with a standard deviation of 0-06 
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The density model is made up of three parts: the orebody slab, a surface slab and a sub

surface slab. The various gravity effects were calculated separately for each part and then 

added together. The horizontal coordinates of the model are shown together with the 

Australian M a p Grid ( A M G ) coordinates in the geological plan of the model given in 

figure 6.3. The model grid has its origin at A M G coordinates 6 454 420 N, 542 100 E 

and grid north is at a bearing of 316°. The depth coordinate (in metres) is taken from the 

mine geology interpretation sections in which sea level is at the reduced level (RL) of 10 

000. In the model, the surface is perfectly flat at R L 10 300. 

Figure 6.4 shows a typical north-south cross section (perpendicular to the general strike 

direction) of the model. The sub-surface slab runs vertically from RL10250 down to 

RL9750 and contains the main rock units with the exception of the orebody or lode which 

is emplaced within it. The surface slab sits on top and contains smaller features. 

Each of the three model slabs consists of an array of right rectangular vertical prism 

elements, each prism element being 20 m wide in the north and east directions. Each 

array consists of 600 elements east-west by 350 elements north-south covering an area 

from 0 m N , 0 m E to 6980 m N , 11980 m E in the model grid coordinates. 

The prism elements in the orebody unit each have a depth extent of 500 m and a density 

contrast of 0-6 t.m-3 over the region covered by the orebody in figure 6.3. The depth to 

the top of the elements varies along the unit, being deeper at the west and east ends and 

shallower in the middle. A slight dip is simulated by adjoining deeper line elements on the 

south side of the main orebody unit line. A schematic east-west section (figure 6.5) 

showing this geometry is shown below. Figure 6.6 is a plan of the orebody unit with the 

depths to the top of the orebody indicated by colour coding. 

The surface slab (figure 6.7) is a largely fictional piece of geology added to the model in 

an attempt to simulate the effects of density variations in the overburden as well as effects 

due to small near surface features, h consists of a 50 m thick slab, its top constant at 

R L 10 300, extending over the entire model and including three features. Firstly, all of 

the rock units are assumed to be weathered to a depth of 50 m (ie below the surface slab) 

except for the granite gneisses; these granites are assigned a density contrast to the surface 

slab background of 0-13 t.m-3. Secondly, a buried stream system has been drawn in by 

hand simulating run-off from the granites. This paleochannel has a density contrast of 

-0-20 t.m-3 to the background and has been placed to run largely orthogonally 
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Figure 6.4. A typical north-south cross-section of the orebody unit showing how a 

pair of adjoining vertical elements are used to simulate thickness variations in the 

orebody. Note that the vertical scale is somewhat exaggerated and that the 

aeroplane is not to scale. 

to the general strike direction. Thirdly, several banded iron formations (BIFs) have been 

included at the positions that they are mapped on the surface geology at Broken Hill. 

These BIFs occur in association with the Potosi gneiss throughout the area but are small, 

poddy units which would be too small to be delected by gravity methods at depth. They 

have been modelled with a density contrast of 1-0 t.m-3. 

The subsurface slab (figure 6.8) is 500 m thick and, like the surface slab has a constant 

depth to die top (50 m ) and bottom. Each prism element has a density contrast depending 

on the rock type as given in table 6.1 above. The units comprising the model consist 

primarily of two large granite gneiss bodies together with a number of long thin bodies 

trending from west to east across the model. These are amphibolites, granites and potosi 

gneiss. The orebody is emplaced within the host rock within this slab. A comparison with 

figure 6.3 shows how closely the model follows the geological knowledge of the area in 

plan. 



3000 5000 7000 9000 11000 

Figure 6.5. The orebody unit projected onto a west-east section. The coordinates are 

from the model grid. Notice that the larger vertical scale exaggerates the dips. 

6.4. T he Simulated Surveys 

With finite element gravity gradient modelling, the high inherent resolution of the gradient 

can only be simulated by using a finite element grid of small horizontal cell size in the 

model. The model then has a large number of right rectangular prism elements. In the 

Canning basin model, the basement elements were 2 k m in width, but one would like to 

use elements of width smaller than the survey altitude, say around 20 m. Additionally, 

the survey should have small sample spacing, practical exploration instruments should 

sample at around 50 m, rather than the 2 k m sampling of the Canning basin simulation. 

These changes might be expected to produce an appropriate high resolution simulation that 

would take around ten million times longer to calculate then the Canning simulation. 

It is possible to significantly decrease the calculation times. As has been suggested in 

chapter 2, prism elements sufficiently distant from a sample point may be successfully 

approximated by vertical line elements; those at a greater distance by point masses and 

those even further away may be completely ignored. This technique is particularly suited 

to models specified by density contrasts, rather than whole densities, where the host rock 

or zero density contrast is chosen so that the number of elements with positive density 

contrasts is similar to the number with negative density contrasts. 

For the Broken Hill simulation, at each survey point, three square areas centred on the 

survey point were defined. All elements whose centre of mass projected onto the survey 

plane fell within the innermost square were calculated as right rectangular prisms; those 

whose centres fell outside this square but within the second largest square were calculated 

as vertical line elements with the same length and effective width as the replaced prism 
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element; those outside the second but within the third square were calculated as point 

masses of the same mass and at the same centre of mass; and those outside the three 

squares were ignored. This same technique was applied to the gravitational acceleration 

calculations. 

The squares used for both the gravity acceleration and gravity gradient components were 

of widths: 100 m, 500 m and 1500 m. With this technique, the calculation time was 

about 60 hours of C P U time for each complete simulation on a Sun S P A R C IPC 

computer. 

The airborne gravity gradient survey for the Broken Hill simulation was calculated at 

80 m altitude and 50 m intervals on a square grid 140 samples north-south by 240 

samples east-west with coordinates running from 0 to 6950 metres north and 0 to 

11950 metres east. The gravitational acceleration components were also calculated at each 

of these survey points, and g3 was calculated on the same grid but at 1 m altitude to 

simulate a high resolution micro-gravity survey. The airborne acceleration data was used 

to simulate an ideal airborne gravimeter survey, at 1 k m sampling, constructed by 

extraction from the 50 m sampled airborne g3 data. Random gaussian noise was added to 

each data set: 1 Eo to the airborne gradient data, 0-2 mGal to the ground gravimetry and 

1 mGal to the airborne gravimetry. 

As with the Canning simulation the NED coordinates were used, with the subscripted 

numerals 1, 2 and 3 used for the north, east and down directions respectively. In the 

model, depths are specified by their reduced level (RL) and the vertical origin (and ground 

surface) is at R L 10300. RLs have the opposite sense to x3 so that, for example, the 

altitude of 80 m is at R L 10380 or x3 = -80. 

6.5. Results 

Figures 6.10 to 6.20 present images of the results for the airborne gradients, r13, ru, 

^23, T22, T12, TA, TH, Tc, a„, ac and r33 over the base model. Figure 6.21 is the result of 

the high resolution ground gravimeter simulated survey and figure 6.22 of the airborne 

gravity simulated survey. These are followed by the eigenvalues (figures 6.23 to 6.25), 

and the magnitude (D2 and D3 in figures 6.26 and 6.27) and phase (7and fi in figures 

6.28 and 6.29) invariants. Many of the general characteristics of these maps are the same 

as those described for the Canning Basin model in chapter 3. Here the description will be 

limited to the features particular to the Broken Hill model. 

Pecanek (1975) constructed two dimensional models of north-south cross-sections of the 

Broken Hill mine area geology for gravimeter survey simulation. The various geological 

units in Pecanek's models were constructed as polygons of shape based on geological 
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sections. Pecanek's models reproduced the changes in shape and attitude of the units in 

the section somewhat better than the slab and element model described here although they 

were limited by being only two-dimensional. The conclusion of Pecanek's study was that 

"detection of the Broken Hill orebody by a residual gravity anomaly would have been 

unlikely". This was not because of the lack of a gravity response due to the orebody but 

rather to that response being disguised by the response of the nearby amphibolites. 

In a map or image based on a three dimensional model, it is often possible for the eye to 

distinguish linear features not visible in a single profile. This is because of the ability of 

the human eye to correlate subtle features over the map area. Nevertheless, in the m a p 

(figure 6.21) of a simulated detailed, low-noise gravimeter survey over the Broken Hill 

mine area, Pecanek's conclusion is fully corroborated. 

In contrast to this result, the extra resolution available in gravity gradiometry does make it 

possible to distinguish the adjacent geological units in this case, clearly separating the 

orebody from the surrounding amphibolites. 

This extra resolution of the gradiometer is evident in the figures. The vertical gradient map 

for example provides a great deal of information about the geology as can be seen by 

comparing figure 6.20 with the maps of the model in figures 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8. The 

orebody can be easily traced across the model as can each of the other rock units. It is 

possible to easily identify the shear zones and see the lateral displacement across the shear 

by mapping the rock units on either side. If this were a map from a new exploration area it 

would be a straightforward matter to map prospective horizons over the area across faults 

and shears. 

The behaviour of the components of the gravity gradient tensor is familiar from the 

discussions in chapters 3 and 4. Tl3 and F n (figures 6.10 and 6.11) contain most of the 

signal amplitude because the geological trends are generally east-west, although the 

northern part of the buried paleochannel at about 9000 E is more clearly visible in the T23 

and T22 maps (figures 6.12 and 6.13) because the channel runs north-south in Uiis region. 

The maps of the horizontal gradient components, r13 and T23, strongly suggest images of 

a topography illuminated from one side by sunlight. 

T12 and TA (figures (6.14 and 6.15) have a lower amplitude and, again as expected, ri2 is 

most sensitive to the linear features running at 45° lo the coordinate directions, TA to those 

running parallel to the coordinates. 

These preferences that the components hold for particular directions are, as explained in 

chapter 3, removed in the horizontal and curvature gradient magnitudes (figures (6.16 and 

6.17) and phases (figures 6.18 and 6.19). The lower amplitude of the curvature 
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magnitude, Tc, is somewhat compensated by a sharper edge response and its phase, ac, 

is also a good detector of the edge of the sources. 

The vertical gradient (figure 6.20) is the single map which most accurately reflects the 

geology. The map has been constructed to simulate vertical gravity gradient information 

derived from two instruments measuring r u and T22, summed to provide r33. The 

computer program used calculated T33 from the model, but the noise added was just the 

additive opposite of the sum of the noise added to the other two stress components (as 

might be expected by exploiting the fact that the gradient tensor has zero trace). In the 

resulting map, figure 6.20, each separate geological unit is clearly distinguished, the 

signal amplitude is highest and it is easiest with reference to this figure to see how the 

geology trends east-west in generally thin bands faulted across the British shear zone (at 

about 4000 N, 8000 E) and the D e Bavay shear zone (running northeast from 3000 N, 

9500 E).It is even possible to see the folding of the amphibolite east of the D e Bavay at 

about 4500 N and the presence of the Globe-Vauxhall shear can be inferred from the 

failure of the cross-cutting shear zones to extend northwards through the northernmost 

amphibolite unit 

This precise mapping of the geology is in strong contrast to the two simulated gravity 

acceleration maps. The high resolution gravimetry survey (figure 6.21) represents the 

very best achievable with ground based gravimeters; indeed the cost of surveying a 

12 k m by 7 k m area at 50 m station intervals and 50 m line intervals would be 

completely prohibitive, so that economically the figure represents information which is too 

expensive to be achievable. Nevertheless, the gravimeter cannot properly resolve any of 

the thin bands which constitute the significant and interesting geology in this area. It can 

only indicate their existence and suggest the faulting at the De Bavay and British shears. 

The airborne gravity simulated survey is also optimistic in its specifications. Airborne 

gravity has achieved neither the 1 k m data spacings nor the 1 mGal noise floor of the 

simulation, although it does approach these numbers. More significantly in terms of the 

scale sizes of the features of interest in die Broken Hill geology, airborne gravity generally 

operates at altitudes of hundreds of metres, rather than at the 80 m altitude of the 

simulation. The resolving power of the measurements would be further decreased at 

higher altitudes. 

Despite the optimism of the survey parameters, the airborne gravimetry provides very little 

information about the geology and could not seriously compete with any of the gradient 

components as a mapping tool. 
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Maps of the eigenvalues and generalised determinants are also presented in figures 6.23 to 

6.27. The features of these maps follow from the descriptions in chapter 4 and there 

seems little point in repeating those descriptions for this set of data. It suffices to remind 

the reader that these invariant maps remove the orientation bias present in most of the 

component maps, providing thereby a truer picture. 

Initially, the equipotential surface curvatures, kx and k2, and the invariant phases, /and fi, 

were estimated from the gradients and the airborne accelerations on the same grid with 

0-2 mGal of random Gaussian noise. The poor signal-to-noise ratio of the gravimetry 

data meant that the resultant curvatures and phase invariants were totally dominated by 

noise. 

A simple integration routine was then used to convert the airborne gradient data (with 

1 Eo noise) into gravity data. This gravity data was less noisy and when used to calculate 

the curvatures and phase invariants produced better results, although still not useful. The 

maps of /and fi shown in figures 6.28 and 6.29 demonstrate this. 

6.6. S u m m a r y 

The Broken Hill gravity gradient simulation demonstrates that the features of the gravity 

gradient that have been described in the previous chapters of this dissertation make it a 

very powerful tool for mapping complex geological environments. A s well as mapping 

the various structures, the gradient was able to discriminate the gravitational signal due to 

the Broken Hill orebody from that due to the surrounding high-density amphibolites, a 

feat far beyond the capability of the best gravimetry. The advantage that gradiometry holds 

over gravimetry at the scales of interest in prospecting are dramatically clear from the 

results of this simulation. 
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Figure 6.12. T23 simulation at 80 m altitude over the Broken Hill model. The sample 

spacing is 50 m and 1 Ed of uncorrelated Gaussian noise has been added. The 

minimum is -37-6 Ed and the maximum is 38-3 Ed. 

Figure 6.13. r ^ simulation at 80 m altitude over the Broken Hill model. The sample 

spacing is 50 m and 1 Ed of uncorrelated Gaussian noise has been added. The 

minimum is -23-0 Ed and the maximum is 27-9 Ed. 
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Figure 6.14. r12 simulation at 80 m altitude over the Broken Hill model. The sample 

spacing is 50 m and 1 Ed of uncorrelated Gaussian noise has been added. The 

minimum is -19-8 Ed and the maximum is 19-2 Ed. 
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Figure 6.15. TA simulation at 80 m altitude over the Broken Hill model. The data is 

calculated from r^ and r ^ (figs 6.11 and 6.13). The minimum is -42-4 Ed and the 
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Figure 6.16. rH simulation at 80 m altitude over the Broken Hill model. The data is 

calculated from T13 and r ^ (figs 6.10 and 6.12). The minimum is 0 Ed and the 

maximum is 63-9 Ed. 

Figure 6.17. rc simulation at 80 m altitude over the Broken Hill model. The data is 

calculated from r12, r1t and T ^ (figs 6.11, 6.13 and 6.14). The minimum is 0 Ed and 

the maximum is 49-5 Ed. 
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Figure 6.18. o^ simulation at 80 m altitude over the Broken Hill model. The data is 

calculated from r13 and r23 (figs 6.10 and 6.12). The minimum is -n/2 radians and the 

maximum is rd2 radians. 
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Figure 6.19. a^ simulation at 80 m altitude over the Broken Hill model. The data is 

calculated from r1v r12 and T^ (figs 6.11, 6.13 and 6.14). The minimum is 

->T/4 radians and the maximum is TI/4 radians. 
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Figure 6.20. r M simulation at 80 m altitude over the Broken Hill model. The sample 

spacing is 50 m and the sum of the 1 Ed uncorrelated Gaussian noise sets added to 

rtl and r^ (figs 6.11 and 6.13) has been subtracted from the data. The minimum is 

-76-1 Ed and the maximum is 46-6 Ed. 
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Figure 6.21. High resolution g3 simulation at the surface over the Broken Hill model. 

The sample spacing is 50 m and 0-2 mGal of uncorrelated Gaussian noise has been 

added. The minimum is -4.48 mGal and the maximum is 3-29 mGal. 
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Figure 6.23. \ simulation at 80 m altitude over the Broken Hill model. The data is 

calculated from the full tensor (figs 6.10 to 6.14 and 6.20). The minimum is -22-2 Ed 

and the maximum is 33-3 Ed. 
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Figure 6.24. Aj simulation at 80 m altitude over the Broken Hill model. The data is 

calculated from the full tensor (figs 6.10 to 6.14 and 6.20). The minimum is 0-4 Ed 

and the maximum is 64-7 Ed. 
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Figure 6.25. ̂  simulation at 80 m altitude over the Broken Hill model. The data is 

calculated from the full tensor (figs 6.10 to 6.14 and 6.20). The minimum is -80-1 Ed 

and the maximum is -0-4 Ed. 
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Figure 6.26. D 2 simulation at 80 m altitude over the Broken Hill model. The data is 

calculated from the full tensor (figs 6.10 to 6.14 and 6.20). The minimum is -71-2 Ed 

and the maximum is -0-4 Ed. 
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Figure 6.27. D% simulation at 80 m altitude over the Broken Hill model. The data Is 

calculated from the full tensor (figs 6.10 to 6.14 and 6.20). The minimum is -48-3 Ed 

and the maximum is 32-3 Ed. 
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Figure 6.29. p simulation at 80 m altitude over the Broken Hill model. The data is 

calculated from the full gradient tensor (figs 6.10 to 6.14 and 6.20) and the full 

acceleration vector with 0-2 mGal of uncorrelated Gaussian noise. The minimum Is 

0 radians and the maximum is 7z/4 radians. 



Conclusion and Recommendations 

In this work I have examined some of the fundamental properties of the gravity gradient 

tensor and their potential application in airborne gravity gradient surveys for exploration 

geophysics. Gravity gradiometry has a resolving power far greater than that of gravimetry 

for reasonably achievable measurement sensitivities; this results from its inverse cube 

distance dependence and makes gravity gradient data generally more useful than gravity 

data. 

The tensor nature of the gradient, combined with its high resolution, means that it 

provides a new window of insight into the structure of the earth. However, it also means 

that the information concerning the variations of the earth's gravity is contained in a more 

complex and subtle fashion than in the gravity field. This dissertation has described how 

the information is contained in the tensor and how it may be extracted for application in 

prospecting. T o do this, it has been necessary to use mathematical concepts appropriate to 

tensors that have not been previously exploited in exploration geophysics. These are 

particularly important in the display and presentation in a visually effective form of the 

sometimes subtle and abstract features of a tensor quantity. Regardless of the 

sophistication of the concepts, their development is necessary for the matching, in a user-

friendly way, of the information to the pragmatic requirements of practical exploration. 

While emphasis has been placed on the benefits of having complete information on the 

gravity gradient tensor, it is likely in practice that only some components will be available. 

Spatial derivatives behave like high pass spatial filters and the gravity gradient 

components have particular properties that are readily understood in terms of spatial 

filtering. The filtering properties of the components have important consequences for 

geophysical surveying. A gravity gradient survey of one horizontal gradient component 

will enhance geological features aligned perpendicular to the horizontal gradient direction 

at the expense of those aligned in other directions. A n important practical recommendation 

of this dissertation is that surveys of the horizontal gravity gradient should be designed to 

acquire both horizontal gradient components to avoid survey results being dependent on 

the orientation of the instrument. This applies equally to the two curvature gradient 

components. W h e n both horizontal components or both curvature components are 

available, then the directional properties may be exploited to extract information about 

linear features parallel to any direction. 

In cases where only one component is available, local neighbourhood convolution 

operators may be used to transform the gradient component data into a map more readily 

related to the geology. This has been demonstrated by the use of the 'saddle filter' for T12 
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data. The sensitivity of the convolved response to the difference between the saddle 

filter's depth scale and the true source depth suggests the use of the saddle filter as the 

kernel of an automatic depth estimator in r]2 surveys. The power of this method has been 

further demonstrated by Spurting (1991) w h o developed an automated depth search 

algorithm based on the simple/= 1 saddle operator in an extension of the work 

described here. 

If the whole tensor is available, rather than only one or two components, then it is 

possible to explore its geometric properties through the coordinate invariants of the tensor 

and the invariants that encapsulate its relationship to the equipotential surface at each 

measurement point. The analysis of these geometric properties is extremely valuable in 

developing an understanding of the gravity gradient tensor and crucial if the information 

contained in the tensor is to be fully exploited in the interpretation of gravity gradient data. 

One problem that must be confronted is: How to map a physical property that is really a 

tensor field. Contour and image maps are appropriate representations of scalars or single 

components or magnitudes of a vector field such as gravity or magnetic field strength. 

T w o component fields may be visualised by mapping arrays of directed arrows for two-

dimensional vectors or by the use of colour hue to m a p one component and saturation to 

m a p the other. However, there appears to be no published discussion of map-like 

representations of tensors. In this work, the various invariant magnitudes and directional 

properties of the tensor have been separated for individual discussion and representation. 

There remain aspects of the imaging problem for tensors that require further research but 

are beyond the scope of this thesis. 

Maps of the eigenvalues of T display preferred directions that are directly related to the 

spatial distribution of the geological features, being especially strongly controlled by 

lineaments. The generalised determinants of the gradient tensor discriminate linear features 

from those which can be contained within roughly circular boundaries. The principal 

curvatures of the equipotential surface behave like the eigenvectors of T and the mean and 

Gaussian curvatures like the generalised determinants. The phase invariants, which reflect 

the difference between the eigenvectors of T and the principal directions of the 

equipotential surface, highlight the places where the geometrical properties of the 

gravitational potential are changing most rapidly and hence have useful application as edge 

detectors. 

The gravity gradient field is closely related to the magnetostatic field through Poisson's 

relation. This relationship has been exploited in the development of 'pseudo-lithological 

mapping' and 'pseudo-magnetic filtering', two new techniques that use the correlations 

between the magnetic and gravity gradient data to extract more information about the 
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source rocks than is available in either data set alone. A simulation of a joint airborne 

magnetic and gravity gradient survey over the Elura massive sulphide orebody has 

demonstrated the power of these techniques. 

In an extension of this work, Price (1993) has demonstrated that these techniques may be 

successfully applied to joint ground gravimetry and magnetic surveys using data collected 

near the Corsair gold mine in Western Australia. 

There are many areas of research into the applications of airborne gravity gradient 

measurements still to be explored. Particularly important is continued work on terrain 

effects and the requirements for terrain corrections. Previous work has been generally in 

very rugged terrains and at high altitudes (see, for example, the work of Tziavos et al, 

1988 using data from the Rocky Mountains in Canada) and there is a need to investigate 

terrain effects in more detail at the lower altitudes required for detailed exploration 

surveys. T o fully exploit the gradient's resolving power, surveys should be at altitudes of 

around 100 m and at such low altitudes, terrains much less rugged than the Rocky 

Mountains will produce significant variations in the gravity gradient. It is desirable to have 

guidelines for estimating the required survey parameters to adequately correct for the 

terrain effects in a particular survey. These parameters include the altitude, terrain 

sampling rate and the precision to which the density of the terrain should be known. 

Indeed, the whole question of survey design is important. For example, given knowledge 

of the vertical gradient and either the curvature or horizontal gradients, it might be possible 

to use the latter to predict the horizontal variations in the former, thus allowing wider line 

spacings and larger sample intervals, thereby reducing costs. 

Airborne gravity gradiometry is a scientific field still well and truly in its infancy; its 

application in exploration geophysics still eagerly awaited by many geophysicists. This 

dissertation is a part of the beginning of the field and awareness of this has led to the work 

being concentrated on developing an understanding of the fundamental behaviour and 

properties of the gravity gradient in the context of airborne exploration geophysics. The 

gravity gradient has some subtle properties that can occasionally emerge in unexpected 

and even surprising ways and this author has found this work both interesting and 

exciting; it is to be hoped that its results will soon prove to be useful in dealing with data 

from practical airborne surveys. 
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Formulae for Simple Geometric Shapes 



Appendix A 

A.l. Introduction 

This appendix gives the full analytic expressions for the gravity accelerations and 

gradients described in the main body of the text. The coordinates are the right-handed 

N E D set described in Chapter 1. 

A.2. The Homogeneous Rectangular Prism 

The integrals (equations [2.28-30]) given in Chapter 2 for evaluating the gravitational 

acceleration vector and the gravity gradient tensor at a point external to a homogeneous 

rectangular prism are solved in this appendix. The method used follows Hjelt's (1974) 

derivation for the vertical acceleration due to a dipping prism. 

The gravity effect is calculated at a point P with unprimed coordinates, x = (jclrx2rx3). The 

integration over the mass elements of the source body is with respect to primed d u m m y 

variables, x ^ ^ , ' , ^ , ^ ) . Where an expression is valid for any of the xx, x2 or x3 

coordinates, then the coordinate variables are subscripted by /, j or k; if the expression is 

valid for only xx and x2, then the subscript h is used. 

The prism is, without loss of generality, assumed to lie with its centre at the origin of the 

coordinate system and its edges aligned with the coordinate axes. Subsequent translations 

or rotations may be accomplished by straightforward linear transformations once the 

complete fields are evaluated. The prism has sides of length 2X in the xx,2Y in the x2 and 

2Z in the x3 direction as shown in figure 2.14. 

A.2.1. Acceleration 

An arbitrary component of the acceleration is 

8i(*) = -GpI, [A.l] 

v' V *' (*,- - x')dx:dx]dx'k 
where / = / n ^ -Xt-Xj-X, 

and r = J(x. - X;f + (Xj - x] f +(xk- x'k f . 

Following the substitution u = x - x\ and labelling the new limits of integration U. and 

U+, the integration with respect to u.j gives: 
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This may be integrated by parts, resulting in 
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[A.2] 

where Ri±J±k± = M ± + U ) ± + U\± 

http://Uj.Ut.du
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Reversing the substitution, identifying Xx with X, X2 with Y and X3 with Z, and re

writing gives the result of Chapter 2: 

ft(x) = - G p 

H.{xx -X,x2- Y,x3 - Z) - aff̂ jcj + X,x2 -Y,x3- Z) 

-#,.(*, - X,x2 + 7,x3 - Z) - //.(jq - X,x2 - y,x3 + Z) 

+#,(*! + X,x2 + Y,x3 -Z) + H{(xx +X,x2- Y,x3 + Z) 

+Hi(xl -X,x2 + Y,x3 + Z)- H-,(xx + X,x2 + Y,x3 + Z)_ 

[A.3a] 

XiR(x) 
where #;(x) = x, arctan

 ; * -Xjln(xk +R(x))-xkln(xj +R(xfj, [A.3b] 

and 

A.2.2. Gradients 

R{x) = {xf+xj+xj. 

From this general expression for a component of the acceleration it is simple to arrive at 

the components of the gradient tensor. Differentiating [A.3] with respect to xh gives 

r,v(x) = G p 

Hii{x-X,y-Y,z-Z)-Hii{x + X,y-Y,z~Z) 

-Hii(x-X,y+Y,z-Z)-Hii{x-X,y-Y,z + Z) 

+Hu(x + X,y+ Y,z - Z) + Hii(x+X,y - Y,z + Z) 

+Hii{x-X,y+Y,z + Z)-Hii{x+X,y + Y,z + Z) 

Htj(x) = -arctan 

where 

+ -
Xi XjXk 

xiXjXkR(x) 

2„2 x;R-{x) + x2Xk-

xiXj • + • 
xtxk 

x2R\x) + x2x2R{x) xkR{x) + R
2(x) XjR(x) + R

2(x) 

or, with respect to xp i *j, 

Tlj{x) = Gp 

where 

Hij(x-X,y-Y,z-Z)-Hij{x+X,y-Y,z~Z) 

-H.{x~X,y + Y,z-Z)-Hij(x-X,y-Y,z + Z) 

+Hij(x+X,y + Y,z-Z) + Hi](x + X,y~Y,z + Z) 

+H..{x-X,y + Y,z + Z)-H..(x+X,y+Y,z + Z) 

Hij{x) = \n{xk + R{x)). 

[A.4a] 

[A.4b] 

[A. 5a] 

[A.5b] 

The expressions [A.3-5] involve computational singularities at measurement points which 

project onto an edge or vertex of the prism (it is assumed that the measurement point is 
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always outside the prism). It is necessary therefore to note the following limits for use in 

computations of g,: 

lim x{ ln(x;. + R(xfj = 0 

lim X: arctan 
Xj->0 

( X?k ^ 

xtR(x) 
= 0. 

[A.6] 

[A.7] 

In the case of the gradient tensor shear components, note that the singularity of the natural 

logarithm (equation [A.5b]) occurs when two position coordinates are identically zero and 

the third is less than zero. In equation [A.5a] this will always occur in a pair of terms 

which may be written in the form: 

( 

In 
Uk_+^a

2+Ul) 

Uk++4a
TTut 2 k+ ) 

= Jn 
a. :/Uk.) + 1 - 1 I/,. 

A 

P/Uk+f+ 1-1 ^ 
[A.8] 

where a2 = TJ2 + TJ2. Expanding the square roots on the right hand side of equation [A.8] 

to second order shows that 

lim In 
a-»0 

Uk_+4a
T+U2. 

Uk++^a
2+U2k+ 

= ln 
uk+ 

K^k-j 
[A.9] 

For the stress components there are potential singularities in the computation of the first, 

fourth and fifth terms of [A.4b]. The arctan term is +n!2 when Xj+Xj = 0 or xrXf = 0, 

but it is easier to note that for each such term in [A.4a], there is a corresponding term of 

the opposite sign so that these factors will always cancel to zero. 

The fourth and fifth terms in [A.4b] are both of the form: 

xixk 

[Xi + R(x))-R(x) 
[A. 10] 

which may present computational difficulties when x, - xs = 0 and xk < 0. However, it is 

clear that in this case: 

lim -. — r — — -
*,.*j-*(xk + R(x))R(x) 

= 0. [A. 11] 



A.3. The Vertical Line Element 

For the vertical tine element with mass per unit length paP- (see fig 2.26), the potential at a 

point P with coordinates x is: 

d+i 

<t>(x) = -Gpco2\^ 
r 

[A. 12] 

where the distance, r, from x to the element dC, is defined by: r2 = x2 + x\ + [C, - x3 f 

This is readily integrated: 

0(x) = -GpG)2ln(r + C-*3) 
d + l 

d ' 

and, since g< is -V,4> and Ty is V,V,4>, 

8k(*) = 
_ Gpco' 

r+£-x3 

d + l 

d ' 

ft(x) = - ^ _ ! 
d + l 

d ' 

r (V\-9£^L *'(2r+C-*3)-r
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d ' 

r r(r + £-*3) 

r«(x) = 
Gpco2 xh 

r33(x) = ̂ - . i ^ d+/ 

[A. 13] 

[A.14] 

[A. 15] 

[A. 16] 

[A. 17] 

[A. 18] 

[A. 19] 

The functions, 3>, g and T are each the difference of a function evaluated over the limits of 

the defining integral. For certain cases, it is useful to know the limit of the gravity 

functions as the line element's depth extent becomes very large, i.e. as / tends to infinity. 

The potential function is not defined in this limit but the other functions are each simplified 

since the subtracted part for each is zero in this limit: 

hm£„(x) = z— 
r, [r,+d-x3) 

[A.20] 
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[A.21] 
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[A.22] 

[A.23] 

[A.24] 

[A.25] 
r", r, 

where r, is defined by: r2 = x2 + x2+(d~ x3) . 

For simplicity, set x3 to zero and then the zeroes of the derivatives of the functions in 

equations [A.20] to [A.25] give the extrema of these functions in a plane of constant 
altitude, d. First let: 

A = j ! ± ^ - l . 2720, 

and 

4 31 (1475 3V4TY 3 fl475 3^/Al) 
a - — + — • 

3 9 
a * 2•2523 

216 
+ 

216 
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;2 1 1 (42913 3V7T 
b2 = — + — + 7= 

96 961,884736 512V2 
b~ 0-8283 

+ 
( 42913 3V7T 

1 

+ • 884736 512V2 

Then the extrema (the following extrema and amplitude function coefficients have been 

checked numerically) are at 

Sx:(±A,0,l)d 

Tn:(±a,Q,l)d, (0,0,l)d 

g2:(0,±A,l)d 

Tn:(±b+b,l)d 

g3:{Q,0,l)d [A.26] 

r13:(±i/V2,o,iy 

T22:(0,±a,l)d, (0,0,1V r23:(0,±l/V2,l)c. [A.27] 

T33:(0,0,l)d. 



Exploiting the symmetry of the horizontal and curvature magnitudes leads to the position 

of their extrema at 

TH:2x
2 + 2x\ = d2 Tc:\x

2, +\x\=d2. [A.28] 

Substituting in the extrema leads to the amplitude functions; first let 

ch= . ,
2A, . -0-6006, 

A2 + l + iA2 + l 

2b2(l + 2^Jl + 2b2^ 
X 1 2 = - \ — ;

 2 -0-2375, 

(l + 2b2f[l + -K+^) 

4__ 

3V3 
XA3 = ̂ -^-0-7698, 

1 l-(a2-lWa2 + l 
and X * * = ? - / , \v2i , ,2-0-5503. 

2 (a2 + l)*l + V?+l) 

™en Ud) = ch^- Ud) = ̂ ~ [A.29] 
d d 

f„W = x„^l f„W) = Sffld [A.30] 

From the definitions of T/, and rc, it is clear that their amplitude functions are just \l2Th3 
and r]2 respectively. 
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A.4. The Multipole M o m e n t Expansion 

A.4.1. The Potential 

The multipole moment expansion of the gravitational potential given here follows the 

description of Grant and West (1965). The potential [1.0] at a point with coordinates x 

outside matter distributed with density p throughout a volume V is 

p(x')dV 
[A.31] 

where the integral is over the primed position variables. Let x = (r, 9, (p) in spherical 

polar coordinates. Noting that, provided that r>r\ 

1 1 ^ / V > 
TT = - X - p/(cosr) [A.32] 

|x - x | r — \r J 

where 7 is the angle subtended by x and x', the potential can be written as 

<Z>{x) = -Gy£r-'-1\p{x')r"Pl{cosy)dV. 
1=0 V 

[A.33] 

The P, are the Legendre polynomials given by 

[A.34] 

and form an orthonormal set. In order to separate out the dependence on x through /of 

the integral in [A.33], the addition theorem for Legendre polynomials may be exploited: 

Pl(cosy) = ^7Jjyr(e\cp')y;'(9,(p) 

where y,m(M = 

2/ + i ^ , 

2/+1 (/-H)!' 
An ' (l + \m\)\ 

einupPlrl(cos9). 

[A.35] 

[A.36] 

The functions y/" are called surface harmonics and the P, are the associated Legendre 

functions, defined by 

m w 
[A.37] 

Substituting [A.35] into [A.33] gives 
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*(*) = -XXW(M'''~1 
(=0 m=-l 

where the b, = 
AnG 

(2/ + 1) 
Jp(x')rV(0V)<*V 

[A.38] 

[A.39] 

are, for a given Z, the reduced multipole moments of the body. The series [A.38] for <b 

can be converted into one whose terms are all real and scale-independent: 

*w=-^ii*rM 
1=0 m=0 

Y?(6,<p) = cos(/n<p)PJm,(cos0), 

\p{x')r'X(<P'J')dV 
Bm_(l-m)\ 
1 (Z + m ) ! \p{x')dV 

[A.40] 

[A.41] 

[A.42] 

For numerical computations, it is necessary to truncate [A.40] 

r i=0 m=0 r 
[A.43] 

and an upper bound for R„ is required. Let a be the radius of the sphere which just 

encloses V and let p m be an upper bound for the mean density within V. Then, since 

cos(/n<p)/>|m|(cos0)<l, 

1 ' M { (1 + 3) 

Then 
°° ' D m V"1 ' D m V ' 

(=„+lm=0 J 

' /=«+i V r y / + J m = 0 

so that 

< 

3 G M f, (fl\/(/ + i) 

2r 

3GM 

2r ,£Ar; Z + 3 

2r £ 
I(/+l) 
+i 

'-1 

[A.44] 

The series is the derivative of the geometric series and after some trivial algebra, the result 
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w 
3GM a 

r- a 

a 
\r. 

n + 2 + • a 
r-a. 

[A.45] 

is obtained. This result differs slightly from that obtained by Grant and West who omit 

the sum over the index m. Assuming that [A.40] converges sufficiently quickly, the 

potential for a body of uniform density may be approximated by the truncated series to n = 

2. Using a coordinate system with the origin at the centre of mass of the body and axes 

along its principal axes of symmetty (so that B\ and the terms with Z = 1 vanish), 

*(x) 
GM 

K + B2 " 
o 2 2 

3x: - r 
2r« 

+ B: 
3{x2-x2) 

[A.46] 

A.4.2. The Spatial Derivatives of the Potential 

It is easier algebraically to stay within the above coordinate system and use translation 

and/or rotation operators later on the resulting field vector and gradient tensor to obtain 

general expressions. Differentiation of [A.40] gives: 

S,=GM^B: 
1=0 m=0 

r2r£-(7 + i)*,r; 
„/+3 

(=0 m=0 

Y:u (l + ljxt + x^Y™ 

J+l 1+3 

(l + l){8,]r
2+(l + 3)xixj}Y? 

J+5 

[A.47] 

[A.46] 

where 8i} is the Kronecker delta and the subscript",/" indicates differentiation with respect 

to Xj. Let iRn be the remainder of the series for g, when truncated after the nth term and 

similarly let 2Rn be the remainder of the truncated series for T-,j. One would expect
 lR„ to 

be of order -Rn and 2RTI to be of order —R^ so that both series [A.47] and [A.48] will 
r ' r 

converge more rapidly than [A.40] and the truncated series to Z = 2 for the acceleration 

vector and gradient tensor can be found by differentiating [A.46]: 

. . GM . . 
8i(*) = —*/(x), 

r 

[A.49] 

where k,(x) = B°0^ + B°2 
3x)(5x3

2-r2)| n23xy(5x
2-5x22-2r

2)' 

2r5 
+ B 

k2(x) = \B
{
c 

x2 ̂  n o M ^ ) n23s2(5x
2-5s2

2+2.-2) 
btS2 X I + °2 5 

r 2r r 



k3(x) = \B°0^ + B 
r 

3x3(5x
2 -3r2) I5x3(x

2-x22) 

2r5 
+ B: 

and 

where 

r.;(x) = -K^x), 
r 

Kn(x) = ^ 0 ° ^ _ 
3.x, - r _ 0 3r

2(5x23-r
2)-l5x2(lx23-r

2) 

2? 

+B: 
3(35^2 (xf - x\) - r2 (25A:2 - 5A:2 - 2r2))' 

[A.50] 

K12(x) = 
p 0 3 ^ 2 , D0 ̂ Xlx2(lx

2
3 -r

2) l05xlX2(x
2 -x2) 

tin ^ r B-0 r2 2re 
• + # 

K13(x) = 
p0 3x^3 , p0 15X1J:3(7X

2 -3r2) _ p 215^^(7x
2 - 7 s 2 -2r2) 

B»^P- + B2 
r 

2r6 
+ Bi 

K22(x) = 
lr2 -r2 

0 •Jf2__'__ pO 
#0 2" ^2 

3r2(5x3
2-r2)-15:c2

2(7;c3
2-r2) 

2r6 

+& 
3(35x2 (x2 - x\) + r2 (25x2

2 - 5x2 - 2r))' 

K23(x) = 5, 
3x2x3 ± 015x2x3(7x

2-3r2) 15x,x3(7x
2-7x2

2+2r2) 
(- XJ, V D-> r 

r2 2 2r6 2 r6 
0 -2 

K33(x) = B, 
3x?-ra „03(35s3

4-30;c3V-+3r
4) n215(*,

2-x2)(7s2-r2)' 0 ~>-*3 
? - +52

u 

2r 
• + # >. 

The rectangular symmetry of the rectangular prism problem which allowed gt and Ty to be 

written as single general expressions has been lost in the above expressions which instead 

contain spherical symmetries. However, the multipole expansions are rational functions, 

and are somewhat shorter than the expressions for the prism which include arctan and log 

functions. Consequently, the multipole expansions are faster to compute and may be used 

in modelling programs at distances large compared with the longest dimension of the 

prism. Of course, the multipole expansions also are good approximations to any shape 

body under these conditions. 
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Appendix B 

The Rotation of r to Local Coordinates 
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Appendix B 

B.l Introduction 

A rotation matrix which transforms an arbitrary set of coordinates, S, to the set, L, 

defined by the normal to, and principal curvature directions of, the equipotential surface at 

a point P is derived. Firstly, S is rotated to an intermediate coordinate system in which the 

new z direction coincides with the vertical defined by g. This involves some 

straightforward linear algebra and is reproduced here because it forms the basis of the 

corresponding computer software. 

After this first step, the new x and y axes are on the tangent plane of the equipotential 

surface through P and a rotation about the new z axis can align them with the principal 

curvature directions. In practice, this last rotation is performed by the use of the Jacobi 

algorithm to diagonalise the upper left sub-matrix of the representation of T in the 

intermediate coordinates. The Jacobi rotation is more numerically stable than the naive 

algebraic solution. The rotation angle is periodic with period nl2 as is demonstrated by 

working through the algebra. 

B.2. Rotation onto the local vertical 

This rotation is found with reference to figure B.l. The unit vectors i, j and k are 

respectively in the directions of the x, y and z axes. Firstly, the coordinates are rotated 

about the z axis until j is aligned with the projection of g in the x-y plane. Then the 

coordinates are rotated about the new x axis until k is aligned with g. As can be seen in 

figure B. 1, -9 is the first angle of rotation: 

cos(-0) = 
^sl + 8 

[A.51] 

sin(-0) = -8X 

V 8'x+8'y 
[A.52] 

Using the symbol R e for the first rotation, 

R* = 

cos(-0) sin(-0) 0' 

-sin(-0) cos(-0) 0 

0 0 1 4 8l+82v 
8y 8X 0 

~8x 8y _ 0 

o o ^gJ7g~l 
[A.53] 
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Figure B.1. The two stage rotation of the coordinates, firstly by -6 and then by -y. 

Figure B.l also makes clear that the second angle, -yis: 

cos(-y) = -iz 
8 

[A.54] 

. , , ~^82x+8 
sm(-y) = —y 

8 

[A.55] 

These results can then be used in the next rotation 

R„ = 

1 0 0 

0 cos(-y) sin(-y) 

0 -sin(-y) cos(-y) 

8 

0 

0 

0 

8Z 

0 

-^81+81 

8, 

[A.56] 

Performing the matrix multiplication 

R - R r R e -
8^sl + 82y 

8 

0 

0 

8: 

0 

-Jsl 
0 Jst+s 

8'x+8y 

8 

8y 

8x 

0 

~8x 

8y 

0 

0 

o ^sJ+s 

gives the result, 

R = 
1 

8^82x+82y 

88y 

S8X 

0 

8z8x 

&zOy 

2 2 
Ox Oy 

8x^82x+82y 

8y^8
2
x+8

2
y 

8^82x+82y 

[A.57] 
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It can be seen, almost by inspection, that R will transform the coordinates so that g is 

aligned with the z-axis by showing that, 

R r g = R y R e g = £k [A.58] 

B.2. Rotation onto principal curvature directions 

I17t 

A rotation about z by ac± — , n an integer, will align the x and y axes with the curvature 

directions. One may, arbitrarily wish to choose the minimum value of n to align the x axis 

with the direction of minimum curvature. The gradients are proportional to the curvature 

and, consequendy, this choice will put the smallest gradient into the transformed T„. 

Let x, y, z be the coordinates after rotation by RrRe and u, v, w the coordinates 

transformed onto the principal curvature directions, that is after rotation by Ra. Applying 

this rotation to T, 

cos(a) -sin(a) 0 

sin(a) cos(a) 0 

0 0 1 

r„ 
r„ 
r« 

r„ 
r . 

r* 

rJ 
r* 
r« 1 

cos(a) sin(a) 0 

-sin(a) cos(a) 0 

0 0 1 

c'T^+s'T^-s.T^ I ^ - r J + cT^ cTxl-sTyz 

\h(r« - r J + C 2 r ^ *2r„+c
2r„ + ,2r^ STXZ + cTyz 

r„ c r « - j r w *r« + ^ 

[A.59] 

AUgnment with the curvature directions requires 

r.„. = cos 
/ n;r^ 

la+Tj 
T^+sin' 

n;rY 
a + — r -sin^a + nff)!̂  

r„„ =sin a + — T„+cos 
nn\ 

r 
i [«+YJ r^ + s i n ( 2 a + n 7 r ) r ^ 

I . Tuv = -sin(2a + n^)(r„ -Tyy) + cos(2a + n^f^ = 0 

T <T . 
uu vv 

[A.60] 

[A.61] 

[A.62] 

[A.63] 

Using the trigonometric relations 

sin2(0) = -[l-cos(20)] [A.64] 
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cos2(0) = -[l + cos(20)] [A.65] 

conditions [A.60] and [A.61] can be transformed to 

ruu = -[(r« + T j + cos(2a + n7c)(T„ - T„) - sin(2a + nn)2TJ [A.66] 

rw ="[(rxx +rw)-cos(2a + n7r)(r„ -r^J + s^a + zi^r^]. [A.67] 

One may substitute 

-r«=r„+rw 

r =r -r 
A xx yy' 

[A.68] 

[A.69] 

Condition [A.62] gives (unless TA = 0, which case is described below) 

2T 
xan(2a + nn) = — 

sin(2a + /wr) = -(-l)" 
2f 

xy 

V4rVr 

cos(2a + n;r) = (-l)" 

V^VrT' 
so that [A.66] and [A.68] become 

r..„ = 
lr -rB + H )

n ^ T r 

l r 
r =-

vv 2 

-^-(-irv^vr 

[A.70] 

[A.71] 

N o w condition [A.63] requires either n even or Txy = 0 and T„ = Tyy. The latter case 

corresponds to having the coordinate axes already aligned with the curvature axes and 

both curvatures being equal. The usual case will be the former one, for which one can 

choose n = 0, so that the rotation is simply by ac. Trigonometric identities [A.65] and 

[A.66] yield 



COS («c) = ^ 1+ 
r\ 

V^f + r2 
xy ̂  l A 

[A.73] 

which can be used in construction of the final rotation matrix. A s required, these 

equations force ac = 0 when T^ = 0, unless TA = 0 also. In this, the case of a locally 

spherical potential, both curvatures are of the same size, the maximum curvature cannot be 

chosen, and the equations reflect this degeneracy. 
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Gravity Gradiometry for Geophysical Prospecting 

M. H. Dransfield, M. J. Buckingham, C. Edwards, F. J. van Kann, A. G. Mann, R. Matthews 
and P. J. Turner 
Physics Depanment 
The University of Western Australia 
Nedlands, Western Australia 6009 

Abstract 

Gravity gradiometers have the potential to provide gravity 
measurements from a moving vehicle, thus allowing airborne 
gravity surveys. In order to achieve this potential, exacting 
sensitivity and bandwidth requirements must be met by the 
instrument and accuracy demands in navigation and terrain 
surveying must be satisfied. 

A gravity gradiometer for geophysical prospecting has been 
under development at the University of Western Australia for 
ten years. It is an advanced instrument using cryogenic 
technology and superconducting electronics and is the only 
gradiometer developed explicitly for prospecting use, although 
others elsewhere are being developed-for geodetic and space 
applications. W e have already demonstrated appropriate 
sensitivity and bandwidth in tests of a laboratory prototype 
and some recent results are presented here. 

This paper briefly compares gradiometry with gravimetry and 
shows that gravity gradiometers are better suited than 
gravimeters to the measurement scales of interest in 
geophysical prospecting. This is illustrated with the results 
of a modelling study of the Teutonic Bore orebody. 

Key words: gravily. gravity gradients, gravity gradiometer, airborne 
prospecting, gravily modelling 

Introduction 
Gravity gradiometry was first used in geophysical prospecting 
in the early 1900s and enjoyed extensive popularity in the 
United States in the 1920s and early 1930s. Indeed, the first 
major commercial oil field discovered solely as a result of 
geophysical techniques was found in Texas in 1924 as a result 
of gravity measurements m a d e with the Eotvos torsion 
balance (Eckhardt, 1949). However the ground-based 
instruments of that time had to rely on very long measuring 
limes (thousands of seconds) and were extremely sensitive 
both to vibration and to temperature variations. Thus, although 
these early instruments are credited with the direct discovery 
of over 1 billion barrels of oil in the U.S.A. (Jakosky, 1961), 
they were supplanted in the thirties by the less sensitive but 
faster and more rugged gravimeters. 

Advances in instrumentation techniques over recent decades 
promise the development of fast and rugged gravity 
gradiometers with the potential to regain their standing as the 
favoured instrument for gravity prospecting. A primary 
advantage of gradiometers over gravimeters is that they allow 
measurement from a moving vehicle, since they circumvent 

a fundamental limitation which the equivalence principle 
imposes on gravimeters. While in practice judicious selection 
of frequency bands has allowed s o m e airborne gravimetry to 
be undertaken, limited resolution and poor sensitivity have 
meant that the method is less than entirely successful. The 
great benefits potentially available from effective airborne 
gravity prospecting, although recognised (Hammer, 1983), 
have not as yet been forthcoming. 

In the following section, we examine the requirements for a 
geophysically usejul gradiometer, noting its particular 
suitability at the scales of interest in exploration. This is then 
illustrated by some model studies and finally, we briefly 
describe the gravity gradiometer presently under development 
at the University of Western Australia. 

Prospecting Criteria 

For a given instrument sensitivity the mass anomaly just 
detectable increases with the square of its distance away for 
a gravimeter, but with the cube of this distance for a 
gradiometer. There is therefore a characteristic distance, d 
say, involved in a comparison between a gravimeter and a 
gradiometer; the value of d is determined solely by the 
sensitivities of the instruments and is given by d = d0 gs/rs 

where d0 = 20 km, gs is the gravimeter sensitivity in milligals 
(1 mgal = 10~5 ms"2) and Ts is the gradiometer sensitivity 
in Eotvos (1 Ed = 10 ~9 s-2). This square and cube distance 
dependance is illustrated by the two solid diagonal lines on 
the logarithmic plot of Figure 1. These represent a gravimeter 
sensitivity of 1 mgal and a gradiometer sensitivity of 1 Ed so 
that the lines intersect at a distance d = d0, 20 km. Also 
shown on Figure 1 are examples of known resource 
anomalies, both relatively small scale for minerals and larger 
scale for fossil fuel. Note that even the latter are at a depth 
much less than d0. 

The resolution obtainable by an airborne instrument is limited 
by the sampling time and the minimum ground speed and 
flying height of the aircraft. In order to be able to measure 
features in the scale range from 50 m to 50 km whilst flying 
at a typical speed of 180 km/hr (50 rns"1), the instrument 
should have a frequency bandwidth from 1 to 10~3 Hz. 
Figure 2 shows the effective wavelength and sensitivity goals 
of the various gradiometers presently under development and 
briefly described in the caption. 

As well as the ability quickly to survey large areas and to 
measure gravity in inaccessible areas, airborne surveying has 
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FIGURE 1 
Comparison of a 1 Eo gravity gradiometer and a 1 mgal 
gravimeter. The sensitivities of these two instruments are shown 
by the two solid diagonal lines. Dashed lines represent the noise 
floors of the Bell gradiometer (20 Eo), the Carson Geophysical 
gravity system (3 mgal) and the present U W A gradiometer (3.5 Eo). 
A variety of geological resources ranging trom the small and 
shallow Teutonic Bore mine to the Humble D o m e oil field are 
plotted. While only a few would be detectable by the 1 mgal 
gravimeter, all would be by the 1 Eb gradiometer. The superior 
sensitivity of the gradiometer to anomalous masses at distances 
less than d„ is clearly demonstrated. 
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FIGURE 2 
The performance goals of various mobile gradiometers under 
development. The U W A instrument, towards the left on the 
diagram, is the only one designed to operate over the band 
appropriate to exploration. The other instruments are targeted 
at the larger wavelengths more appropriate to geodesy. 
Both the ONERA-ESA and the Maryland-NASA instruments are 
designed for satellite operation in a drag-free, zero g environment 
at altitudes of about 200 km. The Bell-AFGL instrument is flown 
in a Hercules C-100 transport at an altitude of about 1 km. The 
U W A gradiometer is designed to fly at about 100 m in a light 
aircraft. 

Modelling 

the benefit of removing the gradiometer from the near field 
'geological noise' to which it would be particularly sensitive 
at the surface. Changes of aircraft attitude can cause 
problems but can be readily compensated for (Jekeli, 1988). 

There are strict location and navigation requirements on any 
gravity measuring device; an error in position will modify the 
distance dependant signal due to known sources. For 
example, for the gravimeter, this causes errors due to 
uncertainties in the distance from the earth of 0.3 mgal/metre. 
For a gradiometer, this particular effect is negligible (0.004 
Eb/metre) but instead, the main problem arises from 
uncertainties in the distance to topographic features of the 
survey area. Hammer (1976) examined this problem explicitly 
and, assuming an achievable altitude tolerance of one metre, 
concluded that 'moderate topography does not present a 
critical problem' at the 1 Eo level. On board accelerometer 
and navigational data can provide locations to this tolerance. 
Distant terrain features, unlike nearby ones, are a lesser 
problem for gradiometry than they are for gravimetry; thus 
terrain surveying may be adequately performed from the 
aircraft by ranging in the case of gradiometry. 

In order to illustrate the difference between gradiometry and 
gravimetry, the vertical gravity field and vertical gradient of 
a prism model of the Teutonic Bore mine have been 
calculated. Calculations of the vertical gravity field due to a 
prism have been reported by Nagy (1966) and for a dipping 
prism by Hjelt (1974). This work has been extended to the other 
components of the field as well as the components of the 
gravity gradient tensor and used to develop the modelling 
software employed in these calculations. 

Although there was no gravity survey undertaken at Teutonic 
Bore, extensive density measurements were made and, since 
the ore is mined out, the size and position of the body are 
well known (Fritz and Sheehan, 1984). Therefore, we can 
confidently use the Fritz and Sheehan model of Teutonic Bore 
as an example for the simulation of an orebody not readily 
detectable in a standard gravity survey but clearly 
distinguishable in an airborne gravity gradient survey. 

The leftmost map in Figure 3 shows the calculated vertical 
gravity field for the Teutonic Bore model and illustrates the 
point, made by Fritz and Sheehan (ibid.), that the orebody 
would be, 'possibly detectable, but close to the probable 
geologic noise level'. On the other hand, the vertical gradienl 
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FIGURE 3 
Gravity over the Teutonic Bore density model. On the left is the vertical gravity at ground level, contoured at 0.2 mgal. Measurement 
noise, expected by Fritx and Sheehan (ibid) to be dominated by overburden thickness variations, is simulated by the addition of 0.1 
mgal uncorrelated gaussian noise. The right hand figure shows the vertical gravity gradient for the same model but at an altitude 
of 100 m and contoured at 2 Ed. The overburden variations are not as important at altitude but instrument noise is simulated by adding 
1 Eo of uncorrelated gaussian noise. 

of gravity, as shown on the-right-hand map does clearly display 
the anomaly due to the orebody. The results of the Teutonic 
Bore modelling are typical of other cases we have examined. 

Prototype Instrument 

The prototype cryogenic gravity gradiometer has been 
described by van Kann et al. (1985 and 1990). In its present 
configuration, it measures an off-diagonal component (xy) of 
the gravity gradient tensor. Superconducting technology is 
used to achieve a sensitivity of 1 Ed in a 1 second 
measurement time and to obtain the precise 
electromechanical tuning required to make the instrument 
sufficiently insensitive to the linear acceleration environment 
of an aircraft under reasonable operating conditions. 
Superconducting acceleration sensors are incorporated to 
monitor these vehicle accelerations. 

Fibre optic gyroscopes are used as the basis of the three axis 
rotational stabilisation implemented to reject the effects of 
rotational motion of the vehicle. This also provides the required 
levelling control for both the gradiometer and the 

accelerometers. 

The gradiometer package has been extensively studied under 
controlled acceleration conditions, i.e. mounted on a 
shakeable platform on the laboratory floor. A typical gradient 
signal, arising from a moveable mass, is shown in Figure 4. 
This response, although slightly noisier at low frequencies 

than the 1 Eo intrinsic sensitivity, is believed to represent the 
best laboratory performance of any of the gradiometers 
currently under development. 

Several effects which limit the low frequency performance 
have been identified in the rotational stabilisation and thermal 
control. Improvements to these sub-systems are presently 
being incorporated and the first mobile field tests of the 
gradiometer are expected in 1991. 

Conclusion 

The availability of effective airborne gravity surveys would 
o p e n a n e w w i n d o w of geophysical information to the 
exploration industry. Gravity gradiometers, unlike gravimeters, 
are not limited by the equivalence principle and therefore are 
fundamentally m o r e appropriate for airborne use. W e have 
set out the instrument sensitivity a n d bandwidth criteria for 
airborne gravity gradiometer surveys and sketched the 
problems associated with navigation a n d terrain effects. 
Laboratory results from a prototype cryogenic gravity 
gradiometer have demonstrated that this instrument is already 
close to meeting these requirements. 

The imminent availability of airborne gravity gradiometry has 
led us to undertake simulation a n d m o d e l studies and 
comparisons of gradiometry a n d gravimetry, exemplified in 
Figure 1, s h o w that, for anomalies of the size a n d scale 
relevant lo resource exploration, gradiometers have greater 
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FIGURE 4 
Laboratory chart recording showing the changing gravity gradient as a 230 kg test mass, 'R2D2', is moved first towards and then away 
from the OQR. 
The rms noise shown here is an order of magnitude larger than the design limit and is largely due to unwanted structural resonances 
in the mechanical system and attitude control systems. These resonances lead to frequency down conversion of Coriolis-like forces. 
They also contribute terms which arise from the frictional conversion of mechanical energy to heat and thus dominate the low frequency 
noise, i.e. below 10 mHz, through the temperature dependance of the London penetration depth in superconductors. Finaily, the 
performance of the rotational stabilisation servos is limited by the same unwanted structural resonances. 
A programme is underway to eliminate these resonances and to optimise the assembly at the innermost thermal control stage so 
as to minimise the effect of the tiny frictional heat currents. 

potential. This has been specifically demonstrated by the 
example of model simulations of the Teutonic Bore mine which 
show how gradiometry would have unequivocally identified 
the anomaly virtually undetectable by surface gravimetry. 
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Abstract 

We report here two new applications of the Poisson relation 
useful when a joint magnetic and gravity gradient survey has 
been made. In the first, an apparent susceptibility contrast 
to density contrast ratio m a p (which w e call the "pseudo-
lithology" map) can be estimated. In the second, selected 
values of the above ratio are used in a "pseudo-magnetic" filter 
to subtract from the magnetic field measurements the effect 
of a particular rock type. This would be especially useful as 
a filter of "geological noise" due perhaps to weathered mag
netite products, particularly if the latter had an effect over a 
large area. 

As a test of these techniques we have applied them to a 
simulated joint airborne survey over a model which w e desig
nate "Mini-Elura", in which the magnetic magnitude and 
vertical gravity gradient anomalies are not visible above the 
noise due to surficial variations. 

The computed pseudo-lithology map clearly distinguishes the 
regions of the m a p dominated by the alluvium source from 
those due to the "Mini-Elura" orebody, while the pseudo-
magnetic filter does very effectively remove the "noise" due 
to the alluvium from the magnetic map. 

Key words: airborne geophysics, Elura, gravity gradients, magnetics, pseudo-
magnetics, pseudo-lithology, Poisson relation 

Introduction 

The Poisson relation between magnetism and gravity encap
sulates the well-known fact that the magnetic and gravity 
gradient fields have the same spatial dependence. Eotvos 
(1896) exploited this in his fundamental studies of the nature 
of gravity and magnetism. However, its main use more recently 
has been to relate the magnetic field, rather than to the gravity 
gradient, to the gravitational acceleration. This latter form was 
used by Baranov (1957) in his development of the pseudo-
gravity method of magnetic interpretation and by Kanasewich 
and Agarwal (1970) to relate gravity and magnetic fields in the 
wave number domain. It was also commonly used to develop 
analytic relations for the magnetic response due to bodies of 

simple shape. 

The possibility of effective airborne gravity gradiometry (Jekeli, 
1988, Dransfield et al, 1991) leads one to reconsider the 
Poisson relation in its original and more natural form and seek 
applications in exploration geophysics. 

The Poisson relation 

The gravity gradient tensor r, with components r~jj, is the set 
of second spatial derivatives of the scalar gravitational 
potential, O (see, for example, Pick et al, 1973). A time-
independent magnetic field at points where there is no current 
density due to the flow of free charge, may similarly be written 
as the set of first spatial derivatives of a scalar magnetic 
potential (Choudhury, 1989). 

Consider a homogeneous source body with a density contrast 
p and an isotropic susceptibility contrast tensor which is 
represented by the scalar K; this body being magnetised by 
induction in the earths field, H. W e will express H in terms of 
its magnitude, H, and a unit vector a = (cos(T)cos(S), 
cos(i)sin(5), sin(x)). The angle T is the inclination and 5 the 
declination of the field. The Poisson relation between the 
components Bj(x) and T^x) of the anomalous magnetic and 
gravity gradient fields due to the homogeneous source body 
at a point x can be written as 

GpBiM-kHSajrtfx) HI 
1=1 

where G is the gravitational constant. This relation has been 
more commonly expressed in terms of the gravitational 
acceleration, gi, in which case we could write 

B(x) = _LM.v = gi(x) [2] 
G p 

where M is the magnetisation vector. An example is Grant and 
West (1965) who write [2] in terms of a, the "direction of 
magnetisation", defined by M » V = Mdlda. 

Airborne measurements of the magnetic field in exploration 
geophysics are almost always of the total field magnitude from 
which one extracts the projection of the vector B in the direction 
of a; this projected magnetic field we denote B(x). The Poisson 
relation for B(x) is then 

3 3 
GpBi(x) = K H 2 Eaiairij(x) [3] 

j-1 j=i 

The Pseudo-Magnetic Field 

The Poisson relation shows that a gravity gradient field due 
to a particular source can be used to generate a pseudo-
magnetic vector field, (3, given by the defining relation: 
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Bi(x) = X2ajrij(x); [4] B ' = B - A ̂  Saiairij- I7! 
i = 1 i - 1 j - 1 

and similarly the corresponding relation for the pseudo-
projected field, (3(x). This pseudo-magnetic vector field is a 
straightforward generalisation of the vertical component 
pseudo-magnetic field employed by Kanasewich and Agarwal 
(1970). The parameter A represents the susceptibility contrast 
to density contrast ratio for the particular rock type and is 
given by 

A = ^- [5] 
PG 

It must be emphasised that these pseudo fields represent a 
projection of the information in the gravity field and in no way 
involve any actual magnetic fields; what is incorporated for 
the projections is the direction of the Earth's magnetic field. 

There will be various reasons for differences between a 
pseudo-magnetic field and a measured magnetic field. In 
particular, the measured field may include the effects of 
remanence, demagnetization and anisotropy not allowed for 
in the definition of the pseudo field. While it would be possible 
to extend the definition by including terms for remanence and 
demagnetization it would be at the expense of additional, 
usually unknown, parameters and w e make no attempt to do 
this here. 

The defined pseudo-magnetic field is based on the gravity 
gradient field due to one source, whereas an actually observed 
field will almost always be due to the superposition of the 
gravity gradients of a large number of sources. Nevertheless, 
in any particular neighbourhood, the gravity gradient will 
usually be dominated by the few nearby sources because of 
its inverse cube distance dependence. The large variability 
of the magnitude of the susceptibility of different rock types 
should encourage separation of different sources on the basis 
of comparison of the pseudo and real fields. 

The Pseudo-Magnetic Filter 

With the above considerations in mind, it seems reasonable 
to expect that, given measurements of both the gravity gradient 
and magnetic fields, one could separate out the effects due 
to a particular source by comparing the measured magnetic 
field with the pseudo-magnetic field generated by the meas
ured gravity gradient and the value of X for that source. Indeed, 
Gunn (1975) has reported a related technique for use on single 
profiles of magnetic and gravity data using Wiener filtering. 
For these reasons, we have examined the following simple 
algorithm: from the magnetic field B and gravity gradient field 
T a filtered magnetic field 

Bs'= Bj - Pj = B; - ASajHj [6] 
i=i 

can be constructed, where A is a filter parameter to be chosen. 
This technique we call "pseudo-magnetic filtering". In order 
to use this method on total magnetic intensity maps, w e use, 
instead of [6], the analogous filtered projected field: 

Just as not all components of the magnetic field vector may 
be measured, it is likely that operational gravity gradiometers 
might not provide all components of the tensor. The choice 
of x and y axes for the r,j measurements is arbitrary and may 
be chosen so that, with the component indices 1, 2 and 3 
corresponding to x, y and z respectively, the x axis is parallel 
to magnetic north; then a2 = ay = 0 and the ryj are not 
required. Near the magnetic poles then, agl"^ will dominate 
the last term in (7) so that the filter 

ZB' = B - Asin2(T)rzz [8] 

could be used as an approximation, if only the vertical gradient 
of gravity and the projected magnetic field have been 
measured. Similarly, near the magnetic equator, one could use 
the filter 

XB' = B - Acos2(T)rxx [9] 

The Pseudo-Lithology Map 

The Poisson relation [1] shows that the observed gravity 
gradient may be transformed into the form of a magnetic field 
and it is this observation that w e have exploited in our pseudo-
magnetic filter. Furthermore, it is also clear from [1] that joint 
measurements of B and l~ may be used to estimate the ratio 
of susceptibility contrast to density contrast, A, and thus to 
arrive directly at knowledge of physical properties which could 
identify rock types. This capability could represent a significant 
advance in potential field geophysics. Furthermore, of course, 
estimating A is a necessary first step for the filtering process 
if the values of A are unknown. 

The simplest method of estimating A is to divide the measured 
magnetic field by the pseudo-field [4] calculated from the 
gravity gradient. This ratio method suffers from instability when 
the denominator is close to zero. This problem is avoided by 
a more complex method presently under development in which 
the focus is on maximising the new information in the 
correlations between the observed and pseudo-magnetic 
fields. This correlation method appears also to provide a 
greater degree of diagnostic information than the ratio method. 

A map of the calculated values of A will display an estimate 
of the ratio of susceptibility contrast to density contrast at each 
point. This can provide information about the lithology of the 
particular source rocks whose properties dominate the fields 
at that point. This is the m a p w e call the pseudo-lithology map. 
In practice, the accuracy of the estimated A values will rely 
on the accuracy with which the zero level of the anomalous 
fields is known. However, the division of the area into various 
geological regions by the pseudo-lithology m a p will remain 
for reasonably small errors in estimation of the zero levels. 

A demonstration of the power of our methods in a joint 
magnetic and gravity gradient airborne survey is presented 
below in our "Mini-Elura" simulation. 
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The Elura Model 

There are not many examples of published surveys containing 
both detailed magnetic and gravity measurements, well-
measured densities and susceptibilities and clear geological 
figures. The Elura orebody was chosen to illustrate the above 
techniques for the following reasons: firstly, it had clear 
magnetic and gravity responses and secondly, a considerable 
amount of information was available published in "The 
Geophysics of the Elura Orebody" by the Australian Society 
of Exploration Geophysicists (ed. Emerson, 1980). Elura is also 
close enough to the south magnetic pole with H = 57100 nT, 
T = -62.5° and 6 = 9.5° E to test the single component 
filter, [8J. 

Adams and Schmidt (1980) provide diagrams and a description 
which fully describe the Elura orebody. Using this information, 
a finite-element model of Elura was constructed using prism 
elements 5 m by 5 m by 50 m deep. Susceptibility and density 
contrasts were assigned to each element using the values 
shown in Table 1, which are based on those summarised by 
Emerson (1980). 

The "unconsolidated alluvium" described by Adams and 
Schmidt was modelled with the 1/f spectral character of typical 
topographic features using a fast fourier transform technique 
(Fox, 1987) which w e have extended for use with two-dimen
sional surfaces. The depth of the alluvium varies from 0 to 15 m 
and, as can be seen from Table 1, it has been assigned a 
density lower than the underlying rock but a higher suscep
tibility, in order to model the presence of maghemite bearing 
gravels. 

A joint airborne gravity gradient and magnetic survey was 
simulated by calculating the fields over the model at an altitude 
of 50 m and on a 50 m grid over a 1 by 1.5 km area. In addition, 
a ground based gravimeter survey was simulated by calcula
tions of gz at an altitude of 1 m, on the same 50 m grid. 

A comparison between Figs. 1 and 2 shows that the calculated 
fields for this model reproduce well the aeromagnetic and 
gravity responses measured at Elura. Additionally, the ground 
magnetic response has the same spectral character as that 
reported by Gidley and Stuart (1980). 

All components of the airborne gravity gradient signal were 
also calculated over the model and Fig. 3 illustrates the vertical 

gradient response, l~zz. The maximum value due to the 
orebody is 50 Eo with an R M S response due to the alluvium 
of about 5 Ed. These values are similar in relative amplitude 
to the aeromagnetic response. 

19050 20500 

FIGURE 1 
The aeromagnetic fields over Elura. Fig. 1a shows the observed values 
measured at 90 m altitude after Gidiey and Stuart (1980) and fig. 1b 
the simulated data from our Elura model at 50 m altitude. Both are 
contoured at 5 nT. The inset rectangle in Fig. 1a identifies the region 
represented in Fig. 1b and all the succeeding maps. 
When flown at 90 m, the simulation reproduces well the magnetic 
response of the real Elura orebody and has a similar character of 
background. However, at 50 m, the width of the response due to the 
orebody is of course narrower and the effects of the alluvium, not 
resolved at 90 m, become more apparent. The model includes 1 nT 
of random noise. 

Table 1 

Alluvium 
(for Mini-Elura) 

Host Rock 

Siliceous Ore 

Pyritic Ore 

Pyrrhotitic Ore 

Gossan 

Density Contrast [T/m3] 

-0.75 
(-1.1) 

0.0 

0.95 

1.74 

1.65 

0.25 

Susc. Contrast (SI) 

2.2 x 10-3 
(6.6 x 10-3) 

0.0 

-2.5 x 10-4 

5.0 x 10-" 

1.2 x 10-2 

2.5 x 10-4 

A[nT/E6] 

-2.57 
(-5.14) 

na 

-0.22 

0.25 

6.23 

0.86 

Lithology 

with maghemite bearing 
gravels 

quartz muscovite siltstone 

semi massive to dissem 
siliceous sulphides 

massive sulphides 

massive sulphides 

limonite 
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The ground gravimetry over Elura. Fig 2a shows the measured residual 
Bouguer gravity after Blackburn (1980) and Fig. 2b the simulated 
gravity over our Elura model. The simulation reproduces well the 
observed data. 
In both cases, the data is contoured at 1 GU and the simulated data 
includes 0.2 GU of random noise. The position of the orebody is shown 
by vertical shading in Fig. 2a. 

^ 1 9 0 5 0 20500 

FIGURE 3 
The simulated airborne vertical gravity gradient map over the Elura 
model. The close similarity between this figure and that of the 
magnetic response (Fig. 1) is clear. This similarity is a reflection of 
the tact that the magnetic field and the gravity gradient have the same 
distance dependence. The field includes 1 Eo of random noise and 
Is contoured at 5 Eo. 
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The Mini-Elura Model 

The actual Elura has very prominent magnetic and 
gravitational anomalies, far too prominent for a useful test of 
our methods. The model was rebuilt and dubbed "Mini-Elura" 
to simulate an Elura-style orebody, still of economic interest, 
but with much weaker anomalies, so as to be no longer 
noticeable in magnetic nor gravity surveys. The orebody has 
been reduced in volume until its mass is only 9 MTonne (one-
third of its original size); its depth has been increased by 50 m; 
furthermore, the susceptibility and density contrasts of the 
alluvium have been increased to the values given in table 1 
to raise the "geological noise" levels also by a factor of 2 to 3. 

As in the model of Elura itself, measurement noise is simulated 
by the addition of uncorrelated Gaussian noise to the 
calculated magnetic and gravity gradient fields. In the case 
of the magnetics, the random noise has an R M S value of 1 
nT in the magnitude, equivalent to 1/V3 nT in each component. 
For the gravity gradient tensor, w e exploit the fact that it has 
zero trace and assign 1 Eo R M S of random noise to the 
trace. This level of tensor-trace noise was achieved by adding 

The aeromagnetic map over the barely visible Mini-Elura model.The 
field includes 1 nT of random noise and is contoured at 5 nT. 

FIGURE 5 
The vertical gravity gradient field over the barely visible Mini-Elura 
model. The field includes 1 Eo of random tensor-trace noise and is 
contoured at 1 Ed. 
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FIGURE 6 
The pseudo-lithological map of the Mini-Elura model showing 
computed k values. The region on the left where there is little variation 
is where the alluvium dominates the gravity and magnetic responses; 
the ratio, A, varies from -5.6 to -4.4 nT/Eo in this region whereas it 
reaches 1.2 nT/E6 at the anomaly to the right. The A value contours 
are spaced by 0.5 nT/Eo. Note that the correlation procedure does not 
yield results within one division from the borders. 

19050 20500 

FIGURE 8 
The aeromagnetic map over the Mini-Elura model after the application 
of the pseudo-magnetic filter [8] using only the vertical gradient 
component, ra, of the gravity gradient tensor. The value of the 
parameter A(-4.8 nT/E6) is the same as that used in Fig. 7 as is 
the contour spacing of 5 nT. Note how the orebody response has 
tighter contours because of the effects of the alluvium at the left 
and also at the bottom right. 

19050 20500 

FIGURE 7 
The aeromagnetic map over the Mini-Elura model after processing 
by the pseudo-magnetic filter with A = -4.8 nT/E6 as determined from 
Fig. 6. As in Fig. 4, with which this map should be compared, the field 
is contoured at 5 nT. 

1/>/3 Ed R M S of noise independently to each component of 
the tensor. 

The simulated joint airborne survey was calculated at the same 
50 m altitude and sampled on the same 50 m grid as for the 
original Elura model, with results illustrated in Figs 4 and 5. 

Our hypothetical Mini-Elura orebody of only 9 MTonne at 150 m 
depth could still be an economically attractive target, especially 
in the Cobar area. However inspection of figs. 4 and 5 shows 
that it is unlikely that either the aeromagnetic or gravity gradient 
signals by themselves would lead to the detection of the 
orebody. 

Correlation Analysis and Filtering 

The simulated joint gravity gradiometer and magnetic airborne 
survey over the Mini-Elura model are, as far as is reasonably 

achievable, faithful representations of what may be expected 
from real surveys. They contain the signal due to the orebody, 
that due to severe "geological noise", and random Gaussian 
noise to simulate other noise sources, such as instrument 
noise, which have no spatial correlation. O n the other hand, 
the model is favoured in that it satisfies the conditions for the 
Poisson relation, having no magnetic remanence and simple 
homogeneous and isotropic sources. In short, this is a suitable 
model for testing our correlation techniques which yield the 
pseudo-lithology m a p and the pseudo-magnetic filter. 

The pseudo-lithology map calculated by the minimal cor
relation method from the fields illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5 is 
presented in Fig. 6. This map identifies two regions: the roughly 
circular region to the right where the A field increases rapidly 
up to a peak value of 1.2 riTVEo, and the rest of the m a p over 
which the A values are nearly constant, ranging from -5.6 to 
-4.4 nT/Eo. 

The actual A value for the alluvium of -5.2 nT/Eo falls well within 
this range predicted by the pseudo-lithology map. Near the 
orebody the algorithm has greater difficulty predicting the rock 
properties ratio because there are a number of different 
lithologies contributing. Nevertheless the peak A value of 1.2 
nT/E6 indicates the presence of a significantly magnetic rock. 

A histogram analysis of the data illustrated in Fig. 6 yielded 
a modal A value of -4.8 riT7E6 for the alluvium and this value 
was then used in a pseudo-magnetic magnitude filter accord
ing to equation [7]. The result is the filtered magnetic response 
shown in Fig. 7. It is now essentially free of the effects of the 
alluvium. This selection of the orebody signal, while perhaps 
particularly dramatic because of the very distinct difference 
in the physical properties of the rocks in the model, never
theless is evidence of the power of the method. 

The pseudo-magnetic filtered map resulting if only the vertical 
gravity gradient component were available and filter [8] were 
used in place of [7] is shown in Fig. 8. Although some effects 
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of the alluvium remain, the use of these techniques has still 

provided clear information which allows easy identification of 

the orebody which, it should be recalled, was virtually invisible 

in either measured field alone. 

Conclusions 

The Poisson relation [1] provides a method of transforming from 

gravity gradient to magnetic measurements, allowing the 

former to be used as a filter for the latter. Additionally, the 

distance-independence of the Poisson relation m e a n s that, 

for the first time, it is possible to envisage estimates of the 

physical properties of source rocks directly from airborne 

potential field measurements. 

One should not be surprised that possession of two physically 

independent information sets can reveal, through their 

correlations, more than merely the s u m of what they could 

alone. Our Mini-Elura simulation provides an illustration of how 

significant this could prove to be. 
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